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AIDS Testing J 
,b 
The Skeena Health Unit is now 
I doing private and confidential 
AIDS testing/NEWS A l l  
) 
Faster than . . .  
A Caledonia Secondary fan- 
powered car is a provincial 
winnerat UBC/COMMUNITY 8:1. 
Championships 
Local PeeWees will host the 
province's best as they try to win 
it all/SPORTS C l  
M/ ND  ,,RD 75¢ PLUS 5¢ GST VOL. 6 NO. 48 
Deal ends logging blockade 
Those talks came after Sire 
Gan got a Supreme Court injac- 
tion and an enforcment order 
March 11 to end the blockage. 
The injunction amed nine indi. 
viduals and the Gitiakdamix 
(New Aiyansh) band council. 
Speaking yesterday morning, 
Gitwinksihlkw chief councillor 
Perry Azak said an agreement 
had been reached between the 
two villages. 
"The injunction is going to 
stop and the blockade is coming 
down effective noon today," 
said Azak. 
The blockade went up on a 
logging road leading into an area 
in which Sire Gan has a cutting 
permit granted by the B.C .  
Forest Service. 
That area is on uaditional 
New Aiyamh lands. One comer 
also berders land known as In- 
dian Reserve No. 1 and allocated 
to New Aiyansh. 
"It's been a tough month 
since this started," said Azak. 
"It's affected our logging for 35 
days so far. Thirty five days is a 
lot to lose." 
He said there has been an dr. 
rangement made to provide co- 
nomic benefits to New Aiyansh 
elders whose land is affected. 
Asak was reluctant o give 
details. 
Azak said the injuction ap- 
plication and its accompanying 
enforcement order was a last 
resort on the part of Sire Gan. 
No other logging traffic was 
affected by the New Aiyansh 
blockade. 
It first went up in mid- 
A BLOCKADE involving two 
NassValley villages and which 
stopped a company from logging 
for more than 30 days was to 
come down noon yesterday. 
The blockade was put up last 
month by residents of New 
Aiyansh to protest plans by Sire 
Gas Forest Industries to log on 
traditional New Aiyansh lands. 
The agreement to end the 
blockade followed extensive 
negotiations between the village 
of Gitwinksihlkw, which owns 
Sire Gan, and New Aiyansh. 
ROLL UP, roll up and see the amazing dancing bears at this Leah Kofoed who'll be among the Terrace Skating club mere- 
year's ice show extravaganzal Above, that's Krystel, Erin and bers entertaining crowds at the arena this weekend. 
February and was moved last members at the time of the rnst 
week to be more visible to those blockade said they weren't hap- 
travelling the road between the py with the lack of buffer zones 
Cranberry Junction and New between the Sim Oan cutting 
Aiyansh. area nd their land. 
The blockade's f'~t appear- Imp. Gil Yard. of RCMP 
ance and subsequent relocation Prince Rupert subdivision, said 
both came when leaders of the police were lXopared to act to 
two villages were away at land end the blockade but decided to 
claims negotiations, hold off while negotiations were 
Residents of the two villages underway. 
had tried without success at the Late on Monday night, he 
end of February: to reach agree- said, RCMP were called off and 
mont. . told an agreement had been 
Hew A iyansh  counc i l  reached. 
City taking look at 
illegal businesses 
HOME BUSINESSES operating 
illegally in ~ residential zones 
will find out this spring whether 
they can continue to do so. 
Home occupations are regulated 
under the city's business licens- 
ing by-law. 
Subject o certain conditions, it
• allows home occupations only in 
1t2 to R7 zones. 
While confirming such opera- 
tions are prohibited in PO. neigh- 
bourhoods, permits director Bob 
Lafleur said: the et~ ha~ not o~/y 
been allowing theni'i6-dosi); bui 
also issuing them business 
licences. 
However, he added, the opera- 
tors have been required to sign a 
"waiver". Bob Lafleur 
In doing so, Lafleur explained, home to purchase them. 
they recognize they are operating But that was what has been hap- 
contrary to the by-law and agree porting, L,afleur said, citing pie- 
that, if and when the city decides ture flaming, clothing and clean- 
to enforce the by-law,'they will ing product businesses as exam- 
move out. pies. 
Now the entire question of what If a home-based business of- 
home occupations should be al- Cored a product that could be 
lowed in what zones is under bought off the shelf at'a local 
review, store, that was unfair competition, 
Lafleur said the move comes in he maintained. • 
response to unfair competition An example of the distinction 
complaints from businesses lo- would be someone selling hand 
En joy  al l  the  fun  of  the  fa i r  =, ,n oo ==o =. The homo occupations concept som~nc simply buying in was supposed to cover offices manufactured clothes from an 
and hand made goods, he ex- outside supplier. 
THE GREATEST Show on will entertain the crowds at Artistic tests. Tickets for the show are. plained, a way people could get Lafleur said his department was 
Ice glides out into the arena three performances. This month she will be available at Flowers A La i their business "up and running" now preparing amendments to the 
spotlight this Friday and The first is Friday at 7 going for ller 7th Figure and Carte, Jeans North, All ~ until they had a strong enough by-law which would define what 
Saturday. p.m., the others taking place Junior Competitive tests this Seasons, Copperside M, base to move up to commercial home occupations were allowed 
That's when the Terrace Saturday at 1 p.m. and 7 month. Wayside Grocery and Agar premises, where. 
Skating Club will be putting p.m. Nustad took the gold in Red & White. It was not intended to allow He anticipated a report on the 
on this year's ice Special guest his year will Senior Ladies at last year's Adult tickets cost $5, people to bring in manufactured proposals would be ready to go to 
extravaganza, the theme be Karl-Lee Nustad, 16. B.C. Winter Games in seniors and students $4, goods and invite people to their council in a couple of weeks. 
beingA Trip to theFair. The Houston skater has KJtimat and this year kids to 12 years $3 and r ,  - - - -  - ' r o ) e = ) e a  
Marching bands, a ring successfully completed her finished seventh in the anyone undertheageoftwo 
master and animals galore Gold Dance, Free.skate and provincial Novice Ladies. years get in free. 
WATER RIGHTS officials are Couroux, secretary to the Corn- 
: : still wading through the letters ptroller of Water Rights in Vie- 
: : . they've received protesting pro- tofia. 
He said a recommendation : : : posed water ote increases In up- 
Bargainin.cl will hurt, say teachers perThomhill, should be made within a couple 
- : . . . .  .... 'i i :  " Woodlands Utilities Ltd. wants of weeks on whether to hold a 
increase the rate charged public hearing or carry out a 
Larger c lasses predi cted " domestic users from $10 a month review of the proposed increases to $18. on the basis of submissions al- Other fee changes requested in- ready received. : 
pen," he said. "elude increasing the turn-on fee Woodlands ays the Increases 
PROVINCE-WIDE bargaining of is discriminatory because some main issue, which is delivering He also expressed concern from $2o to $50, and adding a are needed because revenues have 
teachers' contracls will mean unionized school workers - -  like quality education." about he loss of local control, new $25 customer ndministration not been enough to pay Into a re- 
larger class sizes tn Terrace School District 88's CUPE He sald he was concemedabout "What would happen If the fee. placement account which lssup- 
schools, predicts Terrace District maintenance and secretarial the loss of local control over board wants to provide some in- A petition of at least 50 slgna- posed to cover major expenses. 
Teachers' Union president Cathy workers - -  will conttnue to have some issues, centives to attract eaehars to a tures and about 100 individual Under the new proposal, 15 per 
~nabright, the fight to negotiate on a district- Pousette said the north will particular community,', he asked, letters had been received by the cent of rates collected would be 
"Teachers in Terrace have by,district basis, but teachers have to be vigilant hat its inter- "Would you be able to do that at Feb. 28 deadline, said Rick setasldo. 
given up things to get lower class won't. ,,It's alrlght fo r  CUPE to ests are served during provincial the provincial level?" 
• hargainlng . . . .  d; Giesbrecht suggested making g sizes," she satd. ,'We now stand 
bargatnloeally, howeverteaehers "You can,tput 75 school is, the bargaining process moredts- Skeena ridin to grow to lose that." 
She also predicted Terrace cannot;', shesatd. ',They believe trlets together and assure equity tant w i l l  breed apathyl at~cng 
teachers will get lostin the shuf- in free collective bargaining for for everybody," he said. teachers because bargaining v,ill THE FEDERALSkeena riding after each 10-year census, 
fie and issues that are unique to everybody but teachers." "There'S going to he a steamrol- become too big a process for will grow to include Houston B.C.'s population grew enough 
¢¢ , l the north will be: Ignored at the . . . .  And I don t think it s going to ler effect. And our toes may be them to have influence over, in the east and t~lla ]]ella- beWeen 1981 and 1991 to jus' 
provincial bargaining table; produce any long term financial under the rolls some days." I f  teachers are less politically Shearwater down the south tl~ adding two tidings to the 
"I've very angry, I'mvery dis- benefitsforeitherside." Skeena MLA Eelmut Oies- active, because they don'tthink coast If recommended bound- 32nowinthe province. 
lllusloned. I,m very concerned,', School board chairman John brecht, a former teacher and for, their actions can get results, then ary changes come Into being, All this means .. shifttng 
Lalmbright added,: " I  feel like Pousctte had some reservations mer teachers, union president, ex, there's a danger morale will The changes are proposed by boundaries to reflect:the ris e in 
the Federal Electoral Bound. population. , ed from illar to said that on ressed dlsa ointment hat the decline, he added Ive been kick p about the plan, but ' p " PP ' 
post," ..... balance:h6 sttll supports provtn- curront system wasn't given more ',I don,t know how reducing aries Commission for B.C., an If you do ~sh to make com- 
The plan goes against every, clai bargatnlng with teachers, time to work. : morale tn the workplace benefits Independent body whteh will meats before the commission 
the : ovemment ,, . . . . . .  a :s occu ied a "There was a mood that was the educationalinstitutton." hold a hearing this May tn at its Prince Rupert hearing thin . . . .  g .... Bargalrdng alw p _ g , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  • , . May 31, you must notif~ it In 
promised in :tts edueailon plat- ~eat deal of the schooldlstriet's : prevallhag that people were rea, : For finance minister Elizabeth Pflneo Rupert, 
r,~,-~ : aid. :~ , : :,..a )),-, ~.a,,~,~, l.~,. n  " sortable and there wman a~:  Cull's staleraetit on the barg~n- Ridings "are : re..oxamined wr l t i l~by~y5.  ~ ~:'. . . . . .  ,shes . :  : .  : . . , , . ,~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~dnowI  : , ~ . , . . . . . .  :: - : . 
She said the government,s plan. ~ wecm focus more onthe lot ofcooperationsisrting tolmp- tng change, seePageA2 : ,  : 
J 
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Province tightens More 
teacher bargaining money I 
BA!~: i~!d :n~a i ! : !~ igt i : i~  ~! :~~; (~, : ! i ; i~~o~;d ;~ i i  c~obOei ! i~~dsno~: ; ! i  THE TERRACBSCI-IOOLboard | 4695 0fler St. will have an extra $61%000 to I Terrace, B.Cl 
t ~VuO;;et.with in their 1994.95 I 
Elizabeth Cull is the intent of seven years. Describing mediation as "a But exactly kow the :1..79 per 
a new bargaining system to be 
introduced by the province. 
Cull announced last Thurs- 
day plans to use a two-tier sys- 
tem for negotiating teacher 
contracts. 
The proposal calls for wages, 
benefits and working condi- 
tions to be handled at the 
provincial evel. 
School boards and teachers 
in individual districts will be 
able to deal only with remain- 
ing local issues, ones that will 
not have any significant finan- 
cial impact on the district. 
Since 1987, contracts have 
been negotiated by individual 
districts. 
While teachers will still be 
able to strike, they will need a 
pro'vince-wide vote in favour 
of a walkout o do so. 
"Getting a strike vote will 
be more difficult," Cull 
agreed. 
Nor will teachers in an indi- 
vidual district be able to strike 
over a purely local issue. 
Where the board and union 
canllot reach agreement on 
suela an issue, it will be 
referred to the provincial;talks 
for solution, she explained. 
That system, Cull suggested, 
puts extra pressure on both 
sides to reach agreement at the 
Meal level. 
cop-out", she said resulting 
settlements end up costing 
more, 
Conceding the B.C. Teachers 
Federation has consistently 
opposed province-wide 
bargaining, she expected that 
to continue, at least at the 
union leademhip level. 
However, she said, trustees, 
parents and "many teachers" 
supported the change. 
' 'It will allow them 
(teachers) to get on with teach- 
ing," she added. 
Cull also estimated the move 
to province-wide bargaining 
will save at least $2.5 million 
each round of negotiations. 
cent budget increase will affect 
local spending remains to be 
seen. 
Secretary-treasurer Barry 
PiersdoffE noted the government 
has said much of the extra money 
will be targetted towards pecial 
education and native education 
programs. 
Victoria has also yearned is- 
tricts to expect no new money for 
teachers' salaries and to expect 
required cuts in administrative 
spending. 
"We have no idea what the out- 
come will be until we see the 
detailed numbers for this dis- 
trier," Piersdorff said. "It's just 
too early to tell." 
Barry's Floor Services 
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION 
OF CARPET AND LINO 
20 yeors experience 
635-2368 
Pager: 638-4828 
Terrace Pee-Wee Reps 
Would like to extend a very special thank-you to: 
Who are sponsoring our banquet for over 200 
players and officials. 
City 
lowers 
daycare 
boom 
inspectors again find more than 
eight children at the facility. 
Permits director Bob Lafleur 
issued that warning in a letter 
delivered to operators Mickey 
and Sharon Bromley last Friday 
morning. 
The letter followed investiga- 
tion of two complaints from 4700 
block Hamcr residents the pre- 
vious day. 
Lafleur said senior building in- 
spector Paul Gipps and acting fire 
chief Richard Owens had visited 
the daycare Thursday afternoon 
and been told by Mickey Brom- 
,.2reissues: ................................ 
., ,,That contravenes the local by- 
law which permits only eight- 
. child daycares in R_I. residential 
zones. 
Last month council rejected a 
proposal to amend the zoning by- 
law to allow up to 20-child 
daycares in R1 areas. 
It also declined to act on Brom- 
ley's request to issue a temporary 
permit to allow him time to find 
alternative places for half the 16 
children who regularly attend the 
daycare. 
The letter also warned Bromley 
the city would ask the province to 
revoke the Brornley's child care 
liccnce as well. 
Explaining the hard line, 
Laflcur said council had made its 
decision and his department's job 
was to enforce that directive. 
Pointing out Bromley knew 
what the zoning regulations aid 
even before hc bought he Hamer 
Ave. property and built his 
home\dayeare there, Let]cur 
added, "He gambled and lost." 
Meanwhile Bromley may have 
found a solution to his problem. 
Fie explained a parent of one of 
the children had offered the use 
of her basement as a second 
eight-child aycare. 
Bromley said Gipps had in- 
spected the house and confirmed 
it would take relatively little work 
to bring the basement up to build- 
ing code standards. 
Bromley anticipated the work 
could be completed in approxi- 
mately three weeks. 
Asked why his department was 
not prepared to give Bromley 
time to effect the change, Lafleur 
pointed out "council did not give 
him an extension." 
Correction 
In the March 9 issue of The Ter- 
race Standard, it was reported 
thai Clayton Overholt pleaded 
guilty te escaping from a. federal 
penitentiary. 
In fact, Mr. Ovorholt pleaded 
guilty to driving without duo care 
and attention. 
JOIN THE 
"~ AFS INTERCUL TURE 
CANADA FAMILY 
Bring the world home 
by hosting an AFS high school 
exchange student 
Call 1.800'361,7248 
e"  ' d~,, 
• A 
Maternity and Infant Wear II 
JUST IN ~ Twin Umbrella Strollers I I 
: B2rb.lY s Gift , tem$, ,~ Mln(oCratr:fs;=PT:::~,,e I I  
~ ; , ~ [ ~ Y ~ .  461  3 Laze l le  Ave .  
~ ~  635-5606 
I Bay ' n Inn Rest r aria aurant 
[ ' " ' :  Th(~ f r iend l ies t  " Inn"  townt  ~. G:~. 
/ Make our place 'Your Place' to enjoy an evening q ~ 13 
/ of intimate dining and reasonable pdces!. '"~kt'l~h~,.,t'~ 
MARCH SPECIALS 
ALASKA KING 
CRABLEGS 
Served with baked potato, fresh 
spring vegetables and herb 
garlic butter 
=19.95 
SCALLOPS FETTUCCINE 
"CAUFORNIA" 
Sundried tomatocream sauce 
and scallops, served on 
spinach fettuccine 
=15.95 
STUFFED FILET OF SOLE 
"sun MER" 
Tender filet of Sole wrapped 
around crabmeat, scallops - 
shrimp & garlic, topped with 
hollandaise sauce served with 
saffron rice & vegetables 
=16.50 
Open For Lunch 
"ruesday - Friday 11:30 a.rn, - 2:00 p.m, 
Dinner 
Monday - Sunday 5:00 p,m, -"11:00 p.m. 
The Easiest  '800 
You'll Ever Make. 
Buy an Arctic: r bel0re April 16, and get up to $800 in Cat Cash':" 
$800 i you a =,te oewArctic Cat, order 
CA]" CASH before April 16 and get up to $800 in Cat Cash to spend on exciting 
Arcticwear®clothing and accessories. With ZR TM technology 
available on many of our '95 Cats, they're going to go fastso ordering early also 
guarantees the sled ~/ou want. See your Arctic Cat dealer ~teT l t  CAr  ® 
today and get an immediate return on your investment: Wbrld ClassSno~nobiles- 
"GOOd oqly al part ¢ipal ing Ca~adtar= Arcl ic Cat d=alets ca available 1935 Arctic Cat snowmobiles texcegl K~ Iv Cal!q Alwaj5 ;"ha . . . .  v"~,_~"-.~qB ~t~t'~= "} k .~ . . .  ({~'~=~ 
helmet and don't drink and fide. ©1994 Aetco  & Jes  In- ~*~'lra.:lematks of Arctco, Inc.. lhiel River Falls, Mt'I "~'~;' ~-" "  ~ .~ 
NEID EIITERPRISES LTD. 
' "Your Recreation Specialists" 
4925 Keith Ave. Fax 6.35-5050 Ph: 635-3478 
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Mar /94  
5th 
6th 
7th 
8th 
9th 
lOth 
11th 
THISYEAR 
MAX. MtN, RAIN SNOW SUN 
1.7 -4.8 0.0 0.2 3,4 
4.1 -5.5 0.0 0.0 6,3 
3.6 -3.0 TR TR 0,3 
4.4 -3.3 0.0 0,0 0,0 
8.8 -0.1 0.0 0,0 0,0 
8.5 -2.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
4.6 -0.1 0.0 0,0 0,0 
LASTYEAR 
MAX. MtN. RAIN SNOW SUN 
7.0 0.6 15,8 0.0 0.0 
8,2 2.0 1:4 0.0 4.4 
6.5 -0.2 0.0 0.0 3,3 
5.7 -3.9 0.0 0.0 4.9 
6,8 -4.8 0.0 0.0 8.9 
6.7 -2.1 0.0 0.0 9.0 
7.7 -1.0 0.0 0.0 7,6 
DAILY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN. YEAR ~YEAR 
9.4 65 -11.7 62 27.7 77 
9.1 84 -14.4 56 39,6 79 
12.0 84 -12.2 74 22,6 71 
14.0 84 -12.8 74 27.4 72 
13.2 81 -11.7 56 22,4 66 
13.9 65 -10.6 56 20.6 66 
14.4 65 -18.3 56 22.4 77 
= ROAD REPOR'I 
Spring is almost here, Watch for black ice conditions overnight and on cold 
mornings. Watch for and obey all traffic control working with crews repairing winter 
damage, 
To report problems call 638-1881. 
After hours or out of town call toll free 1-800-665-5051. 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
SECHAKO 
. NORTHCOAST 
,.', F~ "t Vl('.:, E.:~ (_;(~)N.%rlquc'rlOl-4 " " " - "  
/ L:/ / 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
L 
[] Just press f irmly 
YOUNG JEREMY Vandenbroek isn't sure what to make of 
Constable Kim Hall taking his fingerprints. Jeremy was 
just one of many children at the Co-op Saturday taking 
part in a Child identification program. Parents also 
received a photograph and a booklet in which to record 
personal Information. They are to be used in case of an 
emergency involving the child. On hand with the RCMP 
were local Kinsmen. 
Woman faces bankruptcy 
Marge Samar~o 
A THORNI-IILL woman says 
she's going into bankruptcy be- 
cause she can't afford to pay back 
UI benefits. 
Marge Samarco's troubles be- 
gart nearly a year ago when she 
left a job, citing stress from her 
job and difficulty with a manager. 
Samarco already had an exist- 
ing claim and began to receive UI 
benefits until unemployment offi- 
cials turned down her reasons for 
leaving and cut her off. 
Her reasons weren't accepted 
under new rules. They tightened 
up conditions under which people 
can voluntarily quit work and 
receive benefits. 
Samarco took the decision to a 
three-member appeal board but it 
found in favour of the unemploy- 
ment insurance commission. 
"The board was sympathetic to
the situation the appellant found 
tolerable as to justify quitting at 
the time she did," the board 
wrote in a July 1993 decision. 
By then the commission 
determined it had incorrectly paid 
Samarco just over $1,500 and 
asked for the money back. 
That left Samarco frustrated, 
saying the unemployment insur- 
ance commission was at fault in 
the first place for paying benefits 
they then wanted returned. 
" I  followed all the right chan- 
nels and did what I had to do," 
said Samarco. "They should have 
not paid me. It is their fault and I 
should not have to repay it." 
In addition to having to pay 
back the UI money, Samarco lost 
her car because she couldn't keep 
up the financing payments. 
Fortunately, Sarnarco found a 
job in Thomhill within walking 
distance of her home. 
herself in.. However they could. :;, ,That/employer received., at the 
rio't--'e6nsldei-!tlils-~it~att~f-!g6:'tn~!a';Z~tid ! Of Ian.~ary:~':i6ttei::ffbm tile 
unemployment insurance com- 
mission saying it ~vas taking 20 
per cent of Samarc0's net pay to 
cover the overpayment. 
" In January they took $197. In 
February they took $154. With 
what's left, I 'm way below wel- 
fare levels. I can't live on that and 
am just going to have to declare 
personal bankruptcy. I have to," 
said Samarce last week. 
Even paying $25 a pay period 
would be too much, she con- 
tinued. 
" I  just don't think it's fair they 
are doing this on my low ~vage. 
And I know if it's happening to 
me, it's happening to others," 
said Samarco. 
A commission official said fed- 
oral privacy regulations prevent 
discussion of individual cases. 
But the official did say Samareo 
can apply to have the 20 per cent 
repayment schedule reduced to fit 
'her financial situation. ' 
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News In Brief 
Provincial budget next week 
PROVINCIAL TAXPAYERS will see what Premier Mike Har- 
court's promise last week of no new taxes or tax hikes means 
March 22. 
That's the date when the provincial government's budget for the 
1994-95 fiscal year is released in the legislature. 
Harcourt told British Columbians last week that government 
spending is under control and that the deficit is being cut. 
But the Canadian Taxpayers Federation is worried that while there 
might be no more government tax ldkes, fees, premiums and trans- 
fers from government-owned enterprises could go up. 
Air travellers on the rise 
MORE PEOPLE flew in and out of the Terrace-Kitimat irport in 
1993 than did in 1992, reports airport manager Darryi Lanrent. The 
3.8 per cent increase works out to 86,700 people for 1993. 
"It  was  a bit lower than our projections, but it was still an in- 
crease which not all airports could claim," said Laurent. 
The 1993 figure is still a far cry from the record year of 1990 in 
wl]ieh 104,600 people flew in and out. 
The airport recently completed a major expansion, giving it the 
facilities to handle 500 arriving and departing passengers an hour. 
There are three scheduled airlines flying into the airport ~ Cana- 
dian Airlines, Air B.C. and Central Mountain Airlines of Smithors. 
New food bank home sought 
THE TERRACE Churches Food Bank is looking for a new homo. 
It now uses a former home on Sparks St. owned by the Evangeli- 
cal Free Church but that'll be tom down to make room for parking 
spaces and access. The parking plan is part of a development which 
has so far resulted in new premises for the church. 
Food bank spokesman Tcrri Elkiw said there is no immediate rush 
to leave the building but she does expect he food bank to be in a 
new location for the fall. 
The food distribution period this week is the last of the season. 
The food bank closes over the spring and summer months and 
opens in November for a new season. 
Weather affects landings 
JANUARY WASN'T the best month for landings by passanger jets 
at the Terrace-Kitimat irport, indicate airport statistics. 
Of 200 scheduled landings by Canadian Airlines and Air B.C.'s 
jets, only 142 took place. 
That works out to 71 per cent, far below the average of 96 per 
cent, said airport manager Darryl Laurent. " I t 's  pretty poor, oven 
by our standards." 
February's weather was much bettor ~ of 202 scheduled flights 
into here, there wore 184 landings. That makes for an average Of 91 
per cent. 
Highways work to start 
EXPECT PERIODIC delays for the next six to seven months on 
two Hwy16 projects in Gitseqnvcla and just cast of the village. 
One project involves replacing the concrete deck and guard rails 
of the Kitsegucla River Bridge with a wider deck and a sidewalk 
fence. Work will also take place on the approaches tothe bridge. 
The second one is the construction of an overpass and pedestrian 
walkway over the highway to connect he two sides of the village. 
Highways officials.say most of tho, delays will take place, from the 
bridge project because traffic~will b'~ ~i ' i~t~d'tb s ingl6 lali~ 
The boys at Ter race  Chrys le r  are proud to we lcome the all 
new 1995 Neon.  So come down today,  say  hel lo to Neon,  
and see  what  all the exc i tement  is about !  
The Automobile Of The Year 
It's the unexpected things that helped induce the editors of "Automobile 
Magazine" to name the all new 1995 Neon the Automobile of the Year. 
Things like the Neon stand,out cab-forward design; its numerous safety 
standards, including driver and front passenger air bags, its generous five- 
passenger room; and, of course, its sports-car-like handling and its best- 
in-class standard power. 
perhaps the accolade was to be expected 
*Price does not include freight or undercoating 
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.Very clever 
IF HEALTH minister Paul Ramsey ever needs to 
consider another line of work, he might try 
magic. That was some rabbit he pulled out of the 
hat a couple of weeks ago in deciding to add a 
second orthopedic surgeon in the northwest. 
The decision contradicts one made by Mr. 
Ramsey just several months ago. Then, acting 
upon a recommendation from a 1992 health 
study, Mr. Ramsey announced the orthopedic 
surgical service in Kitimat was to be transferred 
to Prince Rupert. That lead to massive protests in 
Kitimat and potential political problems for the 
NDP. 
Mr. Ramsey's solution was to keep the service 
in Irdtimat. To appease Prince Rupert, he an- 
nounced a second northwest orthopedic surgeon 
would be placed in that city. 
Although this would appear to have solved a 
troublesome situation, the provincial government 
has now added approximately $1 million to the 
provincial deficit. That's about what it'll take to 
open and run an orthopedic service in Prince 
Rupert. This seems trange when the government 
is running around at every other opportunity tell- 
ing people how much money it is not spending. 
But perhaps Mr. Ramsey has created a clever 
trap. Northwest health care decisions on budget 
allocations and services will soon be made by a 
regional health care council. It'll consist of the 
same groups, people and communities who 
couldn't agree on the orthopedic surgical service. 
One day that council may not have enough 
money to support two orthopedic services. The 
decision then will be much more difficult to 
make. Yet it won't be up to Mr. Ramsey or his 
successor. Mr. Ramsey's short term gain now 
.n!ay,..~e~y,~l.~ l ea~ t£ som~od,~, e1~e~s long ,term 
It's illegal 
SUPPOSE A group of prominent businessmen, 
backed by various pension funds and a big time 
partner from south of the border, announced 
plans to develop a massive marijuana farm in the 
Fraser Valley. "Sure," they would say, "We 
know it's against the law but we're convinced 
the provincial government will change its mind 
once they hear of the economic benefits that will 
come about." 
Sounds pretty far fetched but that's about 
what's happening with the multi-million 
proposal to take a piece of Vancouver waterfront 
and turn it into a huge casino to vacuum the 
pockets of locals and tourists. 
In the rush toward bright lights and the big 
time, most everybody seems to forget that gam- 
bling for profit in this province is against the 
law. 
What's worse is the attitude of the NDP. This is 
supposed to be the party which seeks to elevate 
humanity beyond the kind of greed exemplified 
by blackjack, craps and the like. Instead the party 
seems to have its eye on the next election. The 
need to produce anything te dazzle voters is 
overriding every other consideration. 
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Mike's read , t,3 roll the dice 
VICTORIA - -  If ever a 
politician's words have come 
back to haunt him, it's got to 
be Premier Harcourt's previous 
stance on gambling for profit. 
Here's what Mayor Mike 
Harcourt of Vancouver said in 
1986 when then premier Bill 
Vander Zalm entertained the 
idea of introducing Vegas-style 
casinos: 
" It 's an open invitation to 
the mob, and all that it will 
bring with it, all the dirty 
money in terms of raking off 
profit from gambling, the cor- 
ruption of officials, extortion, 
prostitution, drugs and money 
being laundered." 
Seven years later, he is sing- 
hag a slightly different tune. 
He's "ambivalent" about 
casinos that operate for profit, 
.he ..¢ays;~tit :he~ "~e~e~rvii'ig: his 
final :verdict mtil:fall when the 
government's review of gam- 
bling regulations will be com- 
pleted. 
What makes the difference in 
~7 e premier's attitude between 
en and now is a proposed 
50 million Vancouver water- 
front development, complete 
with 1,O00-room hotel- 
convention centre, cruise ship 
facilities and resort casino. 
The proponents of the 
scheme are no slouches. 
Despite the 15,000 permanent 
HUBERT BEYER 
jobs the project is expected to 
create, they know that's not 
enough to swing the govern- 
meat's support behind it. So 
they threw in some appealing 
bait. 
To start with, union pension 
funds are to get a 10.5 per cent 
ownership in the complex. 
First Nations are to get another 
1O per cent share. The project 
also contains provisions to 
build housing for the poor. But 
that's not all. 
Jack Peele, the long-time 
Liberal and millionaire devel- 
oper, who spearheads the 
forces that back the project, 
has promised to give Van- 
eotrver East Side residents, 
who are among the city's 
poorest, first crack to the con- 
struction jobs as well as the 
permanent jobs the project 
would create. 
These guys are pushing all 
the right buttons, and it's easy 
to see why the government 
would find the proposal ap- 
pealing, a few wrinkles 
notwithstanding. 
One of the wrinkles is the 
direct involvement some 
call it a conflict of interest 
the government has in the pro- 
posed development. The devel- 
oper is a company called VLC 
Properties Ltd., a firm in which 
the government has a 16-per- 
cent share. 
Headed by Peele, VLC's 
board of directors also includes 
an array of powerful union 
bosses, including B.C. Feder- 
ation of Labor president Ken 
Georgetti. VLC would own a 
20-per-cent share of the casino. 
As you can see, the plot thick- 
ellS. 
Now, what about Harcourt's 
scathing assessment of 
gambling- for-profit seven 
years ago? Not to worry, VLC 
has run a security check on 
Mirage Resort Inc. Of Nevada, 
the second-largest gaming 
company in North America, 
which would own 49 per cent 
of the complex and run the 
gaming facility. 
The result of the check, ac- 
cording to VLC, is that gam- 
bling in Nevada is carefully 
monitored and provides no 
opening for organized crime. 
All of which leaves us with 
one question: which Harcourt 
will prevail, the one who 
would have nothing to do with 
gambling seven years ago or 
the one who's clutching his 
new found ambivalence? 
I put my money on the 
reformed Mike. The induce- 
ments of the proposal are too 
great o be ignored. I also don't 
agree with those who see the 
mob behind every roulette 
wheel and slot machine. 
I can't say whether or not the 
mob has a stake in Reno orLas 
Vegas, but I know that there is 
no organized crime in any of 
the famous European casinos. 
If t lae :operation is run tightly. 
and '~closely mdhitored, the .~ ;
mob won't move in. 
So, let it rest and let the 
government make a profit on 
behalf of the taxpayer. And 
let's keep the money in British 
Columbia that now goes to Ne- 
vada. 
The casino-hotel-convention 
centre-cruise ship proposal is 
the best thing to come along 
s in~ Expo 86 which, by the 
way, was vehemently opposed 
by Harcourt. 
A last letter 1:,c, John Candy 
Dear John Candy: 
You stunned me with your 
sudden leavetaking. There I 
was looking forward to a cof- 
fee break soon, when CBC 
news announced, "Actor John 
Candy died this morning of a 
heart attack in Durango, Mexi- 
co where he was filming a 
western." 
Later, the news said you 
were one day away from wrap- 
ping up the movie, Wagons 
East. I do hope moviemakers 
will be able to complete the 
mowe without you so your 
final work won't be dropped 
into the garbage can. 
News stories say you made 
~nywhere from 37 to 15 
movies; reports differ. So far 
l 've seen only a few m Uncle 
Buck, Home Alone, and the 
one where you play a 
policeman and Maureen 
O'Hara is your Irish mother in- 
tent on getting you hitched. 
Now that you've written 
Finis to your movie making 
career, your videos will be so 
popular, I'll have to put my 
rHROUGH BIFOCALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
name on a long list to rent 
them. 
I missed you at the Gemini 
awards 10 days ago. Sure, 
Valerie Pringle did make pass- 
ing mention of both your and 
Tommy Sexton's untimely ab- 
sence at the ceremonies. But 
not a single Gemini winner 
hailed you or your achieve- 
ments. 
Were they so jealous of your 
comedy success they couldn't 
bring themselves to say some- 
thing laudatory about you? Or 
did they fear breaking down 
into a sobbing puddle? Perhaps 
the program was so scripted 
and rehearsed that, lacking 
your improvisational skill, they 
couldn't find a way to slip in 
an off-the-cuff remark to note 
your unexpected death only 
two days earlier. 
Even master of the ad lib, 
Frank Shuster, though he 
shared the stage with Johnny 
Wayne at least in memory, ig- 
nored your contribution to Ca- 
nadian humour. 
I understand you smoked 
heavily, and tried every diet in- 
vented to trim, your size from 
300 pounds. Your SCTV 
buddy, Eugene Levy, inter- 
viewed by Peter Mambridge 
on Prime Time News, said you 
were sensitive about your 
weight, and well aware your 
father suffered a heart attack 
age 35. 
It didn't help that you were a 
workaholic, driven to accom- 
plishing something every 
waking moment. Now you've 
abruptly run out of time at 43, 
cutting short what we all hoped 
would be a long drawn out fu- 
ture filled with more funny 
movies and TV appearances. 
You somehow built a career 
as a Canadian comic without 
ever letting me know you were 
a llusband and a father. How 
did you do that? For your wife 
Rosemary Hobor, your 13- 
year-old daughter Jennifer, and 
your 9-year-old son 
Christopher, I 'm sure your 
sudden death has left a gigantic 
gap in their lives, physically 
and emotionally. 
I can't do anything to make 
things better. 
I imagine you're in heaven 
now, dressed in a toga and 
thong slippem, gathered with 
other Canadian comedians 
Johnny Wayne, Tommy Sex- 
ton, Stephen Leacock, Sarah 
Binks chuckling over the 
antics of Codco and the barbs 
of the Air Farce, while munch- 
tng potato chips and swigging 
beer. 
But there is no joy on the Ca- 
nadian scene. 
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The case for a natural creek 
The city must say 'no' 
An open letter to: 
Mayor and CouneU 
City of Terrace 
Around 1915, Mr. and Mrs. 
Howe moved from New Bruns- 
wick to a home on the bench just 
above what is now the Eby Street 
hatchery. They moved out to B.C. 
because of the woman's health. 
Unfortunately, to get water for 
the home, Mrs. Howe had to go 
down a rough trail her husband 
built on the sidehlil to the spring. 
Of come,  she also had to pack 
the water back up. This didn't do 
much for her health and, after 
returning to New Brunswick, she 
shortly thereafter died. 
This story comes from a tape 
made by former Caledonia High 
School students while interview- 
ing one of Terraee's oldtimers on 
the history of Howe Creel  
It is a good example of the kind 
of resource this waterway is. 
Other students have used the area 
to catalogue the plant, insects and 
other wildlife of the area. 
The creek has been the focus of 
attention for still other students 
who have studied its water flows, 
monitored its rate of erosion and 
investigated its origin as a main 
channel of the ancient Skeena 
River. 
In recent years, Caledonia stu- 
dents have built two bridges over 
the creek (one at De,long Cres- 
cent and the other at the property 
being considered for development 
at Mcconnoll and Munro) and 
have cleaned tons of garbage out 
of the creek. 
Terrace will undoubtedly grow 
in population. We know from the 
experience of other towns and 
cities throughout he world that 
waterways like this one are very 
valuable assets in a city. 
Some jurisdictions are spending 
THE MANY faces of the Howe Creek area were demonstrated 
by Terrace Green Belt Association to municipal officials and 
others during a tour last fall. 
big bucks to open up and restore 
previously culverted creeks. How 
has the City of Terrace treated the 
creek.'/ 
The City of Terrace has histori- 
cally treated Howe Creek as a 
drainage ditch, and continues to 
do so. It became a make work 
project for the unemployed in 
Terraee's early days, when it was 
dug out by hand, from Lanfoar to 
Kalum, to enhance drainage in 
the Horseshoe. 
Within the last 10 years, city 
machinery scraped it out between 
Parkside school and Labelle. Cul- 
verts deliver storm water from the 
hence 
And recently, all of the water 
from Terrace Mountain has been 
diverted into the city storm sewer 
at Parkside school. These changes 
may have made sense at the time, 
but we should start to reverse the 
process now. 
We all know that many people 
already appreciate this creek. And 
we all acknowledge that it is dif- 
fieult to say no to developers, 
particularly in a small town 
where we all know the people in- 
volved. 
However, sooner or later limits 
to growth are reached and saying 
no becomes necessary. I say it is 
that time now. 
City councillors hould be look- 
ing after the current and long 
term interests of the majority of 
the community, and not just the 
financial interests of a few 
investor-developers. 
It seems to me that a reasonable 
solution to the Howe Creek con- 
troversy would involve: 
1. the mayor and city council- 
lors saying no to both the re- 
zoning applications. 
2. the city creating a long term 
community plan for the Howe 
Creek corridor, including bylaws 
a. that encourage getting the 
creek out of culverts, p re v e n t s 
new culvertlng, and shortens ex- 
isting culverts 
b. that eliminates any new de- 
velopment between the brow of 
the bench on the north, and any 
existing development on the 
south 
e. that establish a budget 
1. for acquisition of vacant 
land around the creek including 
the two vro~rties involved in the 
rezoning application. 
ILl. for the comtruction and 
maintenance of a trailand foot- 
bridges along the length of the 
creek, and 
Ill. for the gradual construction 
of a replacement s orm drain sys- 
tem for the Horseshoe area which 
removes only excess water from 
the developed areas of the Horse- 
shoe (i.e. the south aide of the 
creek). 
Sincerely ours, 
Glenn Grieve, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Lands needed for drainage 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to express my 
thanks to municipal council for 
having held the special meeting 
Feb. ~ to discuss the iml~et 9,f~ 11 
the Howe Creek Investments and 
the Coxford rezoning applications 
on public enjoyment of the Howe 
Creek nature corridor. 
This meeting differed from 
others in several respects. Coun- 
cil members became involved in 
discussions and gave some direc- 
tion as to how they might be ex- 
peetud to apply the Official Com- 
munity Plan. 
Both developers expressed 
some interest in relocating if fair 
compemation and/or a land swap 
might be worked out. Local resi- 
dents were asked to consider 
limited development as a means 
of helping to finance a buy out of 
the remaining undeveloped land. 
In evaluating the suitability of 
the Coxford rezoning application, 
councillors were asked to test its 
~validity under three possible 
claims: 
"Loss of  this area would greatly reduce the value o f  the 
Howe Creek trail as a nature preserve." 
1. the application is of a minor 
technical nature that benefits the 
applicant without adversely 
affecting any innocent parties; 
2. the application benefits the 
applicant at the expense of others 
bul some trade off is possible 
making the application acceptable 
to all; 
3. the application benefits the 
applicant at the expense of others, 
who find all trade offs un- 
acceptable, but approval of the 
application is considered to pro- 
vide a significant net bemfit to 
the community as a whole. 
It was argued that the Coxford 
application failed under all three 
claims and that approval of the 
application would undermine the 
credibility of the Official Com- 
munity Plan. 
The councillors were asked to 
rejeet the application but seek 
some fair settlement with the 
developer and property owners. 
The arguments against the 
Howe Creek Investments devel- 
opment have been framed differ- 
ently from those against he Cox- 
ford development. 
The 10 acre Howe Creek In- 
vestments property is an impor- 
tant wet land that supports a 
diversity of animal ife and is the 
head water for Howe Creek. 
Loss of this area would greatly 
reduce the value of the Howe 
Creek trail as a nature preserve. 
The Howe Creek hvestments 
land is also an important com- 
ponent in the Terrace storm 
drainage system. The wet lands 
act as a catch basin for water 
flowing from Halliwell, Skoglund 
and North Sparks to the north, 
Westview and Skeeanview to the 
: eaS_.lg and.IKalunl to the south. 
Water,~fzom a total of nine 
drainage pipes fows fleely across 
the property before being col- 
lected at the southwest comer and 
directed to the aouth through the 
Eby storm drain or west as Howe 
C'reek. 
The total cross sectional area of 
drainage pipes carrying water to 
the property exceeds the area of 
pipes carrying water away from 
the property. 
During periods of heavy rain 
the wet lands expand and thereby 
increase the carrying capacity of 
our drainage system. As develop- 
ment continues, the importance of 
the wet lands will increase. 
It is hoped that municipal coun- 
cil can obtain these lands as part 
of their commitment to park de- 
velopment. 
Yours sincerely, 
John Campbell 
A letter from the heart 
They need a place to live 
Dear Sir:. 
Four months, 23 days in a two- 
bedroom local motel unit. 
Our family of six gamely sur- 
passes all odds, is surviving the 
small surroundings, passing the 
days keeping their spirits up and 
hoping that one day they can 
move to a larger home. 
But so far all our efforts have 
been dashed by rents that are too 
high or being told our family is 
too btg for a three-bedro0m 
home. 
They should see where we 
reside hOWl 
I find it very distressing that 
certain people take great pleasure 
in dashing the hopes of poor 
folks. I sure hope they sleep 
goodl 
People often ask me why I 
• moved my family here to Terrace. 
I tell them this is where I grew up 
and people were ntce, then. 
I moved here seven months ago 
with all great hopes. My wife and 
_ I plan to return to school and get 
a college degree. Right now we 
are just waiting for space to come 
available at Northwest Com- 
munity College. 
I moved here because I did not 
want our children to become a 
meaningless statistic. It is ironic 
that we have become another 
statistic: homelessl 
We have tried many avenues, 
but to no avail People are 
sympathetic, understanding, even 
helpful, but still we have no 
permanent address. 
The local societies rattle their 
swords and raise their voices, but 
we are still here. 
Our primary goal is still intact, 
however. We will go to NWCC 
for upgrading and a college de- 
gree. 
We are trying to instill in our 
children that education is not im- 
possible, that it would have been 
better if we'd finished the first 
time. 
We will remain here for as long 
as it takes. 
We are happy to be together as 
a family no matter where we stay. 
But a larger home is our dream. 
We do have a vehtcie and can 
travel within reason. I am a self- 
employed roofer, have many hob- 
bias and have acquired many con- 
struction skills. 
But for now my main interest is 
my children. They are eight to 12 
years old. 
We do not want or need hand- 
outs, just someone to understand 
we are able to care for a homo 
and keep it satisfactorily neat. 
Our furniture Is in storage and ] 
we do have our own mg and 
upholstery steam cleaner. 
All we need is a larger home 
and I sure hope someone out 
there can help. 
Samuel Lincoln 
4. TO RENT 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY . 3 bedroom 
house, duplex or large apartment. We are 
a very responsible clean couple with 
teenage daughter, 638.8126, 
fo~ONTRACTO~ 
family with one Preschool child. 3+ 
bedroom trailer, duplex or house. Willsign 
lease ff needed. $500.$650. Contact 
Corrina at 798.9504 (Thornhill preferred), area 
trailer. Reasonable rent, Married cOuple. 
Non-smokers, non-drinker and no pets. 
Needed March 1/94, 639.9755. 
ACCOMMODATIONS in town. References 
av,~lable. Call 638.0691. 
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The Mail Bag 
Upset at daycare attitude 
Dear Sir: 
I 'm very upset to learn the negative attitude toward the operation 
of a day care by Mickey and Sharon Bromley in the ~ zone. 
It states that churches and day care centers may operate in a R1 
zone as a small business. If the objectors do not like the name day 
care, maybe the Bromleys hould call the facility "Church of the 
Golden Rule School". Children would then be allowed to attend. 
There are so many illegal centers in Terrace or should I say baby 
sitting centers in private homes as was stated at the Feb. 28 council 
meeting. One such facility confines children to a basement suite for 
their stay. Is this facility certified and run by trained personnel? 
Does it matter to the parents of these children? Are all safety and 
health regulations met? 
If the complainers don't wish for growth in a community they 
should move to the bush and complain about he wild life or go to a 
quiet old folks home. 
Murray Bromley~ 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
Too good to be true 
Re: Ed Papals' letter Feb. 23, 1994. 
Dear Sl~. 
A salesman indeed! Like all deals that sound too good to be true, 
this one is suspect. If people can easily cam a "conservative 
$3,840/month" operating a family dayeare, then why do we have 
such a shortage of licensed spaces? 
For people considering this as employment, he daycare licensing 
office has an estimated budget for the average family daycare. The 
take homo pay is $1,291 a month. 
That's For at least nine hours a day, no lunch break, no coffee 
break, no medical, deatal or pension and you surrender your homo 
to accommodate he children. 
Ask anyone who provides care what they do to earn their living. 
Veralynn Munsoa, 
Terrace, B.C. 
In defence of teachers 
An open letter to: 
Mr. Carreiro: 
I 'm responding as an individual, and not as a union representative, 
to your March 2 "Tired of whining" letter. 
I would like to offer a different perspective on the "facts" which 
you have presented to the public. 
While it is true that I am expected to be instructing classes for an 
average of 5.5 to 6 hours per day, it is not true that I work 5.5 to 6 
hours a day. Each day requires hours of additional marking and 
preparation time. You cannot face a group of 25-30 teenagers or 
children hourly without some kind of plan. The success of your in- 
struction, the delivery of the curriculum, greatly depends on your 
efforts in advance of the time that you meet your students. 
It is impossible (and not even desirable) to do significant subject 
preparation during class. In the six years that I have been at my 
school, I lmve participated in hundreds of hours of seminars and 
meetings relating to my job which have occurred well beyond the 
hours of non-instructi6ual days. These additional meetings are ar- 
mnge, tl tl'uiiia~'lui~cli'imdlor after school. Many teachers par~cipate 
for their sense of pmfcssiomt commitment to the school, or as part 
of their professional duty, as the situation demands. 
I usually do mark every day (for a minimum of two to three hours 
each day) and I still mark for several hours most weekends. During 
busier testing periods, it is common for me to mark for four, five, 
and even six hours at a time. 
It is not my opinion that teachers "slack off and dump their re- 
sponsibility in the laps of parents." 
Though teaching has many rewards and most teachers are com- 
fortably paid, pursuing a career in teaching for personal gain does 
not seem the motivation of most of my colleagues. Many of us, I 
believe, have chosen teaching, and continue in this career, because 
it is rewarding to work with and teach the youth of our society - -  
even as our schools change through time. 
I work in a school with over 30 teachers, and my job involves 
meeting other teachers. I think we are not the self-pitying lot you 
would have us to be. I personally find the information that you 
share with the public to be very damaging to the goals which should 
be shared by the public, educators and administrators. 
C.A. Cebullak, 
Terrace, B.C. 
I 
THE START IS FOR PEOPLE LEARNING TO READ 
The Start 
Car contest 
WOULD YOU like to win a ear7 
A lot of curlers hope to do that next month. 
They are taking part in the annual Loggers Bompiel. 
And there's a special event that could result in some cur- 
lers winning a oar. 
Hero's how it works. There are four people in each 
curling rink. Each gets to throw one rock. If all four 
rocks wind up in the middle of the curling circle, all four 
people win a car. 
There are also cash prizes for people who come close. 
The Loggers Bonspiol takes place March 30 - April 3. 
The ear contest is sponsored by The Terrace Standard 
and McEwan GM. 
Championships here 
THE TOP 'AA' PeeWee hockey teams in B.C. veill be 
here next week for the provincial championships. 
The Terrace team has a lot of first-year players but 
coach Steve Smyth says they have been playing well to- 
gether and have as good a chance as many of the teams. 
Smyth hope, s there will be big crowds at the arena to 
cheer on the Terrace PeeWees. That kind of support will 
give the team a big lift. 
The tournament starts Sunday, March 20 with thz final 
taking place Thursday, March at 6 p.m. For only $15 
you can buy a pass which gets you into all games except 
for Thursday's semi-final and final. Tickets for that day 
cost just $5. 
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Back Row: Sandra Mantel, Norm Mantel, Henry Stiksma, Kathy Tugwood 
Front Row: Shelley Mantel, Nina Peden, Nita Schlamp, Elizabeth Dolan 
price 
~'oUP,  CHOICE 
SPARTUS 11-1/4" 
WALL CLOCKS 
Available in black, white marble & foilage, 3821.001/010/'029 Reg, 24.99 
Gre~t 
price 
sPECIAL 
<.::%1:.., ". , , .  . ", 
BLACK & DECKER 
CORDLESS 3/8" DRILL TM .4.8 volts. Convenient Clincher key!ess c.huc.k. 2 speed,,(225/450 
rpm). Posi!ive lock:off slide button anti sloe To sloe rorwaro/reverse 
switch Includes 5 hr, cnarger ano double.ended bit, Reg, 56,99 
, Model #9045KC.04 1240W320.5 
11 price / 
| 
PASTA COOKERNEGETABLE STEAMER SET 
4 Piece Stainless Steel, with large 8 qt. pot 4070.338-6 Reg 40.99 
WHILE  QUANTIT IES  LAST/  
WRENCH SET =.1=@=~" TAPE DISPENSER 
Benchmark, 15 Piece Set, Reg, 54,99, 1160-362 ........................... 2 Rolls Reg, 12.99, 9800-655 .............................................................. 
24T CARB PIR BLADE ~,99  
Bonus Jigsaw Blades, Reg. 27.99, 1221-831 ...................................... 
3/8" DRILL 3.2A VSR v~,  ~,~ ¢ ¢~. ¢  
Benchmark, Reg. 109.99, 1240-730 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3 PIECE ROLLER ~,. '~4'~.'~"&~ 
Low Pile, Reg. 8.29, 1655-284 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..................................... 
CERAMIC WHITE NAPPY ~,~~ ¢ )  
Bet of 4, Reg. 22.99, 4215-600 ............................................................. 
4,99  
BEADED AUTO CUSHION .a.~t.Q~ 
Reg, 6.99, 8722-242 ............................................................................. 
ELECTRIC 20" HEDGE TRIMMER ~,~'~ , 'i1¢Ai-=¢1~¢~ 
Black & Decker, Reg. 99,99, 5073-476 ........................................... 
TROPHY PEANUTS 1 , ,49  
Reg, 3,29, 9853-162 ............................................................................. 
HOURS 
~ March 179 am - 6 prn 
.,,...,,~- ~ = l , ~  ~ ~ ~ =~~ March 18 9 am- 9 prn 
March 19 9 am - 6 pm 
"THESEARE EAT PRICES' FRIENDLYADVICE" 
• i • °-, 
• . :  . . . .  : ~ , "~ '~. . ' . , . ,  • . 
.~:, ;  , 
/ -¸ ~¸ >¸ 
o 
TABLE SAW 
Gr~t  
pr ice  
sPECIAL  
• Ultra compact for easy 
portability 
Powerful 12, amp motor  
Largest cutting capacity in 
its class 26" 
• Measures 18 1/8" x for 
work stability 
• Blade bevels to 450 ' • ~ 
//2708 
~ Reg. 399 ,99 '  . . . . . . .  :: 
sPECIAL 
BENCHMARK 
TAPE MEASURE 
Metric 1" x 8m, 1048w556-6 Imperial 1" x 25', 1048w681.6 Reg. 12.99 
I Pri ce 
sPECiAL i " 
UNIVAL ...... 
BATTERY CHARGER/WARMER 
Attaches directly to your batten/. 8720.128-1 Save $10. Reg. 39.99 
STEAM IRON 15 .9~ PAPER TOWEL ~/ '~  
Reg. 29.99, 3840-179 ....................................................................... Pronto, 4861-208 ...................................................................... m J  
10 CUP COFFEE MAKER :i, ,99 E'ECT. CAL TAPE 9 / I  
Black & Decker, Reg. 21.99, 3850-728 ........................................... v 3680-314 ............................................................................. , , . .  dK , ,~  ~ J 
2 SLICE TOASTER 11 .99  LIGHT BULBS 1.0(] 
Philips, Reg. 24.99, 3865-375 ......................................................... 4 Per Pack 40 60 100 Watt, 3654-138 ................................. .~:~ . 
SIMMER POT ,'Ja aa  COFFEE FILTERS ' ~'~' ....... , 'I 
Black, Reg, 62,99 4070-374 .......................................................... re la te  i1~' ,~  3849-161 .................................................. . ........ ,,...,.:,.-'.,i;, ......... , , .  ...... 
LAUNDRYTUB 18  47  WATER FILTER ,~ 
Reg. 25.99, 3268-699 ..................................................................... " Brita, Reg. $19.99, 3115-024 .......................................................... 
I1, 
i: 
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/ LISINESS PxEVIEW L 
Out & Boxcar use found 
About 
Now open is The Bargalnl Shop 
in the former Woolworth's loca- 
tion. 
The March 14 first official day 
of business was about 10 days 
ahead of schedule, said manager 
George Demedeiros. 
"All of our stock arrived on 
time and we've been working 
long hours," he said heading into 
last weekend. 
The switch from Woolworth to 
The Bargalnl Shop is happening 
in every other part of the country. 
Tomorrow's the grand opening 
of Terrace Home Hardware. 
On hand will be Terrace mayor 
Jack Talstra to cut the ribbon. 
Home Hardware, operated here 
by partners Henry Stiksma and 
Norm Mantel, opened last No- 
vember and employs ix people. 
"We've been pleased with the 
responso," said Stiksma. 
Also on hand will be Home 
Hardware representatives. 
*****  
Scheduled for opening the end 
SOME CITY businesses have found a new way to provide 
storage space within the industrial zone. 
r '  " -  =-  " = SAVE THIS COUPON!  = " ' --  " "1  of April is a Subway franchise on 
I TWO N GHrS FOR I It's going in beside the Hawes 
optometry clinic and is owned by 
f°=er K°°tenay resident manne I S ~ ~ O 0 *  l 
Ramage. 
She arrived in town last week to 
tion°VerSeeof quipment,C°nstructi°n and installa: I ~ ~ vaP~U:n~PMlie::~et~994 : 
fins and soups. ; : ;  
Ramage said as many as 20 full I Two on e ' / "~ s ~ ~ ~  I 
and part time jobs will be created. • Nights- Advance I ~ ~  .h_. _ 
Under consideration is opening I Reservations Only ~ ~  ~=,~0~ - ~ ' + ° " ~  ~ ~° ,9~ I 
24 hours a day but that decision [ ~ . .~ /~ e~ 
will come after the outlet is up I :98 Units  ~ ~ l 
al&d l-unnit't.~.!;!:. [] • KRchenottos~ ~2 ..... = i 
I NEW TO the city is North =.  D.D, Phones ~1 ~ - ~ l  r . . . .  ~~*, \  \ _ 
Coast Health and Fitness, due to I "  Nightly Movies I ~ : r ' \ ~  I 
open the middle of next month. I ' Indoor Pool [ " " ' ~ ] i  I 
It's owned by sisters-in-law I ,Sauna [ ~ . ~ ~ ! :  [] 
I '  sw~ I I ~ ~  I Kim Croot and Audrey Fillion. ".Licensed Dining [ ~ ~  = 
The idea for a fitness establish- ,~o ~ ~ Z  .... ~'  I Lounge I 
ment grew °ut °f Cr°°t's mem" , "Convenient I ~ ¢~" ~~~,~,~o,  ~I . l
bership in a Prince George centre. I Down!own II 
When she moved hem to join i Location I [ ~ ! ~  " I 
cidedher usbandthere wasreCentlY'a needCr°°tin thede-lo. | Call Toll-Free 1.800-663-6620 For Reservations | 
cal fitness market. ! Phone & Fax (604) 562-4441 I 
"It Just all fell int° place"' said i [~/~ ~ ~gA 
Crootoftheventure. CO na t Motor lnn i 
• * ***  I ~ Prince George ~ I Skeena Broadcasters has 
promoted news reporter John L ==,.=.. . .  ~ - - - -  ,= . , , . . - , . . , - -~ . , . .~- .  , . . " J  
Crawford to the position of news 
director. 
He's now responsible for TV 
and radio news at the company's 
outlets in Smithers, Kitimat, Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert. r, 
Crawford came to Skeena 
Broadcasters three and a half 
years ago after spending two 
years with another radio company 
in Smithers. 
The company is hiring a person - :  " 
to replace Crawford. 
Mall 
add .on 
possible In The Market 
. For Parts & Service? 
:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i&.:.. 
When you need spare parts or accessories for 
your car, truck or van, come and see the largest 
independent ly  owned and  operated  parts & 
service centre in the Northwest, 
COMPLETE AUTO SUPPLY 
: For foreign or domestic cars 
Specializing in hard tO find items 
Huge Inventory of parts 
: Complete  line of auto accessories 
• Special orders no problem 
• Full service facility 
i!i .~i~! ;:::::::::::::! i i:ii~i:i:i:i~i i i:i! li:i!i:i:i:i;i:i:i:i"i:i:i:i:i:iiii',:i:i~iii:i:i::!i i !~: :!~i:i:::i: ~i:i:i:i:i?,~i:i:i:! ',:!~ i !i:i   :i: ~ i i i i ~ !i  i 
l i uTO PARTS.  SERVICE  & PA INT  SUPPL IE  ! 
635-6334 
4641 Ketth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K4 
Hours: Men, - Frl, 7 arn - 6 pro, Sat, 8 am - 5 pm 
says word is expected within a 
month about a plan to expand the 
KMart store. 
"There Is certainly a need by 
KlVlart to expand and now it's a 
case of when and if it's going to 
happen," said Carroll MaeLean 
of L and C Management. 
"We'll have a better idea 
within a month," he added. 
"We're hopeful it'll be psi -  
live." 
The mall will have to provide 
more parking If KMart does ex- 
pand, said MacLean. 
One idea under consideration is 
erecting a parkade type structure 
at the mall. 
That way the mall won't have 
to look elsewhere for parking 
spots, said MacLean. 
"At one time we tried to obtain 
use of land from CN for staff 
parking but it didn't work out," 
he said. 
MacLean said the cost and type 
of a parking structure still has to 
be determined, 
to be perfectly fine 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
RAIL BOXCARS may look out 
of place outside city businesses, 
but they are perfectly legal in 
certain zones. 
Councillor Ruth Halleck raised 
the issue at a a recent city council 
meeting. 
Following a phone call from a 
resident who'd spotted one of the 
rail cars on a Keith Ave. property, 
she had passed the complaint to 
by-law enforcement officer Frank 
Bowsher. 
Halleck said Bowsher's investi- 
gatious had revealed boxcars 
were already being used for 
storage at a couple of other loca- 
tions as well. 
Later, Bowsher confirmed the 
box cars are entitled to be at the 
locations. 
That's because all three 
properties in question m River- 
side Industries, Terrace Builders 
and Your Decor m are within in- 
destrial zones. 
"In those zones you can bring 
them in and use them for 
storage," Bowsher said. 
Nor do they need a permit from 
the ely, as was the case with 
Ateo trailers brought in by 
Skeena Cellulose and Skeona 
Sawmills. 
Bowsher said the mason is the 
by-law says no permit is required 
for a structure less than 3130 sq.ft. 
in area. 
However, the city could ez- 
ereise some control on where the 
boxcars were positioned on the 
lot. 
For example, fire safety consid- 
erations would require the ears to  
be a set distance away from a .... : 
wooden structure, he explained; ......... 
And, Bowsher noted, the : 
businesses involved are being 
asked to paint the cam "to look 
half-decent." 
City hall 
fills job 
vacancy 
THE CITY has hired an econom- 
ic development officer, filling a 
vacancy that's existed for a year. 
Ken Veldman, a graduate of 
Caledonia who also attended 
Northwest Community College, 
is expected here the end of the 
month. 
lie's now working for an asso- 
ciation of senior federal civil ser- 
vants in Vancouver. 
Veldman has a bachelor's de- 
tree in business administration 
~om Simon Fraser Univemlty. ........ 
Past work experience includes 
stints with federal departments of 
industry and western diversifica- 
tion. 
Veldman replaces Peter 
Monteith who left in the spring of 
1993. .... 
The position is partially sub-  
sidized by the provincial govern- 
ment. 
I Come In And Enjoy Fine Dining 
I In Our FriendlyAtmosphere 
i Buy One Dinner Entr6e Get 
I A Second For 1 /2  Price 
i ,o,. :72:2:;°7' 
I 4644 Lazelle Ave. • Dining Room A~-."JIZ.P_.a/I ~11 
I "r" . . . . . .  ~r', • Fresh Salad Bar u~] l i~ ~=' ! ' '1 '  
I ,~ , ,~ ,  ~v  • Fully Uceneed , 
L,_2o2 cou,_po,..npermea!. Not to be=,..~used ~n co mbinationwi..~any other_off_er,_ Expire 2 A2ri 21 j /e j .  _ _ _  
4550 Greig Ave. 635-6500 
(Will Be Opening In Terrace - Mid  Apr i l )  
PRE.OPENING SALE 
Tuesday, March 15 to 
Wednesday, March 30 
Stop by between 1:00 pm and 7:00 prn March 15 to 30 
to see our new facility and save on memberships 
k k A A A .t j~ FeaturiNg 
~NI  Y Y v V~ : j~' The State- 
,,-v l l., -zz._ , , i F  
Ii lr2 WORKOUT 
* 14 Stations 
t N ew 
~J se:¢ 
* A Complete 
Freeweight Gym 
* Cardio- 
Equipment 
(Computerized 
Bikes & 
k Stairclirnbers) 
Opening 
Mid April 
4550 Greig Ave. 
Terrace 
* Tanning 
Bed 
Highways probes 
northwest opmnmon 
'.h :t o;htwcstr:~id3n.ts hink + + + 
o j 
on the kind of road condition 
information available through 
the ministry or the various pri- 
vate maintenance ompanies. 
The idea is to give highway 
officials a complete picture of 
northwest attitudes and 
opinions, says sarvey co- 
ordinator Edith Wong. 
She needs nearly 900 
returned surveys for an ade- 
quate sample size and as of 
late last week, had tabulated 
results from more than 400. 
"The response has just been 
excellent," said Wong of the 
response. 
To her knowledge, the sur- 
vey is the only one of its kind 
going on in the province. 
There's also space for com- 
ments and Wong's pleased 
people are taking the time to 
write down their observations. 
"People are very pleased 
with what Highways has been 
doing up here the last couple 
of years. There's been a lot of 
good suggestions," she said. 
"This will definitely help the 
ministry," Wong added. 
The surveys are to be 
returned by March 18 and the 
results will be ready the end of 
April. 
~r ~r "k ~r ~r 
The project is part of 
Wong's requirements a a stu- 
dent in Northwest Community 
College's business administra- 
tion.program. + . ........................ 
TER R A :O E 
MORE THAN 400 surveys have already been returned to Edith 
Wong who is compiling information on what northwest residents 
think of their regional highway system. 
of highway shoulder markings 
during bad weather. 
Highway 37 between Ter- 
race and Kitimat was one of 
three test locations across the 
province. 
Wider lines were laid down 
as were reflective glass beads. 
She's in her second year and 
the four month work co-op 
term is intended to give stu- 
dents a chance to put their aca- 
demic training to practical use. 
Also being evaluated are 
ways to increase the visibility 
Utlral BE Courtesty 
Travel 
would like to welcome 
LISA (McLEOD) SMITH 
We invite all her friends and family to stop by and 
welcome her back to Terrace. Lisa will join Silvan& 
Cindy and Diane who are already on the Uniglobe 
team. With this new addition, we have over 16 years of 
travel industry experience in cur new office. 
It's now time to book your summer holidays before 
it's too late, give us a call todayt 
Call 638-8522 
(24 Hour  Service) 
IJ Ir U BG 
. . . . . .  We don't just issue tickets.We p an tr ps m . . . . . . .  
G 
HERE 
Specials in Effect 
Thursday, March 17 Only 
SAVe. O F- 
ALL HOUSEPLANTS 
In Stock 
Co-op Farm & Garden 
4617 Greig 635-6347 
SAVE 30% OFF 
All Regular Priced (In Stock) 
LUGGAGE 
Samsonite - McBrine 
Companion 26" and 28", Carry-on Overnight 
and Garment 
SAVE 30% OFF 
All In Stock 
• Paint Trays • Roller Sets 
, Roller Refills 
L 
~ Co-op Hardware Dept. 
4617 Greig 635-6347 
Terrace's Co-op 
S re 
* Full Food Floor " 
- Fresh Meats, Bakery, Dell and 
Fresh Produce 
* Family Fashions 
* Hardware & Sporting Goods 
* Farm & Garden 
* Cafeteria * Post Office 
* Lottery Shop * Gas Bar 
We also have a home centre and 
bulk fuel depot conveniently 
located nearby. 
~RRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE 
2912 Molit0r St. 
STORE HOURS: 
M ONDAY I~RU ~AI"URDAY 
81.It.. Opm+ 
CLOSED 8UlIDA~ 
635.9595 
I~ SHARP t ]  CUT 
BARBER 
"~,,,..;;~"c"'~;~';~,~; ......... 1
the optical shop 
Co-op Mall Concourse 
We Got It All For You/ 
I TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENTSTORE l lco'o~F~na&+nm+cEm'm~ 
4617 Grei~ Ave. i 4617 Oreig Ave. 
.=~,  I STORE'HOURS ,~t~ I STORE HOURS: 
'CdllOdl Mo~.Wod Ol, m Opm ,~ruw m 
.Fm'dlT V'hurt.Fa,[i],.~'.[i]~i'.Omm.Opm, H mm I u=.~.  ............... 9tm.o=m 
FIh~on! £~r t~ty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O0m-Opm, ' SP~|O .OCdl I Frid41~ .................. Ctm..Qom. 
,n~r~.  9u~rf ...................... 1tlm.Spm. ,~1119~| m S .~d~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~HOA%~QICT~'OI&IIx 
• - -  B0¢4~¢1 I 
. . . . . .  635-6347 I 635-6347 
I OA5 BAR & BULK PETlqOLEUII 
4821 Hwy, 16 
I <~A9 EAR: 
I MmdaT" Frkl=y. .. ......... 0ash.. 0 p.m. 
I Sautdr/ ..................... J re.m.. O p~n. 
i ~, . :  SUNOAY... 11 I~, ,  5 pro. 
635-7419 
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 THE ONLY LINE 
WE'LL GIVE YOU 
IS THE BOTTOM LINE 
FEATURES:  Automat ic ,  AM/FM 
Casset te  Stereo,  Full  Rec l in ing  Bucket  
Seats ,  Whee l  Covers  
HYUnDR!  
Where The Smart Money Goes. 
Thornh i l lMotors  
"The Dealer Who Cares" 
3040 Hwy 16 East DLR# 7041 635-7286 
Meet 
ELIZABETH MAN LEY 
STANDARD 
CONTEST i i .  
ENTER TODAY! 
WIN TICKETS " + 
to see the • 
World Cup Figure Skating Champions " 
Tuesday, March 29 - 7:30 pm 
Tamitik Sports Centre - Kitimat 
First Prize - 4 Tickets 
Grand prize winner will receive 4 front row seats an, 
receive backstage passes to meet and greet Eliz~ 
Manley. 
Consolation Prizes 
Eight winners will each receive two tickets to see the 
Ice Show everl 
Contest Question 
What Olympic Medal did Elizabeth Manley win at the 
Winter Olympics in Calgary? 
r . . . . . . . .  m . . . . . . . . . . . .  m i n i  
I Answer: ' . 
! Entry Form 
Meet Elizabeth Manely Contest 
I Name: 
I Address: 
I Phone (home): ( w o r k ) ~  
L i m m m mmm ~mm m mmm mmmmm  m m n m  n mmmm  u m mm i N  mmm 
Drop Off or Send Your Entry To: Meet Elizabeth rvlanley Con 
c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC V8 
Draw Date: March 25 at 5:00 prn 
MICH^EL A. ROSENBERG 
P R E.%EXT+% 
'~ONDERFULI The bent Ice 
chow of tbe nonce°l" ~ ~,~ ; ;~  
. ~T7 
"World Cup Skating will win . + 
y0utheart... Itwas I ~  : ~ J  
ELECTRIF"YINGI" .~? ,~. j~m/ ,~= 
"A new stnndnrd of 
by which all other 
events will be Judl 
Tuesday, March 29 
7:30 pm at the 
Tamitik Sports 
Centre in Kitimat 
WORLD uur ,_.,oo. 
FIGUREsKATISGCflAMPIOA :i? $1&OOfo r ....... 
- ALL NEW SIlOW . __ . : . . " : ;  Klds'12&under 
CHOREO~R^ PmD AN  PERFORMEDTO °^ZZtE AND EmERT^ m. . ; ? :~-~:i!i!i~i~)~ii~d~e~iavntl~lo# ,i:i 
. . ova ...... +, :;~ ~;~, Stores&Sludo4 n 
lhM[l+~l~ A%D STAGED BI I~A%p+l GAetj%te ~ HIVIO W, GRA%AW +, :? . . . .  4 ~ ~ , +r ; ~ ~.  :; :+" - -  " " "~T ; ,  ' ~ 
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  Yders 
paving 
plan 
THE CITY is considering a 
more aggressive approach in 
tackling the paving of the 
4700 block Davis Ave. 
It follows an appearance be- 
fore council by block resident 
Paul Parhar who made the 
latest in a long line of paving 
pleas. 
Pointing out the piece of 
road between Eby and Sparks 
is the only gravel one left in 
the downtown area, he 
reminded councillors of the 
dust problem residents faced 
each year. 
Responding t9 a question 
from mayor ,lack Talstra, ad- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor said 
the engineering department 
was already looking at the 
matter. 
The problem in the past has 
been the city does not have the 
required 66ft. right-of-way for 
the full length of the block. 
Because of that, past coun- 
cils have declined paving re- 
quests. 
This rime, however, 
engineering is preparing a cost 
estimate to include the pur- 
chase of the land needed to 
complete the fight-of-way. 
At the present, there is no 
vehicular access from that 
block to Sparks because the 
land is in private hands. 
Asked if that meant the city 
was prepared to expropriate 
the land (compel the owner to 
sell), Hallsor confirmed the 
city might go that route if 
there were no other choice. 
"We're hoping it might be 
• given to us," he said, adding, 
"We're looking at all the 
financial aspects. 
Hallsor said there are only 
two properties involved at the 
Sp~ks end~ o~ the bloc~ ...... -,. 
Council Shorts 
CITY will spend up to $1,000 on a Workshop for members of 
various city beards and commissions. 
The purpose of the workshop will be to explain what the rela- 
tionship is between council and those voluntary bodies and to estab- 
lish annual goals for eaek 
The suggestion for the workshop came fi'om the Parks and 
Recreation Advisory commission. It is planned to hold the session 
witN.n the next month. 
Heritage tags approved 
COUNCIL HAS agreed to designate Heritage Park and the KJtsum- 
gallum cemetery at the head of the Frank Trail as municipal 
heritage sites. 
In making the request on behalf of the Terrace Regional Museum 
society, president Mamie Kerby pointed out there were no such 
sites here since the removal several years ago of the heritage desig- 
nation from the old provincial police building at the comer of 
Kalum and Lakelse. 
Kerby said the next step would be to try for provincial designation 
for the two sites. 
Play dollars okayed, maybe 
A REQUEST for city dollars to help install new playground equip- 
ment at Kitl K'Shan primary school has been given a firm maybe. 
Council agreed to "consider" a $5,000 grant, one third of the 
cost, provided the school district came up with the same amount. 
Volunteer labour will be used to install the equipment. 
Expenses by-law passed 
COUNCIL HAS approved a by-law setting out what expenses and 
how much its members can claim. 
The by-law sets the per diem rate at $50 a day and mileage al- 
lowances at 32 cents/kin if a private vehicle is used at the city's re- 
quest and 20 cents/krn, if at the mayor or councillor's own request. 
It also allows payment of spouses' expenses to attend one convert- 
don per year. 
• Although expemes rules were previously dealt with through a 
council policy, administrator Bob Hallsor explained the Municipal 
Act now required it be done through aby-law. 
!~ l~~l l~.~ ~ Call 635:2218 
4736 Lazelle Ave. 
(Just behind McDonalds) 
Locally Owned 
& Operated Our friendly, knowledgeable staff have 
over 70 years combined experience to 
help them serve you better. 
Stop by and talk to Roy, Tom, Howard or 
Walter for all your automotive needs 
[ Our " Is" l C°meinf°rac°fee ~_..renence and browse 
I . .  ,. ~ M o n . - F r i  ........ Sam-6pm[~ii[ 
14 
Bridal Fair "94 
g , -. 
Join us 
Friday, March 18 
from 6 pm- 10 pm 
at the Coast Inn of the West 
for an evening of magic. Displays, dem°nstrati°ns' 
fashion shows, door prizes, plus much, much mote! 
ENTER TO WIN A TRIP FOR 
WeWdl~~T,a,'d'" 2 TO VANCOUVER 1~irBC 
I ER RACE 
STANDARD 
JIM 
NEEDS A SPECIAL CARE HOME 
IN TERRACE OR SURROUNDING AREA 
Jim is a 16 year boy who lives with a mild mental handicap. He 
requires 24 hour supervision on a long-term basis. Jim enjoys 
working in the kitchen and outdoor activities such as fishing, 
construction, snowmobiling & biking. Jim presents challenges 
some of which include inconsistent & uncooperative behaviors, 
is easily manipulated by his peers, and an inability to cope well 
With stress. 
The following describes the type of home Jim would do well in. 
- Structured & calm home environment 
- Family that has older or no children 
- Male parent that is willing to be highly involved 
-An environment in which Jim's individual needs can be 
met & where Jim can be involved in decision-making, so 
as to avoid power struggles 
- Knowledge of Fetal Alcohol Effect & it's challenges 
For more information on Jim please call your Ministry of Social 
Services area office at 638-3527 
ask for Cecile or Jennifer. 
Special care fees for 
negotiable upon skill. service are ~ YouF°steringa diferenc.Can make
Facts about KCP 
Thepublid refie~ Of KCP Will tiirn its atteE'iiot} to fisheo,-related 
topics in hearings that are scheduled to begin on April 11. To 
provide a few basic facts on this subject before the next hearings, we 
are repeating information that appeared in previous advertisements. 
Q® Will flows on the Nechako River really be reduced to 
12 per cent if KCP goes ahead? 
A. 
This figure has been used by people who compare post-KCP flows with those 
that existed before the first Kemano project. It bears no relation to Alcan's 
proposals as far as today's Nechako River is concerned. 
KCP would reduce the mean annual flow in the uppermost reach of the 
Nechako to 47 per cent of the existing flow. But it's important to remember 
that most of the diverted water would be drawn from peak flows in the 
summer, stabilizing April-to-September flows at about the levels that are now 
present each year in the early fall. 
The effect of KCP diversion becomes less and less as downstream rivers and 
tributaries add to the total flow. At Vanderhoof, for example, the post-KCP 
mean annual flow would be 71 per cent of the present flow. West of Prince 
George at Isle Pierre, the figure is 88 per cent. The Fraser River, where it is 
joined by the Nechako at Prince George, would flow at 97 per cent of its 
present annual rate. 
(2. 
A. 
Will the reduced flows be enough to maintain chinook 
stocks? 
@ 
Yes. Flows at spawning time will be similar to present flows, which offer 
excellent spawning habitat. 
Close to 90 per cent of the present flow -- a reduction from 1,098 to 1,000 
cubic feet per second below Cheslatta Falls -- would be maintained after KCP 
in the spawning season. The target is an average of 3,100 adults returning to 
spawn each September, within a range of 1,700 to 4,000 in any year. The 
annual average over the past 10 years was 2,043. 
Another important factor for the Nechako's chinook population is the 
maintenance of habitat for rearing once eggs have hatched. This was one of 
the broad questions of chinook conservation resolved under the 1987 
Settlement Agreement that Aic,'m signed with provincial and federal 
authorities. The Agreement established flow patterns that would be needed 
throughout the year, as well as a staged program of remedial measures. 
The Kitimat Information Centre 
The Kitimat Information Centre is open Monday, Wednesday and Friday from I 0 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Drop by the office and we will be happy to discuss any questions you may 
have about Kemano Completion. 
Kemano Completion Project 
K IT IMAT 
INFORMATION CENTRE 
224 City Centre 
Kitirnat, B.C. V8C 1T6 
Tel: 632-4712 
, "llll 
I ALCAN 
Court 
Report 
HERE ARE convictions result- 
ing from recent cases heard in 
Terrace provincial court: 
January 13 
Jason Jay Erlckson was con- 
victed of assault and was fined 
$100. 
Harry Basil Watts pleaded guilty 
to assault and was sentenced to14 
days in jail. 
Leo Sandy Skulsh pleaded 
guilty to brealdng and entering, lte 
was sentenced tosix months in jail 
and two years on probation. 
January 14 
Palmer Lee Pedarson pleaded 
guilty to a charge of sexual assault 
and a charge of inviting a minor to 
sexually touch. Pedersoa was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail and a 
term of probation. 
William Cecil Clayton was con- 
victed of assault. He was given a 
suspended sentence and six 
months on probation. 
January lg 
James Dormen Woods pleaded 
guilty to using a stolen credit ear& 
He wan fined $200. 
January 19 
Clint Craig Hannea was con- 
victed on a charge of thefi under 
$1,000 and a charge of theft over 
$1,000. He was sentenced to 30 
days in jail and one year on proba- 
tion. 
January 20 
Jaaice Gall Good pleaded guilty 
to assault. Good was given a 
suspended sentence and nine 
months on probation. 
January 21 
David Harry Edwardsen was 
convicted of assault. He was 
sentenced totwo months in jail. 
Harvey Howard Jackson pleaded 
guilty to impaired riving. He was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail. 
Alfred Henry Johnson was con. 
victed on two counts O f impaired 
driving, He was sentenced to 
seven months in jail and is 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. 
Jason Boyd Roy pleaded guilty 
to impaired riving, lie was fined 
$400 and is prohibited from driv- 
Ing for one year. 
Kcvin Mark Smith pleaded 
guilty to theft under $1,000. He 
was fined $100. 
Michael Aaron Axworthy 
pleaded guilty to assault and was 
fined $350. 
January 24 .. . 
Ricky Williath Wilson plead~i 
guilty to mischief causing less 
than $1,000 damage. He was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail. 
January 25 
Michael Andrew Waiters 
pleaded guilty to theft under 
$1,000. He was fined $300. 
Ronaid Albert Moore pleaded 
guilty to impaired riving. He was 
fined $400 and is prohibited from 
driving for one year. 
January 26 
Edward Dwayne Anderson 
pleaded guilty to impaired riving. 
He was fined $400 and is 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. 
AIDS testing here 
at local health unit 
CONFIDENTIAL AIDS testing found through experience that 
is now available through the some people don't want to do 
Skeena Health Unit offices in that." 
Terrace. Bowering says 20 people have 
The service has been available tested HIV-positive in the region 
for a few weeks now and pro- over the several years that AIDS 
vides information on AIDS and testing has been carried out 
offers tests for H IV - - the  virus: through doctors' offices. He said 
that leads to AIDS. 5,000 tests have been performed. 
"No information goes any . . . .  Some of those people have 
where else other than between the died," he said. " I  honestly don't 
nurse and the client," says public 
health nursing assistant adminis- 
trator Marlene Travis. 
She said the service offers an 
alternative for people who either 
don't have medical coverage or 
who don't want to go to their 
doctor's office to get the test. 
"Clients can use initials, nura- 
hers, first names or whatever they 
want to call themselves," Travis 
added. 
The results come back about 
two weeks later under whatever 
name or number the person gave. 
Tests are carried out Fridays from 
1 to 3 p.m. and require an ap- 
pointment. 
"We still encourage people to 
go to their doctors to get tested," 
says medical health officer Dr. 
David Bowering. "But we've 
know what the real prevalence 
Is " 
He says he's pleased the num- 
hers have so far remained quite 
low. 
But he added nobody knows for 
sure the real number of HIV- 
positive people out there. 
" I 'm concerned there are a pool 
ot? people who are positive but 
who haven't been tested." 
He said health officials have 
sometimes seen a flurry of AIDS 
cases come out of a small com- 
munity where they had no idea 
anyone was positive at all. 
In the past, Bowering said, 
many people who thought they 
were HIV-positive went to Van- 
couver for testing to ensure 
anonymity. 
Those people don't show up in 
the region's records, he says. 
Bowering said he's now carry- 
ing out a survey of doctor's in the 
region, asking them how many ~ 
AIDS patients and HIV-positive 
people they have in their prae- 
:q 
THIS 
WEEKS 
SPECIAL 
JVC 
PORTABLE STEREO 
Model RC.X720 " 
*E 
*C 
* High Speed Tape Recording 
*Active Hyper-Bass 
*Remote Control s3299s 
* AM/FM Tuner 
Skeena Mall Phone 635-4948 
Several 
RRAC 
T NS 
E 
Need Temporary Homes 
Teens in care of the Ministry of Social Services present 
challenges, some of which may include inconsistent 
and unpredictable behaviours. Do you think you have 
what it takes? 
. . . .  " ' a ' o If you are nnteres.ted in fostering please c/I Jennifer r 
Lee at the Ministry of SOcial Services Area :} Office 
- : :Z 
638-3527, 
~ Fostering 
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tices: 
Somebody 
" I i , a res .  
Cares if you are new in town 
and feel kind of lost; If you've 
~ust added a new son or 
oau21 er to your family; If 
HE has finally asked you to 
become his wife; If you or 
someone in your family is 
celebrating a very special oc- 
casion ... 
Who ? 
I 
I 
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
I Phone Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllan 635-3044 k 
The North's Only 
Log Cabin Pub 
"Featur ing  Great"  
Homemade Foods 
Try  Our  
"Homemade 
Burger and Fries'" 
"Enjoy Your Meal By Our Cozy Fireplace" 
T~ PERFECT PLACE FOR FUN.ANYTIME 
Free  Cour tesy  Van  638-8404 
SMOKE ODOUR 
WATER/SEWER 
Scott Welch 
OL SERVICES 
PET ODOUR - extraction to prevent carpet staining 
- 'UN-DO' to neutralize odour 
-Thermo-fogging -odour conteractants 
- drying services 
, _C_~ -'MICROBAN' to control mildew N 
and bacterial growth 
635-3558 
,, 
[ ==vlng= 
,[! ,!A save 25  % L L  WES , ,--RN sOFF  { 
I-  FROM MARCH 16  1£,~,, ! 
I *D iscount  app l ies  to  Regu lar  P r i ced  Sh i r t s  I 
i HOURS: WEEKDAYS N.~,OON.m6..~P.M~ SATURDAY 10 A.M.-6 RM. . j  
l m ~ ,  u n m m m m m  ~ m u n i u m u m n n a n m l n n m l m n m m m ~  
5 : ~i~!!~i!ii;!  i~i 
::~ iii~il;i~ii!':i  il  ~ i  
~ ~!:;;i! !:!i~//;: i
Univac rsal Dollars 
Enjoy Fantastic Universal Dollar Savings at these locations. 
But hurry ... this offer expires April 16, 1994 
l~.~¢vorsal 
I I 
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'~the~t'eenCelebPatlon- - ' "  St .Pat ' sSa , , " "  " ] 
, 
Terrace Figure Skating Carnival 
March 18 7:00 pro, March 19 1:00 pm & 7:00 pm - Terrace Arena 
Greatest show on earth. For further information call Kelly 635-5924, Beverages supplied by Overwaitea. 
THE MEAT DEPT. HAS 
GONE HOG WILD! 
Fresh 
PORK 
. . . .  SSO,b I : PICNICS ,t $1, i Whole, Bone In, :: §4Kg:i!: q 
Fresh  ' 
PORK " 
SAUSAGE 2 48  ,~4~g ............... 
Fresh 
PORK BUTT i 
SHOULDER 
Bone.in, $3.92 Kg.. "~ ~ M 
& MACARONI 1 -500 gm Devon 
Sliced Bacon $3.49 
1 - 1 kg Western Family 
Hash Browns $1,75 
1 - 10" Silverstone 
Frying Pan $12,99 
Combo Price Total $19.82 I 
.................. ~ ,=~V/100 gm 
Steaks 
.................. J o°38/,OOgrn 
While Stocks Last 
Weather Permitting / 4 ioo ¢ oo COUPON #70569 I 
Bulk Style ~ Bulk ~ Bulk ~ Gourmet 
GARLIC 
COIL Vw COFFEE ~Y~ARMESAN HITENER CHEESE I COFFEE BEANS 
I I Irish Cream & Selected Varieties ! 
. . . . .  
~" MONEY'S 
ir MUSHROOMS 
$3.48 kg Reg. 8.99 3 Pack x 675 gm J 
| 
I 
~~~' - -~ "~Kra f t  Value Priced 
MACARONI 
r JUICE Ir MARGARINE & CHEESE BREAD 
355ml, Unsweetened from Concentrate 1.36 kg I 225 gm I White or Brown, 567 grn 
120 ii i 
In The Skeena Mall, Terrace Phone 635-5950 
We Honor All Competitors Coupons At Regular Retail 
REGULAR Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 9 prn I 
HOURS Sat.&Sun. 9am-6pm 
! 
- - - -  m i ~  . . . . . . . . . .  
:] 
T~ 
3 
J: 
i - 
! • 
1 
t 
I 
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INS IDE 
CITY 
SCENE B2  (9 I.VIMuNITY 
A WEEKLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
What's Up! 
Wednesday~ March 16 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S As- 
sociation holds its monthly meeting at the Terrace 
Inn from noon to 1 p.m. Call Joyce MacDonald at 
635-9660 for more information. 
Thursday~ March 17 
CHRONIC FATIGUE/ fibromyalgia support 
group meets at the Happy Gang Centre l~om 2 to 
4 p.m. Guest speaker is a local physiotherapist. 
Call Darlene at 638-8688 or 635-4059 for i.fro. 
TERRACE HIV INFORMATION and services 
group meets at 7:30 p.m. in Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital board room. Special guest speaker Diane 
McCormick from Terrace Hospice. 
Friday, March 18 
SUPPORT GROUP for women in or out of 
abusive relationships i  being run by K'sart House 
Society. March 18 is the deadline for registering 
for this 12-week group. Call Lisa at 635-1591 for 
more into. 
Monday~ March 21 
TERRACE DIABETES SUPPORT GROUP 
meets in the library basement a 7 p.m. Call Gen 
at 635-3094 or Kathy at 638-8323 for more info. 
Wednesday, March 23 
YOUTIt IN CARE NETWORKING confer- 
once takes place at 6 p.m. in the west banquet 
room of the Coast Inn of the West. All youths 
who have been permanent wards of the courts or 
anyone interested is invited to hear and express 
concerns. For more information, contact Mac Jir 
at 635-3903 or 638-3379. 
Saturday, March 26 
WOMEN'S POTLUCK AND DANCE, 
sponsored by Terrace Women's Resource Centre 
and Northern Lesbians. For more information call 
638-0228. Potluck at 7 p.m., dance at 9 p.ra. 
Thursday, March 31 
SKEENA VALLEY. CAR CLUB holds its an- 
~'nhal general meeting at7 p m at the Kin Hut at 
,: Sparks and Halliwell. 
i, 
Tuesday, April 5 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION monthly meet- 
ing at 8 p.m. Call Kathy at 635-5617. 
SATURDAYS 
BREAST SELF-EXAMINATION clinics take 
place at Emerson Medical Clinic the last Saturday 
of each month. Free instruction by qualified 
nurses. Call Lita Flvnn at 635-6263 or Emerson 
Clinic at 635-7234 for appointment. 
MONDAYS 
THE SKIgENA SQUARES meet each Monday 
from 7:30 to 113 p.m. at the Carpenters' Hall at 
3312 Sparks. Couples or singles welcome. Call 
635-1570 or 635.2122 for more information. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE meets the 
2nd and 4th Monday of every month at 7:30 p,m. 
at the Elks Hall. Call 635-5121 for more info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxiliary meets 
the third Monday of each month in the board 
room at 8 p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA support 
group meets at 1 p.m. on the last Monday of the 
.months at the Terrace Mental Health Centre. Call 
638-3325 for more info. 
TUESDAYS 
ZAZEN every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Daiko-Ji 
SotoZen Centre. Call 638-8395 for more info. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West. Contact Karen at 638- 
0707 for more information. 
SINGLE PARENTS SU-PPORT GROUP takes 
place the second (1 p.m.) and fourth (7 p.m.) 
Tuesdays of the month at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. Call 638-0228 for more info. 
LIVING WITH CANCER support group of the 
Canadian Cancer Society for patients, family and 
friends, meets at the Women's Resource Centre 
the first and third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 
p.m. Call 638-3325 or 638-0296 for more in- 
formation. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS invite boys 
and girls ages 8-12 to come sing along on Tues- 
days from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 for i.nfo. 
RELAPSE PREVENTION group meets Tues- 
day evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. Call 638-81t7 for 
farther Information. 
THE 8PCA meets on the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at 7:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE I~ARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
J 
meets at 7 p.m. at the Women's Centre. Also Sat- 
u rday  dghts at 7.301 ..... ' 
OLYMPIC VICTORY 
Stealth car eludes lasers 
ANY FASTER and it would have 
warped the very fabric of time 
and space. 
Well, okay, maybe that's a tad 
dramatic. 
But the Caledonia St. 
Secondary star performer at the 
1994 Physics Olympics - -  a fan- 
powered balsa wood and 
aluminum ear -  went so fast 
even UBC's laser-guided timing 
devices couldn't pick it up. 
Cal student Norm Dreger said 
they demanded officials 
recalibrate the laser beam timers, 
but it was impossible. 
In order to get a time that could 
be picked up in their second run, 
the Caledonia students had to put 
bits of masking tape on the car's 
flag so that it would show up bet- 
ter. 
The second run was slower, 
they say, but it was still good 
enough for first place out of 48 
teams competing from across the 
province. 
And it helped boost Col to a 
second=place finish overall in the 
seven-event competition. 
Caledonia students Curtis 
Bretheriek, Norm Drdger, Dustin 
Dunbar, Bob Freeman, Tony 
Humphrey, Steven Loptson, Erin 
Parr and Anne Vu were the mem- 
bers of the team that travelled to 
UBC for the 1994 Physics 
Olympics on Mar. 5 .  
According to the rules, the fan- 
propelled car had to be powered 
by a one kilogram mass that 
dropped adistance of one metre. 
Most teams used the mass to 
wind up a rubber band to power 
the ear's fan. 
Most ears, however, only 
travelled a few inches because 
they brought the tower and the 
weight along With them. 
The Caledonia students used a 
separate tower and mass that 
wound up the rubber band on the 
car, and then detached from it. 
As a result, the ultra-light 
Caledonia car was able to travel 
more than 10 metres, and covered 
the required two-metre distance 
in 1.06 seconds. 
"We would have done even 
better if they took our first time," 
says Dreger. 
"They say it was slower, but it 
was kind of like the fish that got 
away," says.Allen Wootton, their 
teacher. 
The group also came second in 
the rubber-band powered boat 
contest and they were one of the 
PHYSICS OLYMPIANS Norm Dreger, Steven Lopts0n (at back); Bob Freeman, Erin Parr, Duslin 
Dunbar (centre); Anne Vu and Curtis Bretherick (at front) were among the team that ~vent from 
Caledonia Senior Secondary to UBC to take on the province at the 1994 Physics Olympics. They 
won the fan-propelled car event and were second overall. Missing from photo was Tony Humphrey. 
few groups whose calculations 
were correct in the ballistic egg 
contest. 
"They really have to work like 
a team in order to build on each 
other's trengths," says Woottnn. 
"There are maybe a dozen 
teams in the province that am 
really competitive," he says." To 
do well against hat dozen, you 
'have to be really good." 
It's not the first time Wootton's 
students have been on the medal 
podium at UBC. 
Three years ago, Caledonia stu- 
dents were Olympians when they 
took second place overall, and 
four years figo they were first. 
The C, al students also got a tour 
of the 25UUlV~ particle ac- 
celerator facility at UBC. 
I i  New recruits to the Green T 
YOUNG COMPOsTERS Hannah Kantola and Dan Hicks, in vegetabh 
Grade 4 at Parkslde Elementary School, grab a desperately Their cla 
struggling mass of red wrigglers from inside a compostlng school 
container during a tour of the school by B.O, Environment's . . . . . . . .  
Green Team, They eat shredded newspaper, pears, apples; : Michlal E 
: : i 
i 
! 
ii 
! 
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MUSIC 
ITY  CE], 
• ROCKY TOP plays th~ 
Legion Mar. 18-19. 
A KARAOKE NIGHT is 
p.m. to 1 a2.m.) and Sunda] 
nigh0 at George's Pub in th4 
Inn, and every Sunday (8 t 
and Monday (10 p.m. to 2 
Panky's in the Coast Inn of tt 
THEATRE 
• ORPI-IANS, the latest production of Ter- 
race Little Theatre, plays at 8 p.m. at the 
McColl Playhouse on Kalum St. from Mar. 17- 
1'9 and Mar. 24-26. Tickets available at 
Carter's Jevcellers. 
DANCE 
Uffcomitzg 
A A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, 
featuring Alex Roy and the London Ballet 
Theatre, plays Thursday, March 31 at the- 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. Tieketa are $25 
($20 for students/seniors) and are available at 
Erwin's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. A Ter- 
race Concert Society presentation. 
MOVIES 
B Orphans 
T-JAY MACKENZIE and John McGowan star 
along with Alan Weston in Orphans Terrace 
Little Theatre's latest produclion. 
ET CETERA 
• WOMEN IN ART features the work of 
more than 50 northwest women artists for the 
naonth of March at the Terrace Public Art Gal- 
lery. Gallery hours are noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday 
to Saturday, and 1 to 4- p.m. Sunday. An art- 
ist's reception will be held Saturday, Feb. 12 
from 1 to 3 p.m. The show opening takes place 
March 5 between 1 to 4 p.m. 
• P.J. V/Ud.,-HENKE's watercolours and 
other art are on display at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
• NORTHWEST REGIONAL JURIED 
ART SHOW runs from March 12 to April 9 in 
the former McLeods store in the upper City 
Center Mall in Kit/mat. 
A PHILADELPHIA, starring Tom Hanks 
and Denzel Washington, plays until Thursday 
at the Till/cure at 7 and 9:15. Also ending 
Thursday is THE GETAWAY, starring Alee 
Baldwin, Kim Basinger, and James Woods, at 
7:15 and 9:30. 
Starting Friday 
A THE I~AKED GUN 33 1/2, with Leslie 
Nielsen and Priscilla Presley, plays from Mar. 
J.8-24 at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Also starting Friday is 
BLUE CItlPS, with Nick Nolte, J.T. Walsh 
and Shaquille O'Neal, at 7:15 and 9:30. 
Make the 'Scene/Call 638-7283 or fax to 
638-8432 to add your event to the Stan- 
dard's free entertainment listings. The 
deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the follow- 
ing week's paper. 
~4"¢~ AFS INTERCULTURE 
~r2~.,  CANADAFAM/LY 
Bring the world home 
by hosting an AFS high school 
exchange student 
Carl 1-800-361-7248 
r---~.___,_::~__,._.____.~,_._. _ ,  _ . .~  .~ 
! ~ .~t  I'"1 THE MOBY DICK INN I 
i ~ WEEKEND SPECIAL i 
j SAn  nn .  i 
I 1-800-663-0822 TOLL FREE I I I l l l l i J I .  lU l  i l~  I r~ P i 
I Reservations Required ~ 1 ~  ~ ~ ' ~  I l t l l l  I 
II Coupon Must Be Presented To Receive I 
I Weekend Rate Up to four people per room! I 
I Coupon Expires May 31/94 Rate Available Frl/Sat/Sun Nite I 
I Rate Available Only On Minimum Two Nite Stay I 
I 935 - 2nd Ave. West- Prince Rupert 
XXXXXXXXXXI 
Pregnant? 
Do you need 
help? 
The Terrace Concert Society Presents 
Alexander Roy's 
London Ballet Theatre 
March 31 
8:00 pm at 
ILE.M. Lee Theathre 
Terrace 
A 
Midsummer 
Nights 
Dream 
Tickets Available at 
,,Erwin's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
Adults: $25.00 
Students~Seniors 
$20.00 
Sponsored by: The Board & Staff of Northwest Community College 
and Tymoschuk Agencies (Petro:Canada) 
Royal Canadian Legion 
To Branch 13 
Escape The Winter Chil l  
........... Come To.,'Hawaiia.nN!fJht.'i. .. .................... 
! I~ i ill iiii!iii?ill~!l~;~il:~ililiiilliiiillliliiilillii~iiiiiiii!iii! ~i~i~i~~!~i~i~]~!~iiii~ii~i~i~i~ 
I!il iiiiiiilii!i!iiiiiiiiii!!:i!:~i~!!~i:i:i!!;;#:~i!iiii I!il 
~i~ii~iii~i~i~!i!~i~M~]~R~:~I6.~i~!~i~ii!i~iiii~i~iii!~ 
Tickets Available At The Legion 
For More Info Carl 635-5825 
Members and Bona Fide Guests Welcome 
We are available 
ANYTIME 
• Day dr Night 
only a call away-  
• Free, confidential help 
, No judgements made 
• Anonymous pregnancy 
test 
• Shelter homo 
• Maternity clothes and 
baby clothes 
BIRTHRIGHT 
635-3907 
(24 Hours d Day) 
7 Days A Week 
:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
t.~'.T~;. "T.V.T; . . . . .  "T.V.T; . . . . .  "T.T;.. "/'.'/'2 . . . .  "T" . . . . . .  "V.T; 
Terrace Ladies Darts would like to thank the 
following businesses: 
Kermodei Trading Spee-Dee Printers 
Erwin's Jewellers Denny's 
Drifter's Soap Exchange 
Flowers Ala Carte Pet World 
Terrace Furniture Mart Chief's Bonnet 
Changes 
Co-op 
White Spot 
Fabricland 
Stuff n Such 
Coca Cola 
Rhonda's 
Gemma's 
Home Hardware 
Transformations 
Central Gifts 
Golden Pond Pet Store 
Northern Horse Supply 
Central Flowers 
............. All Season's Sports 
Video Stop 
Carlton Cards 
Electronics Plus 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i ! 
For their donations for the Fun Shoot we had on 
March 5 and also the support of the community 
to help send Annette Hiren and Joyce Bradley to 
the Provincial Dart Shoot in Vancouver in April. 
The winner of the Ring Raffle we held was 
Linda Loch of Terrace. 
~6~6~'6~6~&-6~6~6~6~6~-6~6~6~6~-6~6~6~6~'6~6~6~6~&~6~6-6~6-6~6~6~6~6 ~ 
|nd i i~d immm a n  n mmmidimmmm~imdiimndmmdilmabi,ilmdimnmanamammnmm n i m i n a m  a n n  
i iiiil iii 
.................... rpruce up your home or office with a fantastic print 
i !  i iiii  0 %  Off cust°m picture framing • and all!framedp in'tS " 
ii i:~:~ii~i (including limited editions) 
FOR THE ENTIRE 
!!iiiiiiil MONTH OF MARCH 
NORTHERN L IGHTS i 
i i~!!~ i~)i~a!'i~!~;i;ili',::iiii!i',iii~iiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!i!iiiiii',ii',',iii u ii '~ ,, ! i ij~j,~):!;;jj=i;j,,jj.u;! ; L: .......... ~ :~=i~:~,  
I!Iii!!I 
!!!!!i~!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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!!!!!!~!!!!!! 
.........,,., 
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,......~.... 
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1:!8!:!:!!: 
. . , . . , . . .  
iiili!i 
,:.:.>:.:,:. ............ .....-..... 
.-...-..... ....-....:.. . . . . . . .  . , , : . . . , . .  
:!:!£8!¢ 
ii!gi~!i! 
iilii!li 
!!!!!!!!!! 
. . . . . . , . . , , . .  
!!i~i!!!i! 
!!~iii~i!iiii 
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Beauty grows with 
age for cactus 
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LUCI  DOLLAR BINGO 
MARCH lgg4 PALACE MARCH 1994 
' SLJNDAY <' :  MONDAY " ' TUESDAY. : .  'wEDNESDAY " THURSDAY ;; FRIDAY : ~' :  E ~ "URD 
-I ¢.~ Q 747 A ' r-' Sk, Valley 
l ~ 0 Air Cadet ~1" 0 Recyclin~l 
, FR IDAY SATUR AY 
Big 
Brothers MANY WHO go to chumh at 
Sacred Heart Parish often stop to 
admire the beautiful Christmas 
cactus in the entry. 
The cactus is now 52 years old 
and blooms beautifully three 
~= timesa year. . . . .  
It once belonged to Mrs. Lea 
Daktn and it first got its start in 
northern Alberta. 
Now I'll tell you just a little of 
its owner. 
George Dakin was born in 1897 
at Chandler, Qua. Lea Lealievre 
was born at Grande Riviere, Qua. 
in 1900. 
They were married Aug. 5, 
1919 after George returned from 
the First World War. 
They and 16 other members of 
their family all moved and took 
up homesteading in northern Al- 
berta, 186 miles from Edmonton, 
on 18 quarters of land. 
They broke the land with horses 
and grubhoe and lots of elbow 
grease. 
While living their seven chil- 
dren were born: daughters 
iconic, Georgette and Millie, and 
sons Paul, Leonel, Roger, 
Bernard. 
When the children were old 
enough they first went to a small 
schoolhouse named the Dakin 
school after granddad Dakin, the 
first settler in the area. 
As they got elder, the children 
gradually left home, with some 
getting married and moving on. 
In 1961, Mr. and Mrs. Dakin 
decided to leave their farm they 
bad first settled on back in 1919 
with son Roger staying on the 
farm. 
They  moved to Edmonton, 
living with their daughter Leonie 
and her husband Leo Duplessis. 
In 1967 they moved to Terrace 
with Leonle and Leo. 
Leo  Duplessis built a brake 
shop which was located behind 
the west end store. Leo ran the 
shop until 1972. 
Mr. George I)akin passed away 
on July i, 1977. Mrs. Lea Dakin 
followed her husband on Oct 17, 
1.977. 
The Christmas cactus started 
with a small slip Mrs. Daldn had 
received from her mother-in-law 
back on the farm in Alberta. 
It came with them first to Ed- 
monton then to Terrace. 
After her mother passed away, 
l_e, onle was looking for a good 
home for it and asked father Jar- 
don if the Church had room for it. 
And at 52 years old, this beauti- 
f-ul plant certainly adds much 
colour to the entrance of the 
church. One blooming had 160 
blossoms. 
On Saturday, Feb. 19, I was in- 
vited to a luncheon at the home of 
Edilgard Gellert on Straume Ave. 
A few ladies of the Terrace 
Leprosy Mission gathered togeth- 
er to celebrate the 98th birthday 
of one of their special members 
Beth Holtom. 
Edilgard had prepared a beauti- 
ful lunch with some wonderfully 
delicious desserts. 
Also noted was the 42nd wed- 
ding anniversary of Edilgard and 
Arthur earlier in the month.. 
The ladies all shared together in 
singing o f  hymns with some 
prayers for family, and friends. 
Norah Genis played a few tunes 
on the piano and I must say it was 
a lovely afternoon. 
This poem was read for Beth by 
Betty Bellamy: 
Let me grow lovely, growing old 
So many fine things do; 
Lace and ivory and gold. 
And silk need not be new. 
There is healing in old trees, 
old streets a glamour hold. 
Why may not/, as well as thes~ 
Grow lovely, growing old? 
The Terrace Leprosy Mission is 
on its 38th year, with Muriel 
Rowe and Margaret Fraser as the 
fotlndcrs of the Terrace group. 
Anyone interested can call 
Betty Bellamy at 635-6248. 
TOOUR 
VOLUNTEERS: 
Our heartfelt 
thanks 
for a job 
well done! 
you r odds 
a,~ainst 
, Canada's 
#1 kille): 
L 
HISTORIC PLANT: DaMn family members Roger, Leonie 
and Bernard posed with their mother's 52-year-old Chrislrnas 
cactus at Sacred Heart Parish during Christmas Eve Mass. 
7 Terrace 
Parents Coalition 
for the Minor 
.... Advancemoni - Hockey : 
of Education Association in Terrace 
"13 14 Terrace 
Parents Coalition 
for the Minor 
Advancomont 'Hockey 
ot Education 
interface Association 
20 21 Terrace 
Parents Coalition Minor 
for Ihe 
Advancement Hockey 
el Education Association 
inTerface 
27 28 Terrace Parente Coalition 
for the Minor 
Advancement B~eball 
of Education 
in Terrace Association 
Terrace Soc. 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
8 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
15 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
22 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
29 
K'San 
House 
Society 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
• Club 
9 Terrace 
Community 
Volunteer 
Bureau 
16 
Terrace & 
District 
S,P.C.A. 
3 Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Volunteer 
Bureau 
30 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
0 Little 
Theatre 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
1 7 Orderol 
Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
4 Order of 
Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
1 Terrace 
Rlngette 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverly 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
4410 Legion, Terrace 
Kinsmen Club 
Nisga'a Tribal Shames 
Council. Terrace Mountain 
11  Canadian 12 TerraceArt Association 
Paraplegic Terrace 
Youth Soccer 
Nisga'a Tribal Terrace Figure Council.Terrace Skatin~ 
1 8 Canadian 1 9 Sk, Valley Runners 
Paraplegic Can. Parents for 
Nisga'a Tribal French 
Terrace Figure Council.Terrace Skatin~ 
r%/'~_ Youth 
25  Canadian l_,OAmbaosador 
Paraplegic Kinetle Club 
Nisga'a Tribal Search & 
Council-Terrace Rescue Sac, 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
i!!iii!iiii!<~!i 
:: h ! : :  
: /  
H 
iii CRAGMONT 
POP 
A m  
m v min im m m  
Assorted. 
Hostess 
180g ea J 
~.× ~6 
i~iTi~iiii~i:!i!,:~:7!~i~!;iii,<C~ ¸/i!ii  < :  <~<~f<~<~<~<~%~:~]~ 
FRESH 
STRAWB|RRI|S 
H 
le~NI 
i~iil;~!: ii<~i!<ii< :ii!!!i 
ii~)!!::,i; 
:;!i?<: !!;i 
CHICKEN 
LEGS 
! .94/kg 
)rox. 5 Ib A p o: Bo~ 
ROASTING 
New Zealand. AIp'l 
kg l~ l  Grade A' or Small Size" !b_ /  Utility ib  
. . . . . .  2 .60 /k~ 
,, ,, 6 ,~,~,,~.~ Fresh 3 ,X,,A 49 CO= 99 smm m F | LLETS BylhexP.i:c(~0°, nly" ~ ~)~00g '< Tablets100'sorB0nus115's App . ~1 , : : :  ,88/100g 
i I 
Advertised prices in effect until closing Saturday Mar. 19, 1994 at your neighbourhood Safeway stores, 
Quantity rights reserved. VISA* 
Cal l  For 
Customer Service 
................................... 635-7206 
Manager ......... . ......... ,635,7280 
Dell ............................ ,635,1374 
Bakery .................... i . ,635d372 
Floral ...... . .............. . .  635-1371 
Pharmacy ..... , ..... ; , . ,635-1375 
; Fax ..... . ........ .ii.,,.,,,,.~635-4569 
_ _ _ _ L L  - ¸ '  
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L.=gion elects executive 
Contributed 
FEBRUARY 19 saw the '94 ex- 
ecutive installation at 8 p.m. and 
dance. 
Thank you to the ladies of the 
Royal Purple and members of the 
Elks Lodge for preparing and 
serving dlnmr at the installation. 
I _  
Legion Notes f 
norman and directors Bryan sergeant-at-armsMarieEoelerny. ~ ~ Sellabration The new executive was swam Melntyre, PatSmith, J yce ad- Th se new faces, long with 
in by Branch zone commander lay, Frank Bowsher, Doug Mis. many more hard-working mere- 
Art Pugh and Ladles Auxllliaxy feldt, sergeant at arms Tom Wil- bars, provide enjoyable times :~  '~ 
zone commander Beverly Dickie. son, padre Lance Stephens and while serving our community his 
Branch #I3 executive is: Presi- / 
dent Peter Crompton, vice- past president and service officer year. 
Charlie Meek There are 8-9 LA. and branch 
president Keith Trask, second TheincomingLadtusAuxtlliary members going to attend the '94 ~ Monday, March 21 thru M a r c h  26  
vice-president John Groat, seere- executive is: president Claire Ir- spring zone meeting in Houston 
tary Ran Gowe, treasurer Keith win, vice-president lassie Gowe, onMarchl9. P" (Open until 9:00 pm on Friday, March 25) 
second vice-president Evelyn Upcoming events at the Legion k 
Baxter, secretaryMarjCromarty, inc ladeadanceMarch25"26 i 1 Saveupt6% .al~.al~ 
treasurer Jean Dixon and dime- featuring Rocky Top, a March 26 
ORPHANS tors Florence Schulrmister, IAta Hawaiian dinner/dance (tickets 
Dunham, Kathy Downie, past $10 / person), and a steak night .... .E-- .ergy president Ltnda Fisher, and onAprill. ;a ~. L L -~/"iV 
,s,n Receive Pr°ducts thr°ugh°ut the st°re ~ .~-- 
the air ." 30% f f  ' WEEKS . " , "PHILLIP, you hear reel You ~" 
home, Phillipl" --" , .,, ~ - . . . . . . . .  
SPECIAL 
P-drdU ly [ i  i 
HOME THEATRE 
6 Speaker Package 
WI 
,799  ,s 
All Regular Priced Stationary i 
*Plus Greater ,Savings "On Selected Items! .;  
When John McGowan calls out 
across the stage tomorrow night, 
his words aim to pull you into an 
intense, gritty world you've never 
seen before. 
The backstage talk says it'll 
happen. A wldspor behind the set, 
a glance between actors, the ener- 
gy in the air ~ the entire mood 
surrounding Terrace Little 
Theatre's latest production, Or- 
phans, says it's on the cutting 
edge of theatre. 
"It's a strong I~lay," says direc- 
tor Marianne Weston. "It's grip- 
ping, but paris of it axe quite 
funny, too. Be prepared to be en- 
tertained as well as moved." 
The story follows two brothers 
on their own - -  one a sheltered 
young boy, the other a street- 
hardened punk. When a gangster 
suddenly drops into the scene, 
their lives are completely trans- 
formed. 
"There's ome coarse language 
in this script," Weston says. "It's 
,a part of the world these boys in- 
: habit. This is a side of life that's 
totally foreign to many people." 
"Parts of it will rip your heart 
out," she says. "But in the end, 
you'll see the play is really about 
love." 
* 2 Front Speakers 
* 2 Rear Speakers 
* 1 Centre Speaker 
* 1 Subwoofer 
i) 
Keith Ave. Mall 
. a .: 
Phone 635-5333 
Vilkinson TERRACE- 4552 Lakelse Avenue, Terlace, B ,C~,  ' Tel: (604) 638-8585 Fax: (604) 635-4071 ,~ 
PRINCE RUPERT- 737 Fraser St., Prince Rupert, B.C~. 
Tel: (604) 624-5714 Fax: (604) 624-5549 " BUSINESS MACHINES KH]MAT CUS TOM ERS - 632-50..37 r~,~ 
k 
Advertise Your Garage Sale! 
You will reach over 7000 
households and businesses when 
you advertise your garage sale in 
the Terrace Standard. Your 2" x 1 
1/2" is only $5.OO per weekl 
Call Todayl 
s5oo 
perweek 
GARAGE SALE 
SUN., APRIL 1 
10 a.m. 
Everything must goll! 
T.V., furniture, clothes. 
4647 Lazelle 
T ER BACE 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle 638-7283 
i i 
The All-New 
Redesigned 1994 
Chevrolet S-IO Pickup 
Completely redesigned from the inside out! 
PgP,, MOUYlt 
CHECK IT OUT! 
I~ Anti-lock brakes l~ Power steering 
I~ More head hip ~ Power brakes 
& shou der room I)I Tinted glass 
I~ AM/FM stereo [~ Intermittent wipers 
cassette M And morel 
Check out he Chevrolet S-lO Blazer I,T! 
Chevrolet's top-of-the-line S-10 Blazer LT is EQUIPPED WITH 
normally priced at $29,583. For a limited time, it's ALL THE EXTRAS 
WA~UE a~t 2 ] ~ ~  9 N  L~OU':D EXPECTIAutomaticV'6 2OOhp 
P l l lgE l l  [~, Cruise control 
~ 9  ~ JEEP GRAND CHROKEE L RB[X) 
Th,,,s *31, thousands 360  
less than the 
comp_etition's 
M.S,R.P.] PER MON?~~ ~ 
9! EDOE BKIEI~, 
British Columbia's Best 
~Chev.  01ds '~ Ge~ Dealers 
Air conditioning 
AM/AM stereo 
cassette 
[~ Leather seats 
Power locks & 
windows 
[~ Much morel 
S. 10 Bla]:.er value price includes freight and P.D,I. comparisons based on M. . S:R.P. Includ/ng freight on comparably 
equtppea models, S. fO Pickup payment based on e 36.month lease rot venicte e_cLutppea s Described. $1675 
down payment and $300 refundat)le security deposit down. Total obligation is $8838:64. S. fO Blazer payment 
based on 36-month lease lot vehicle equipped as described, $1870 clown payment and $525 rerunaable securi~/ 
deposit down. "lotal obligation is $ f8 393.64.Offer applies to qualified retail customers only. Some mileage 
conditions apply. Licence, Insurance'and taxes not included. Offer app..ties to f 994 models, Dealer order or trade 
may be necessan/. Dealer may sell/lease for less, This limited t#ne offer may not be combined with other offers, 
See dealer for datails, m( c~m ~) , ,~.  ~ ~J r~, ~.e~a 
McEwan GM In Terrace 
Sales & Leasing DL#S893 Ph: 635-4941 
3o.not fear ,  
spr ng is near  
drained soil. 
Without these needs they will 
grow spindly, meagerly, and will 
have a poor flavor. 
: It helps to cut down a few tree 
: branches obstructing the sunshine 
or plant them in tubs or pots 
which you can move around to 
sunny places. 
• There are a number of herbs 
thattolerate shade or partial 
shade such as balm, mint, borage, 
chervil, parsley and sweet 
woodruff, 
Raised beds, bordered with con- 
. ::crete blocks, bricks or stones are 
also helpful 
: Dig deep, at least 12 inches, to 
prepare the soil. 
i L ighten  it with peat moss and 
add some coarse sand to improve 
the drainage if the soil is heavy or 
a high percentage of clay. 
; Also add some compost, well- 
rotted manure or leaf mold. 
Generally, herbs do better in a 
neutral or slightly alkaline soil. 
6~U fi T,= a !s GAR 6En 
GUNTER LENARDT 
place with only dim light. Keep 
them damp until gemination. ' 
Remove the plastic and move 
the plants to a bright area as soon 
as the seeds prout. 
To prevent 'dampening off' 
(Rotting caused by to much 
dampness), make sure there is 
ample ventilation and apply fertil- 
izer 14 days after germination. 
Harden your plants off by plac- 
ing them outdoors before they get 
spindly, You can do this by using 
a cold frame which you cover up 
during a cold night. 
Do not forget to remove the 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 16, 1994-- B5 
= 91 red  ba l loons?  
BIRTHDAY BOY Charles Oliver turned 91 Feb. 11 and 
received some balloons during a noon-hour birthday party at 
the Happy Gang Centre. Alter lunch, he and his grandson 
Shaun Oliver strolled back to his home at the Willows, 
Condition the soil with all these cover after sunrisel 
. ingredients. One can obtain a kit Happy gardeningl 
from any gardening centre. 
Apply a light dressing of lime if ~, 
' the acidity is more than 7.5 on the i ....... 
, PH scale. 
Planting herbs 
Growing herbs from seeds Sound Galaxy NXPRO 16 Sound Card 
might  be the most inexpensive 
way, but this requires patience 5 Sound Support - 2 CD's ,Panasonic CD ROM Multi 
and time. On the other hand it Session Dual Speed 
' often produces many more plants $579.00 
than you mally need. 
You can start some slow grow- 486DX-33 
i ing plants, as marjoram, thyme Local Bus 4 MB RAM 256K Cashe 
: parsley, mint and chives indoors 
six to eight weeks before the last 2 Floppies - 14" SVGA Monitor/170 MB FixedDisk 
'frost(indoors). *1,899.00 
Others should be planted no 
more tMn 4 weeks before the last Fujitsu • Canon • NEC • MAC Products 
.expected frost. 
Al's Computers Inc. the last frost, but cover them 
overnight. "You never know... 4734 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G lW2 
• Plant the seeds in flats or pots Tel Une: (604) 635-1340 
~ i~ont~ning sterilized potting soil, Fax Line: (604) 635-1341 
~k~i t  witti perlite, cover with 
i~lastie and place them in a warm 
[St. Patty's Green Tag Savings[ 
! 'tis like w,a re ;kCK i 
• findlnga CHAIR -,, 
4 Leaf $299oo @ 
Clover , ,  
i~ I=:P_/IM I= I~ ~ Built-In ~p-. [~.~ 
';ul~si"~e"~'fo'rt=~ ~ DISHWASHER 
leprechauns ~ from Moffat ,/'~--,. 
'439 °° 
•  ,c.ow v  
"~~'Y~ ~ ~ with turntable 
• ~ d ~ ~ _ ~  (~ Electronic one-touch cook 
'14=;° 
~ ~.~ Loo.k 'fer the Green Tags 
~ forsamgs throughout the store 
COUNTRYWIDE ,, 4501 Lakelse 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES Terrace, BC /'(,'~0~O__~__~ 
CHARGE PLAN 
SINCE 1063 638-1158 . - . . . -  
[ / "VISA Owned and operated by Totem Furnilure &Appliance Ud, [ , , ,~ , j  
I 
I I 
CAR R NTAL 
Call us today for more information on our great rates. 
3779 River Drive 
~ "  635-1300 
A MAJOR TURNING POINT IN THE HISTORY OF HUMANITY 
Bahd 'u'lldh 
And 
The Family 
. / "7  ompare the nalions of Ihe world to the 
members of a family, ^  family is a 
nation in minlalure. Simply enlarge Ihe 
circle of the household and you have the nation. 
Enlarge Ihe circle of nations and you have all 
humanity. The condilions surrounding the family 
surround the nation." 
From the Bah,~'! Writings Bahd'i ] F,,r,,mrei,~,r'atatlonorto 
join the Bahd'i' efforts Faith .,~.r,. unity call: 
635-3219 
or write Box 451, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R3 
"Do it Write!" 
Contest is open to published and unpublish'ed writers 
age 15 or older who either reside in the city of 
Terrace or the Kitimat-Stikine Regional District, or 
.~ou? are students of School District No. 88. Employees of 
the Terrace Public Library or members of its Board of 
Trustees are not eligible. 
The style is up to you - whodunnit, romance, 
make mystery, science fiction, or fictional "slice of life". You 
can even tell your tale in verse. But your story must 
it include at least two of the following elements: 
fun 
(~  • the sound of rain~ "..'~,'~:.;,,, ~'".,~.:,,~,'.-,~ . . . . . . . .  ,, 
':": ....... ~: • a'Writer or librarian -,,~.~  .~ ~,~,: 
• an old or unusual book '~;~ 
a myth, legend or fairytale ~ ~ 
• an apple • an unexpected visitor.:/: )~ ~* ~il, :i 
• a newspaper • a telephone call 
• a computer • a northwest B.C. setting ~;, 
• a board game • a word trick or "play on words" 
A first prize of $75, second plus 
abup~ winning and selected entries will be published,~in a 
=== special "Do it Write!" supplement to the Terrace 
Standard. 
Stories must be original fiction, previously 
The~=p,,t. unpublished, and no longer than 2000 words. Stories 
must by typed or printed on 8 .5x  11" paper, 
maximum 9 pages plus 1 cover page. All pages must 
be numbered in the top right hand corner, and 
include an identifiable portion of the title. Cover page 
must include the author's name, address and phone 
number (and school, if applicable), plus the story's 
title. The author's name is not to appear on any other 
page, to ensure a "blind" judging. Limit two entries 
per author. All rights revert to the author after 
publication. 
Entries must be postmarked by midnight March 21, 
GET TO or delivered to the Terrace Public Library before 5:00 
k/0RK p.m. March 24. Send your entries to: "Do it Writer' 
Contest, Terrace Public Library, 4610 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VBG 1V6. The library is not 
responsible for lost manuscripts. 
, 
~-.,~'~/z/~ This community arts project sponsoredby 
THE TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARYASSOCIATION 
THE TERRACE STANDARD 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
With generous support from 
. SKEENA SAWMILLS . . . . .  
• SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. ';i~ ;:~!i ~Jl 
: . NORTHWEST COMMUNIr~ COLLEQE 
:i~!, :L~ARNIN.a RESOURCE Ca !1 
.~i~/ : FINNING LTD. ~: ' :  :)l 
i i 
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u Age versus youth 
DOES AGE AND CUNNING beat youth and skill? Seniors 
from the Happy Gang Centre and students at Uplands 
Elementary School set out to l ind out in a recent series of 
cribbage club encounters. Pictured above are students 
Natasha" Flavell, Pamela Kurth,  Tyler Noble and Jenni fer  
Flavell taking on senior crib shark Betty Demmitt. Other 
seniors participating in the club were Bob Gioodvin, Joe 
Schulmeister, and Boa Barnett. 
OFJOY 
~" Baby's Name: 
Biady Alldcrsol| Lawler 
Date & 'Time of Bit:hi 
February 24/94 at 10:58 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 12 oz Sex: Male 
Parenls: Bob & Patti Lawler; a 
little brother for Paigc 
Baby's Name: 
Amy Lee Spencer 
Date & l ime of Birth= 
February 26/94 al 2:48 p.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs' 10.5 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Scott & Cheryl Spencer; 
thanks to the doctom & nurses -
your help was appreciated 
Baby's Name: 
Austin Michael Wayne Braid 
Date & 'l]nie of l]lrlh: 
March 6/94 at 2:52 p.m. 
Weight: 8 ]bs 6 oz Sex: Male 
Parelits= Scan & Tanimy Braid : 
Baby's Name= 
Bradley Kyle Augelo Duartc 
Date & Time or Birlhi 
March 3/94 at 11:36 a,m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs S oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Carlos Duarte & Shannon 
Purclsase 
See Our Model Contest 
Friday & Saturday 
Face Painting For The Kids/ 
1-800-661-2990 Skeena Mall 635-5236 
(}% 0 ff 
B 
The nt re 
S tore  r I 
SALE ENDS MARCH 31 
FIELDCREST 
ROYAL VELVET 
TOWEL SETS 
Bath Towel $19.98 
Hand Towel $12.98 
Face Towel $5.98 
Total $38.94 
Plus Taxes 
...~.,., ~ ~3i.TIJiOlli iliOtl~qiL~'.~. \. U.;~ 
Gemma's Bed & Bath Boutique 
Skeena Mall Out Of Town Call Toll Free 
635-3392 1-800-563-4362 
*NOTE: All duties and taxes paid at port of entry, customs cleared. 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
INVENTORY OF GOVERNMENT SEIZED 
PROPERTY AND OTHER MERCHANDISE 
Gold jewellery purchased from Government auction will be 
auctioned. The majority of Inventory consists of other general 
merchandise: Loose Gems, Gold Rings, Sapphires, Rubies, 
Emeralds and Gold Jewellery. 
INVENTORY OF UNPAID HANDKNO-I-I'ED 
PERSIAN CARPETS 
Goods released for immediate disposal. All genuine authentic 
Persian carpets: Meshad,.Lilihan, Vis, Najafabad, and many, 
many more including runners. 
INVENTORY OF AUTHENTIC 0 RI ENTAL CARPETS 
Ex, Aubusson, Indo-Bidjar, Birds of Paradise and Dove Designs, 
.Classical 16th and 17th century designs, Bokharas, high quality 
Pashmina wool dining and living room sizes. Village and Tribal 
rugs. 
BURMESE 
JADE 
ANTIQUE 
PRINTS 
at the 
Coast Inn of the West Hotel 
4620 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
Sunday, March 20, 1994 
at 1 pm Sharp 
Public Inspection from 12 p.m. 
Terms: 10% Buyers Premium charge to be added, Cash, 
Bank Cards, Visa, Mastercard accepted. Not affiliated with 
Canada Customs. Auction held by BUCKINGHAM 
AUCTIONS. 
FOR INFO PHONE 538-3084 
Buyone. 
"' ' i99i iII II §'Jt !1 !1199771 
Get ten free. 
Freei0Year Power Train Warranty. 
Buy a new Golf or Jetta before Ap'ril 
30th, and you'll get a free 10 year 
powertrain warranty. One that's even 
transferable.*And these Volkswagens 
are easy to buy, too. The new Jetta CL 
lists for only $14,995 And the Golf CL 
starts as low as $12,295. r
Lease A VW From $179 Per Month 
But you don't just have to buy a new 
Volkswagen to get our exclusive 10 year 
powertrain warranty. You Can lease a 
Golf CL for as little as $179 a month. 
Or a Jetta CL for only $219 a month.t1 
Stop by a participating VW dealer 
today. This may be the deal of the century. 
And the first four years 
of the next one, too. 
Lease a VW 
from $179 
per month. 
*Transfer fee S125,00, Offer good on 1993 & 1994 model year Volkswagen Jettas and Golfs only, Offer not available on commercial 
or fleet vehicles, t Purchase plice does not include freight and PDI, 1"1" Requires first and lastpoymeat on48 month closed end lease, Total 
payment on Jetta Ct S12 512 with $2000 downpayment. Total payment on 2 doer Golf CL S 1 O, 092, with $1500 downpoyment. Lease 
ofice includes freiahf and PDI. Limited time offer, complete detoi sat your participating VWdearer, 
\ 
~ F ~" 
/ 
it 
I I  Puppet power 
FUZZY FRIENDS: Five-year-old'EIIse Brals sports linger puppets made by Mills Memorial Hospital 
auxilliary members to give away to children who get their fingers pricked for lab tests at the hospi- 
tal. And that's pediatrics department head nurse Heather Gumsey with other dolls donated to chil- 
dren staying in the ward. Those dolls were made by auxilliary members Rosemary Brand and Ruth 
,Shannon. In addition to the dolls, the auxilllary has donated more than $26,000 worth of equipment 
,Jo Mills Memorial Hospital so far this year. The new equipment includes a blood pressure tourni- 
~.i~luet system for use during surgery, a patient warming system to help restore 
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ALL 
BOTTLED 
WATER 
Is Not Created Equal 
-k In fact, Aqua  Clear  Bottlers water  passes  through .7 
stages of purif ication, including reverse osmosis and 
ozonation. 
~k Because  we bel ieve pure water  should be bottled pure, 
we subject our FDA approved bottles to 4 thorough 
stages of sanitation before filling. 
~r Our water  is tested daily to ensure that you are 
del ivered 99% pure water  EACH AND EVERY T IME!  
Why Settle For Anything Less? 
Drop by our new show-room at #6 - 
5002 Pohle Ave. (behind Loomis) 
and view our wide variety of 
dispensers for RENT or purchase. 
(Lease to purchase plans now 
available) 
Discover Aqua Clear Bottlers 
"The Clear Choice" 
:i : : : . :2 :  635:  :34!: 
THE 
McBICYCLE 
SHOP 
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TERRACE - 4712 Keith Ave. 635 .5225 
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EAL STATE 
II 
I Summer 's  Coming  
Need a retreat at the lake with privacy 
plus? 
This haven is only minutes from town on 
2.89 acres with 200 feet of water frontage. 
The cozy 3 bedroom home could be a 
year round residence as it is presently 
serviced by propane and wired for 
electricity. Hydro is nearby. 
Get a start on lake 
living and take a 
look with Brenda, 
$150,000 EXC, 
i 
A4iffen S ID ING 
* Vinyl Windows *Aluminum Products 
*Soffit *Fascia * Ra inware  
Estimate Assistance 
~ CENTRAL VALLEY VINYL LTD. MITTEN VINYL SIDING DISTRIBUTOR Phone 8¢7-6066 Fax 847-6088 
Hwy. 16 East-in Canadian Freightways Building 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
British Columbians I 
Investing In One Another I 
Bring this ad when you apply for your new mortgage at our I 
credit union before April 30, 1994. We will waive our I 
application fee plus pay $100 towards the cost of your l 
Ii appraisal. All this in addition to our usual fast, efficient, "local" I
service" ~ I 
I "' I 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Ave.  635-7282 
OPENING SOON 
*Handling NHB, "l]mberlake, DeWils Cabinets 
*A  Full Service Dive Shop 
P.A.D.I. Training Faci l i t ies 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ,.:-g ! i:. ::::i::E::.::!: . ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i $i 
4704 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
NO QUEST ION ABOUT IT TM 
2409 APPLE MLS 4643"GOULET MLS 
#14 COL SMITH MLS 4611 HAMER MLS 
4626 WEBER MLS 
2219 SOUTH KALUM MLS 
~~!~I~'~"  ' '"  ~.~¢,t • 
NEW REMO MLS 
4106 BENNER MLS 
BE READYTO BUILD FOR 
SPRING- TEMPLE STREET 
SUBDIVISION 
PHASE III 
Zo J 
! ' 
16 ~, ~oto 
• ~" 
,! 
-¢ '~6OLe ~VEO(.J~___ 
.' . _ . .  
CALL GORDIE OLSON 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
AND YOUR CHOICE OF THE 
REMAINING LOTS MLS 
LAKELSE LAKE RESIDENTIAL 
$224,9O0 EXC 
WOODLAND PARADISE 
$134,900 MLS 
REVENUE PROPERTY 
$109,900 MLS 
EXECUTIVE HOME 
$179,900 EXC 
/=  
CE.TRAL'-OCA~O, 
$82t900 MLS 
alilluma~ = ~,,~. . .~ ;~ 
SOUTHSIDE RESIDENCE 
$120 000 MLS 
raN! 
HOME WITH CHARACTER 
$88,500 M LS 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
$73,500 MLS I 
" 'Don  "t Underest imate  The  Power .  3~ TM 
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EAL STATE 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
,/compact basement entry home is designed 
for a narrow lot. 
v' efficient u-shaped kitchen, with pantry, 
conveniently serves dining area. 
master suite is complete with double 
closets and three piece ensuite bath. 
#'lower area can be finished at a later date. 
[ i l - -  
l -=- :  . . . . . . .  - =-==~ 
MASTER dressln room ~-*-*-~" 
BEDROOM I=,-.--== 
13'6x 11' IC---3 o r-= 
~'v '  " ~ !~-]:l C BEDROOM 
" " L__ EE I~;  ,,,e,,o,, 
BEDROOM I ~ i - "~ 
,o,+ i +o .  
I=:i-_~=~---1 9' x 10' 
I - I~~ - - - - ,  LIVING [I 
~l ROOM " 
SUNDE,CK II ,,, x ,,,6 
IB x 8 Il 
/-roIllng ~ 
a l  
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
1116 SQ. FTI (103.6 M~): " I ' UNFINISHED' " " "'l :"' I "  ' 
I BASEMENT ,I I 
m 
I l  f I (*h)h ,", ~ ~ ,", I 
I L - -~  ~--~ I ~ s ~ l  __~.~1 I ~  , 3 lece F o I 
I I I - - ; I - : - ,P  . . . .  tire, h-,nl','~II I 
L • i: 1 
J I ~ coo,," , / 
/ GARAG, E r ~x. ' 
~'~ " _ - 11 'x  216 , ~ 
- ,4  
+ F'-- -'~ ~ FUTURE 
: i- - . . . . . . . .  FAMILY 
".~-f'~'~'/~ ~'~ . . . .  + . , , .  I IIII I covered ROOk( 
-~.%.~f,~'~" ~\\V//,'_, I l l l  . : o.tr+ 
/ 
. :~.. "' .! LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
ap. . . f=  I 
E; p~,, x- 
-- I ' -3"-3--I 
"-3"-I-- I - - I  
"-3-"I--I"--I 
TOTAL: 1116 SQ. FT. (103.6 M =) 
WIDTH'.' 30'0" (9.2 M) 
DEPTH: 42'0" (12.8 M) 
WEINMASTER HOME DESIGN IPLAN s°' 9174 ] 
" : + + H0useP iansAva i lab leThrough 
l)etl; ltll . 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD, 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
Improve  
your  
game.  
Or your mind. 
Or your cooking. 
Or your health. 
Go for it: all the 
"how-to" books ' 
and vldeos are on 
your library 
shelves. 
Terrace Public Library 
4610 Park Avenue 
63B'817.7 
I 
Q 
NEED To KNOW 
sorvlETHINO ABOUT 
Yo.UR NEW 
Call COMMUNITY? 
Phone Elaine 635'9018 
Ph'qne Diana 638-8576 
Phone GIIIlan 635-3044 
~ 2 years I 9 years 
| I experience in £ rrc:~m,jlll | experience in I ~ [  experience in 
I I real+t?+, I+~~l  re?;state, I / l i l !  real estate. 
I 1 638"1721 = "~ ='~1 635-3 89 . 635-3833 
I verne ferguson I I I brenda ericks°n I olga power 
I 
RIVER FRONT ACREAGE 
Over 3 acres of treed privacy along 
Skeena River, Has a small cabin with 
hydro, an expansive beach and 
wonderful fishing for $27,500 MLS 
i Horseshoe EXC $229,500 
Keith Estates EXC $125,900 
~ . r "  
:i'/!~: i . . . . . .  
Rural MLS $156~500 
• .o~ -,,~ 
Downtown MLS Lease Property 
iNN 
Thornh 
Bench MLS $96,000 
Bench MLS $85,500 
1 63s-4773 
I erika langer 
cus+o..u l
2 year old home In the 
Horseshoe. The quality of 
workmanship and materials 
are evident throughout this 
executive style 4 bedroom 
home, From skylights to 
hardwood floors, marble, 
ceramic tile and oak accents, 
this home has it all, For 
complete information and 
opportunity to view this home 
contact: 
DICK EVANS 
Regarding Home #3824 
I experience in
I real estate. 
I 635-6236 
I diana wood 
Lakelse Lake MLS $95#00 
Thornhill MLS $42f900 
i Keith Estates MLS $149,900 
" ' I I  
Keith Estates EXC $215f000 
+~+oa."" me, 
Rural (44 Acres) MLS $179,000 
i++ ...........  ii+I 
Keith Estates MLS $79~900 
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EAL STATE 
Fash ionab le  s tar ter  home 
By M, Tynan 
GL-627 
Low square footage and a simple foundation and roof design should 
keep construction costs down on this charming 0asement home, At only 
34'-O" wide and 45'-0" deep, it will fit on a variety of lots, As well, the 
majority of the basement can be finished later on when time and finances 
allow. 
Enter into the foyer, To the right, a den complete with a walk-in closet 
could be used as a home office or as a fourth bedroom, Upstairs, an 
open plan for the living and dining room created a spacious area for 
entertaining and features a vaulted ceiling and gas fireplace in the living 
room. The kitchen provides an efficient working layout complete with a 
pantry and a nook, 
Both secondary bedrooms feature boxed out window seats, The master, 
like those in larger homes, features a walk-in closet and a three piece 
ensulte. 
Plans for GL-627 may be obtained for $33S.99 for a package of five 
complete sets of working prints and $29.99 for  each addit ional set 
of the same plan. Al low $15.00 extra to cover the cost  of postage 
and handl ing (B.C. residents add appl icable sales tax to plan total) 
(All Canadian residents add 7% GST to plan total plus postage and 
handling), 
This is one of our  new designs. Many innovat ive plans are now 
avai lab le  In our  NEW 3Oth edi t ion plan cata logue for  $13.85 
Including postage and handling and 7% GST, 
Please make all cheques, money orders, and Visa or MasterCard 
author izat ions payable to: The Terrace Standard Plan of  the Week, 
13659-108th Avenue, Surrey, B.C., V3T 2K4, 
 _ IGN LTD,  
"° /', A ' 
!- 
,/ ',I 
.34'-O" 
15~59-£08th Av~r'u~ 
~urrmy, B.C. V3T 21<4 
Plan No. GL- ,27 
i£7   X;LFT. 
MAIN FLOOP--. PLAN 117~5 
! i'-% "/. ~'-2" 
E~EDROOM I ~CX 
9=2"× 9'-2"× 
10'-O" 10'-O" 
. . . . .  .___- .~_ o_=_ =.9~ .k~. c.~_ _ _.  
~N 
KErCHEN -O"X r ~  
LO '-O" ~ ~ ,  '-O "× 
i, LO'-O" 
DZN.~G 
RCXPM 
LI'-2"X .t.2'-~" 
4' " l i -0 × 14:0" 
~III I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  ASSOCIATE  
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
.~1111111)111111111111111 NE'I'WORK 
BEAUTY ON THE BENCH! 
2200 sq. ~t. quaJity built, one owner, 
split level home located on Johnstone 
Street. Many special features', 
hardwood floors, 3 spacious 
bedrooms, 3 baths, modern kitchen, 
private sundecks and covered parle, 
Asking $182,900 Exclusive 
14'WIDE ON PAD 
Natural gas heat, new carpeting, bultt- 
in dishwasher and rnk;rowave, 14' x 10' 
shed, large sundeck, Priced to sell st 
$29,900 MLS 
LOT 22- JOHN'S ROAD 
Rural ot north of town Just outside clty 
limits, Pumhaser would have to service 
their own well and septic tank, $10,000 
MLS 
SOUTHSIDE DELUXE 
Very attractive 4 bedroom home, 2.5 
baths, split level, total of 2500 sq, ft. of 
living space plus a finished 1/2 
basement, 2 fireplaces, maln floor 
family room plus many extra features. 
Extra large tot. Asking S179,900 
F~ctuslve 
BUILDING LOTS $10,000 
EACH 
Three serviced lots on Sunset Drive, 
overlooking Mills Ave, Variance has 
been obtained from the City for 11 ft. set 
back from street, Priced ot $10,000 
eoch lot. 
R2 ZONED ACREAGE 
Approx. 1 acre zoned R2, 3215 Kenney, 
Potential for 4 (four) duplex lots, 
$115,951 MLS 
Ralph Godlinski Lisa Godlinski Rusty Ljungh 
CEDAR CRESCENT 
Four bedroom, 1500 sq, ft. home on 
prestigious Cedar Crescent. Lots of 
extras. Call today for your exclusive 
viewing, MLS 
RURAL LOT ON MERKLEY 
. 'ROAD 
Treed 10t, outside the City limits could 
be used for a trailer or home, purchaser 
would have to develop their own water 
end septic system. Asking $10,000 
MLS 
RETIRE HERE | 
79 acres plus in the picturesque I
Kitselas Canyon just minutes from II 
townl Your dream home has been !1 
started so call now for more details. 
N 
Christel Godlinski Sylvia Griffin 
5032 AGAR 
4 bedroom full basement home on 1/2 
acre lot. Inside has been newly 
renovated in the last year, Home has 
many added features and must be seen 
to appreciate he wonderful decor, All 
this for $113,500 MLS 
44O6 BIRCH-AVE 
New subdivision in exclusive 
neighbourhood. Large 8667 sq. ft, 
building lot in new 5 lot subdivision i  
Terroce's exclusive ast bench. Lot is 
nicely treed with 72 foot frontage on 
quiet no thru streeL 
1400 SQ. FT. COMMERCIAL 
SPACE 
Recently redecorated and remodelled 
office or commercial space, located on 
Greig Ave. Immediate occupancy MLS 
Joe Barbosa 
THORNHILL REVENUE ON 
CLARK 
2 - three bedroom suites on the upper 
floor and over 1680 sq, It. of ret~l space 
on the main floor 611 rented,, plus 
separate building 900 sq. ft, in the rear 
for storage, 
CENTRAL COMMERCIAL 
LOTS 
Six lots and 4 houses in downtown core, 
excellent holding property or for 
immediate d velopment. 
HIGHWAY LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
Excellent exposure, corner lot on 
Highway 16 West and Earle Street, 
Property serviced by city water, level and 
lightly treed, zoned for ]ndustria~ shop, 
warehouse, tc, Priced at $40,000 MLS 
4813 WALSH AVE. 
Completely renovated within the past 
couple of years. Natural gas heat and a 
gas fireplace. The hardwood floors are 
in top condition. 5 bedrooms, full 
basement and me," lane access, Asking 
$118,900 MLS 
HOME AND FUTURE 
POTENTIAL 
Live in this comfortable storey and a haft 
home, and later develop the property for 
Multi-family use. Bdght fatuity kitchen, 4
bedrooms, natural gas heat. $94,900 
MLS 
R5 ZONING 
120 x 132 lot. Good for rental complex. 
Asking $59,951 MLS 
Lynda Boyce Ric White 
R.".I R. 1 nT~ 635-6508 
,I H7 
4516 PARKS165,000 EXCL 
3979 HAGEN $69,500 MLS 
4620 SCOTT $~,0~ EXCL ' 
6146 KILBY $25,900 
5129 AGAR $87,~ MLS 
4623 HILLCREST ~14,W0 EXCL 
VIEW HOME 
Y _.ac_.M I 
4738 SCO~AVE. 
$124,900 ~CL- DAVE 
2 BEDROOM CONDO $51,900 EXCL 
1988 QUEENSWAY $62,500 
JUST LISTED 
Excdlmt h~em 2 a~es in G~sen Creek, ova" 
1400 ,~. It 3 be~r0o~s, 20x 16 living room v/~ 
~'eph~e, 18x 13 family roan, 12 x 32 covered 
patio, This home is in top condi~m. For m(xe 
information call Dave • Asking $86,000 
EXCLUSIVE 
: ~'~::~=i~  ~" . . . . .  .~ :::~ 
JUST LISTED 
Well built 5 bedroom home with in-la~' 
suite on beautifullv landsca0ed 10t with 
established shrubs and fruit rees. Home 
features new natural gas heat and 
water quality flooring throughout, large 
master bedroom with double c ose so 
Built in vac, covered eck, wired shop 
has concrete floor and storage 10ft. For 
ap~intment to view, call Shei]a EXCL 
' !Z! . ~.:~< 
4434 Sc0"rTON $36,500 
3773 PINE $64,500 
3648 BALSAM $137,900 
5104AGAR -Acre Lot, $124,g00 
3315 CLARKE $119,900 
~i l~J~!L l~l~j~. l~l  !,~:~,~;~: ' L , 
4733 HALLI~E LL $189,500 
4666 L0WRIE $159,900 
:~  %J l  =L  ~¢'.~ <'; 
27o3 BRAUN $110,0 
i >::':: . . . . . .  ~! 
4631 MCCONNELL $169,500 
NKS Pt (OMISE  OF  SERVICE  
John Curtis Joy Dover 
635-9598 635'7070 
Dave Reynolds 
635,3126 
Suzanne Gleason 
638-8198 
L ¸  - ' "1 
Derlck Kennedy 
635.3042 
Wands Walberg 
798-9534 
I I  
Shells Love 
635-3004 
L~f!~ 7 • 
"i < ;  : ~ '~ :i ~ 
• %: :  
Ron Redden 
638-1915 
t I 
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OFFER ENDS 
MARCH 31 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 (604) 638-7283 Fax (604) 638-8432 
Keep on  top  o f  a l l  the  
news  and  v iews  that  
impor tant  to the  
Nor thwest  w i th  the  
paper  that  leads  the  
i n  
• i ,!?iliS~i/ii~i ¸ i•: 
1 Year.....L.............$37.45 (GSTincluded) 
(in our area: Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Stewart and the Nass Valley) 
1 Year..................$39.59 (GSTincluded) 
(Outside of Our Area) 
1 Year........,.m....,..$32,10 (GST included) 
(Senior Citizens) These prices will increase on April 1/94 
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Around 
Town 
Students win 
scholarships 
CALEDONIA STUDENTS 
Candice Orif.fith and Lara 
Tessaro have qualified for 
$1,000 provincial scholar- 
ships. 
To qualify, Griffith and Tes- 
saro had to write at least hree 
provincial scholarship exams 
and achieve ascore of at least 
1700. 
Tessaro scored 1935, by 
writing exams in Chendstry 
12, History 12, and Mathe- 
matics 12. Grifflth scored 
1852 by writing exams in 
Chemistry 12, English 12 and 
History 12. 
Twenty-one other Caledonia 
students achieved Standard 
Ministerial Scores of 475 or 
higher: Malkit Atwal, Curtis 
Bretherick, Norman Dreger, 
Stephen Fleming, Lana Geier, 
Konrad Grueger, Brandy 
Hansen, Sonja Hedberg, 
Simon Higginson, Aaron Hill, 
Glendon Lorenz, Jennifer 
McMynn, Heidi Mendel, 
Rachel Mohr, Erin Parr, 
Aaron Petovello, Mafia 
Schlamp, Suzannah 
Vandevelde, Shelden Wilker- 
son. 
The following students 
achieved 86 per cent or higher 
(A's) in their provincial exam 
courses during the January ex- 
ams: Curtis Bretheriek, 
Joseph Derrick, Norman 
Dreger, Jonathan Duffy, 
Stephen Fleming, Lana Geier, 
Candiee Griffitb, Konrad 
Grueger, Brandy I-Iansen, 
Sonja Hedberg, Simon Hig- 
girtson, Aaron I-IiU, Jennifer 
McMynn, Heidi Mendel, Erin 
Parr, Jonathan Sabine, 
Deborah Stainton, Lara Tes- 
saro, Bryan Trehearne, 
• Natasha Young. 
Shamrockers 
speak out 
THE SHAMROCK 
CLUB elected its new ex- 
ecutive for 1994. 
Danny Ansems is presi- 
dent, Michael Anscms is 
vice president, Solveig 
Adair is secretary, Chad 
Buhr is treasurer and Kir- 
sten Muller is club 
reporter. 
The club started the year 
with public speaking. With 
all members in attendance, 
Danny Ansems, Michael 
Ansems and Phillip Durand 
placed first, second and 
third respectively for jun- 
iors. For seniors, Solveig 
Adair was first, Trevor 
Muller was second . and 
Carol Kozier was third. 
Danny and Michael 
Ansems, Solveig Adair and 
Trevor Muller all went on 
to compete at the districts. 
Solveig repeated her wi.n 
with Trevor right behind. 
Michael Ansems surprised 
his brothei" by placing first. 
Medals were presente4t by 
Steve Cook. 
The group will go on to 
regional competition later 
this year in Kitimat. 
Needed: baby 
weighers 
VOLUNTEERS ARE needed 
to help run baby clinics at the 
Skeena Health Unlt. 
Duties include weighing and 
measuring children, no lifting 
required. Clinics are held 
Tuesdays from 9:30 to 11:30 
a.m. and 1:30 to 4:00 p.m. 
plus alternate Thursdays 1:30 
to 4 p.m. 
Please call Catherine at 638- 
3310 if interested. 
Puppet show 
returns 
ERNEST MEETS the Eg- 
gosaurus, the Terrace Public 
Library's truly incredible pup- 
pet show, ts back by popular 
demand. 
A special sprtug break per- 
formance will be held Thurs- 
day, March 24 at 2 p.m. Ad- 
mission is free, but call the li- 
brary at 638.8177 for more 
Information . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Your guide to 
Channel 10 
Wednesday, March 16 
8:05 p.m. ~ Spotlight on UNBC; Jr. Girls basketball zone finals. 
Thursday, March 17 
7:05 p.m. - -  Kitimat Bantam Hockey Tournament: Whitehorse vs. 
Kitimat; Prince Rupert vs. Whitehorse. 
Saturday, March 19 
8:05 p.m. Jr. Girls Basketball Zone championship final . . . . .  
Sunday, March 20 
3:05 p.m. - -  Faith Full Gospel; Peewee 'AA' Provincial Hockey 
games. 
Monday, March 21 
3:00 p.m. - -  Terrace community band, January concert. Peewee AA 
Provincial Hockey Games. 
Tuesday, March 22 
Peewee AA Provincial Hockey games. 
Wednesday, March 23 
8:05 p.m. - -  Spotlight on UHBC 
Thursday, March  24 
Provincial Peewee AA hockey games. 
Saturday, March 26 
Local hockey time TBA 
//////ILPlNE. 
TAPE DECK 
7513 
.coc,.o0o, o ,o,,o, 
* Detachable Face 
JVC  
* Stereo 
* Remote 
26" TV 
AV 2672 
SONY . 
MINI SYSTEM 
MMC 610 
SONY  
SNAP CAMCoRDER 
* 3 LCD Screen 
* Instant 
Playback 
Ke i th  Ave .  
Preferred Seatin? 
PRICED TO GO 
7 pas 
driver= 
5 yr/10 
S 
//////ILPINE. 
89 
CD PLAYER 
7804 
*PER MONTH 
• Over 48 months, $2,830 down, excludes freight, P.D,I., 
licencing fees, taxes and other charges 
1T JUST FEELS RIGHT 
Mazda B-Series Trucks 
starting at 
s149oo * 
Per Month 
*Over 48 months, $1,700 down, excludes 
freight, P.D.I., licencing fees, taxes and 
other charges 
Thornh i l lMotors  
"The Dealer Who Cares" 
3040 Hwy 16 East  DLR# 7041 635-7286 
CORDLESS PHONE 
CLT-4650 
20" TV 
AVM-2151 
.O0,ach.b,.,... I's.rPhon. I's'°'°° ',,' z- ~i~ :,,L,"~'~  * Remote Control • Ht Power '>:i ~ i!i] ~ ,* Ut Keypad 
JV[: 
RECEIVER 
RX 5O9 
' ; . . t  ~ ;' .v ' ,  # %~"5 ~' 
* Dolby Pro Logic 
* Remote Control 
SONY,  
CD PLAYER 
* 5 Disc Carousel 
* 3 Year Warranty 
%89"  
VCR 
VH R-9412 
CDP 235 
* 4 Head 
* Hi R Stereo 
* Remote Control ~;; 
(~ P IONEER"  
7he Ad of Enmla lnm~t  " 
$~~00 
s,WYo 
PORTABLE 
MCD 21 
RECEIVER 
SX 312 
%99oo * Remote control 
i 
VCR CD PLAYER 
SLV- 700 PDS 501 
LI~ P IONEER"  
* 4 Head ,p ~ t~;~ {~.~5 * Top of the Line 
* Hi Fi Stereo ~ ~ * Remote Control 
635-5333 
i1 
.co °LT  
* Single Cassette ,~t 
lrl~ Art ~ Enhwta/nm~mt" 
HOME THEATRE SPEAKER SYSTEM 
CS V4C 
* 6 Speakers In Iotal ~ ~ O  
P IONEER"  
lrtm Att of E.~twtMnmer~ " 
40" PROJECTION 
SCREEN 
SD-P4063 
$27~°°  I * P'cture'n '2699 i ture 95 
• Remote Control ~1 
On Site Car Audio 
Installation 
# 
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PORTS s c,,o.o MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLE R 
ROB BROWN 
Pogey piece poor 
T liE MARCH 14 issue of BC Report 
takes a run at the unemployment i - 
surance system and commercial 
fishermen in its feature article 
entitled "On the hook for pogey". 
"UI critics," says the article, "are bound to 
single out the fishing industry as a perfect exam- 
ple of where the system no longer provides 
workers with insurance against the unexpected 
and involuntary job loss, but which has become, 
in the words of (Lloyd) Axworthy: 'A perpetual 
form of income supplement." 
The piece goes on to explain commercial 
fishermen eed only 10 days spread over 10 
weeks to be eligible for benefits lasting from May 
Day until Nov. 15, that each fishermen eed only 
return with $156 worth of fish - -  20 fish at $8 
caeh - -  in each week to qualify, and fishermen 
can still collect unemployment i surance ven 
though they have netted $100,000 in income. 
In its zeal to foster indignation, the article omits 
to mention this is allowable under the present 
rules. It also fails to offer suggestions for reform. 
"Experts," the article goes on to say, "estimate 
that for every $1 fishermen contribute in the form 
of UI premiums, $10 is taken out in the form of 
benefits." Iust who these experts are is not made 
clear, io be expected from BC Report, aperiodical 
that can never be accused of balanced journalism. 
Similarly, the piece asserts many fishermen do 
not look for employment when on UI benefits, but 
rather use them as an opportunity to loaf in bars, 
ski and take foreign vacations. This is pretty 
strong stUff, strong enough to warrant some 
specific examples. "Yet none are given. 
Later, the article concedes gillnet fishermen 
average only $30,000 per year out of which must 
come maintenance, moorage and other expenses. 
It becomes clear the income subsidy of UI is a 
necessity if many fishermen are to stay afloat. 
The article cites noted economist Peter Pearse 
who advocates crapping UI for fishermen be- 
cause there are presently too many boats chasing 
too few fish. Pearse, according to the article, 
would like to see half the number of boats. 
Without he UI subsidy, Pcarse predicts, "many 
fishermen and crewmen would decide the indus- 
try wasn't worth the effort and would move on to 
more productive activities." 
This seems awfully simplistic. Dr. Pearse makes 
no mention of what those other productive ac- 
tivities might be. There just aren't a lot of 
employment opportunities around. It is more like- 
ly a lot of these men will wind up collecting UI 
until they wind up on the welfare rolls at an even 
greater cost to the government. 
Pcarse's vision sees fewer, larger, better 
equipped boats run by business-minded skippers 
exploiting the salmon stocks. But this Darwinistic 
outlook does not address the central problem with 
our west coast fisheries. 
Tree, large boats are capable of catching large 
numbers of fish with greater efficiency and the in- 
comes of skippers and crews of those large boats 
may be high, but the number of fish caught would 
still be high too and it would be indiscriminate. 
The by-catch problem would still exist. 
For the fishery to be economically robust, the 
stocks must be healthy. Dr. Pearse took pains to 
point this out in his well-known, highly respected 
report o the federal government some years back. 
To ensure stock abundance, the fishery must be 
must be able to target commercially desirable 
stocks capable of withstanding higher harvest 
rates while simultaneously demonstrating 
sensitivity to weaker stocks, Only then will the 
continuance of the fishery be assured and its long 
term economic viability maintained. 
The size and harvesting power of boats has ltttle 
to do with their ability to fish selectively. How 
boats fish, where they fish and when they fish are 
the critical issues. It's conceivable a lot of small 
community-based boats, using modified gear, 
restricted by area regulations and propped up by 
income subsidies may be the best way to guaran- 
tee a sustainable r source, minimize social disrup- 
tion and ensure the needs of all the beneficiaries 
of the resource are met. 
Author Jerry Collins .quotes one Dr. Grubel, a 
Reform Party MP, who says, "Let's admit that 
(Lrl) was a noble experiment that didn t work. 
I'm not convinced unemployment i surance has 
failed. And nothing in this piece convincingly 
proves it is unnecessary. 
"There ts little room for propping up inefficient 
industries" in our debt-ridden country, says Col- 
lins. 
I look forward to a piece by him that examines 
the massive subsidies, in the form of tax breaks, 
stumpage rates and land give-aways, given to 
giant corporations that continue to plunder our 
resources in so many lucrative but environmental- 
ly inefficient ways, 
HOCKEY HOSTS. Carrying Terrace's colours at next week's 'AA' PeeWee provincials will be (back row, 
left to right) assistant coach Garth Muller, Brandon Smoley, Chris L'Heureux, Thomas Derrick, Clayton 
Karrer, Randy Prinz, Wade Stevenson, Thomas Ames, coach Steve Smyth, (middle row) Derek Hadley, 
Mitch Armstrong, Blake Wiebe, Travis Lamming, Matthew Thomsen, Uno Osorio, and (front row)) Tyrel 
Armstrong, Stavros Darvoudis, Brett Downie and Scott Rigler. They play their first game 11 a.m. Sunday. 
PeeWees primed fo r  
AA provincial title bi'd 
"JUST BECAUSE they're 
fi'om the big smoke doesn't 
mean they're better." 
That's a reminder coach Steve 
Smyth will be giving Terrace 
PeeWee players as they enter the 
'AA.' provincial championships 
starting here Sunday. 
The other will be to stay loose. 
Understandably, the team is 
pretty excited about the event, 
"but we don't want them too 
keyed up," he pointed out. 
Although e's not aboq,t to start 
predicting where the team will 
finish, Smyth is confident i  has 
as good a chance as many of its 
opponenis. 
While there, were a lot of 
rookies on the local squad, he 
was pleased with the way they 
had come together over the 
course of the season. 
Terraco's last outing, a two- 
game zone playoff series against 
Kitimat, had also been im- 
pressive. 
Terrace dropped both games but 
"Come down and watch tomorrow's 
super stars today.': .............. Steve Smyth 
only by a single goal scored in 
the final minute of play, en- 
couraging results ince Kitimat is 
ranked near the top of this year's 
championship crop. 
The draw has put Terrace in the 
five learn B division where every 
opponent isan unknown quantity. 
"We've only played against 
100 Mile (I-Iouse) and Kitimat," 
Smylh explained, both of which 
are on the A side. 
However, that lack of first hand 
knowledge cuts both ways, he 
pointed out. 
And Terrace could have a slight 
edge from being the home team, 
"It's odd to be at home," Smyth 
admitted, adding the much 
travelled local PeeWees know 
only too well the potentially 
draining pattern of long journey, 
living out of hotel rooms and 
eating out all: the time. 
f ,? 
However," when ':So whistle 
goes, it'll still be the quality of 
hockey that'll decide the game. 
The schedule has Terrace being 
thrown in at the deep end righi 
away with a game against Daw- 
son Creek, one of the top-two 
ranked teams. 
,'We'll find out where we stand 
in that game,,' Smyth said, ad- 
ding a big home-town crowd 
cheering the team on could pro- 
vide an important lift. 
Terrace seems assured that kind 
of support for their second game, 
against Winfield. The puck on 
that one drops at 8:30 Sunday 
evening, immediately after the 
opening ceremonies. 
They then get a full day's rest 
before tangling with Seafair 7:30 
p.m. Monday and wrap up the 
round robin Tuesday afternoon 
against Port Albernl. 
Playoff games takes place Wed- 
nesday with the third place 
decider and championship game 
scheduled for 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
Thursday, respectively. 
Will Terrace fans be cheering 
on their own in that final? 
"A lot of odd thingS can hap-. 
pen in a short .tournament;" 
Smyth said. Hot goal tending or tt 
run of inspired play could make 
any team a real contender. 
One thing is certain, however. 
"People will see clean, fast hock- 
ey and a lot of skillful young 
players." 
With body checking prohtbltad, 
Smyth said the emphasis was on 
skating, passing and shooting. 
His finalmessage to Terrace 
residents." Come down and 
watch tomorrow's super stars 
today." 
It'll be a lot of years before we 
host another provincial 
championship, headded. 
Return of the wheels decal 
THE SPIEL for Wheels is back at 
the Men's Loggers Bonspiel. 
As if $11,000 of prizes weren't 
enough, organizers of the March 
30 - April 3 event are once again 
giving curlers a chance to win a 
new car. 
Introduced last year, the Spiel 
for Wheels was an instant hit with 
players and spectators alike. 
Every team entered in the Log- 
gers has a shot at the ear or cash 
prizes of up to $1 ~000. 
Each member of the team 
throws one rock, no sweeping, 
and tries to cover the pin hole in 
the centre of the button with part 
of the running surface of the reek. 
If they all succeed in doing that, 
every member of the team goes 
home in a brand new ear. 
This year it will be a 1994 
Cavalier RS 4-door complete 
with air conditioning , AM/FM 
cassette, power door leeks and 
more provided by Jim MeEwan 
Motors, joint sponsors of the 
event in conjunction with the Ter- 
race Standard. 
But there's more than that one 
way to win a ear. 
If only three of the players 
cover the pin they each win a car. 
If only two, they've automati- 
cally won $1,000 and still have a 
chance at a car. 
Each of the two successful 
shooters gets another rock to 
throw and if either repeats the 
feat, they both get a new set of 
MIXING IT UP. Bobble Phillips keeps a close eye on the Incoming rock during 'B' event quarter 
final action at this year's Totem Mixed bonsplel, the penultimate major event for this cuffing season, 
All night leagues are now going into playoffs with finals set for Friday, March 25. The 'g8-'94 finale 
takes place a week later when men's teams gather for the Loggers, the northwest's largest 'spiel. 
wheels. 
Even If only one of the playem And the bonsptel organizers cover their Loggers entz 7 and curling. 
There is no additional ch~g¢ tO succeeds at his first attempt, have decided to add one more then some. 
there's moneyto beworL He'll be way to win. : : The MeEwan Motors~Terrace nter tbe event bu!.tbe team. t~, t :  
gtvco twomore shots and if either i .n~nyone who covers the ptn will ~ Stanaara Spiel for Wheels will tal~s part must oet~©aSt~ 
covers the hole, he'll pick up a hay0 thelrname go Into a hat for take place during the traditional one entered ! n the Loiters i Ill: 
el=qua for $500: a draw for :~too ~hl  enough to Saturday afternoon: break from' other words, no stacked rinks, : 
i ?  
i 
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Sportsl 
Menu 
TODAY 
Bowling 
SNOOPY BOWLING Buddies 
week two at Terrace Lane, s. For 
information, phone 635-5911. 
BC Senior Games 2one 10 
LAST CHANCE to register for 
the sport of your choice at this 
summer's B.C. Seniors Games, 
Skeena Mall 2-4 p.m. 
Duplicate Bridge 
TEEILACE CLUB taking part in 
North America-wide charity game. 
Begins 7:30 p.m. in Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary cafeteria. 
Men's Rec Hockey 
Wranglers v Timbcrraen (9p.m.) 
Convoy v Okias (10:~0 p.m,) 
THURSDAY, IVIAR. 17 
Floor Hockey 
Big Buds v Traffic Jams (7 p.m.) 
Kitimat Blades v Westpoint 
Warriors (Sp.rn.) 
Men's Rec Hockey 
Skeena Hotel v Precision 
(10:30 p.m.) 
FRIDAY~ MAIL 18 
Figure Skating 
ANNUAL ICE SHOW by Terrsco 
Figure Skating Club at the Arena, 
7p.m, 
SATURDAY~ MAIL 19 
Figure Skatlng 
ANNUAL ICE SHOW by TFSCi 
1 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
SUNDAY~ MAR. 20 
Minor Hockey 
'Ark' PEEWEE Provincial 
Championships begin here, con- 
tinue through week. Date time of 
final TBA. 
MONDAY~ MARCH Zl 
Darts 
MEN'S LEAGUE trophy night 
and dinner, Legion, 7:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY~ MARCH ~2 
Floor Hockey 
OPOV III All-Star game, Thorn- 
hill Community Centre, 7p.m. 
'AA' PEE WEE PROVINCIALS 
Division A Division B 
Rossland-Trail Dawson Creek 
Kitimat Sea fair 
Mission Terrace 
100 Mile Home Port Alberni 
Winfield 
Tournament schedule 
SUNDAY, MARCH 20 
8:30 a .m.  Rossland-Tmil 
11:00 a.m. Dawson Creek 
1:30 p.m. Kitirnat 
4:00 p.m. Seafair 
Mission . . . .  
Terrace 
100 Mile House 
Port Albemi 
7:30p.m. OPENING CEREMONIES 
8:30 p.m. Terrace Winfield 
MONDAY, MARCH 21 
8:30 a.m. Mission Kitimat 
11:00 a.m. Dawson Creek Seafair 
1:30 p.m. Port Albemi Winfield 
4-,00 p.m. 100 Mile House Rossland-Trail 
7:30 p.m. Seafair Terrace 
TUESDAY, MAECH 22 
7:00 a.m. PortAlbemi Dawson Creek 
9:30 a.m. KAtimat Rossland-Trail 
12:00 p.m. Winfield Seafair 
2:30 p.m. Terrace Port Albemi 
5:00 p.m. Mission 100 Mile House 
7:30 p.m. Winfield Dawson Creek 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23 
9"00 a.m. 4th Div A 4th Div B 
12:00 p.m. 3M Div A 3rd Div B 
3:00 p.m. 1st Div A 2nd Div B 
6:00 p.m. 1st Div B 2nd Div A 
THURSDAY, MARCH 24 
3:00 p.m. Losers of Wednesday 3p.m and 6 p.m. 
games play off for third and fourth spots. 
6:00p.m. CHAMPIONSHIP GAME 
Ticket prices 
Half-Day Pass ............................................................... $3 
Day Pass ........................................................................ $5 
Tournament Pass ......................................................... $15 FRIDAY~ MARCH 2s 
curling (covers all games except Thursday, March 24) 
TERRACE CURLING league 
playof~rrn~=7~,p~t,,,;,,~: ,~ : ..... .Thursday, March  24 Pass .............................................. $5 
~7~'L~S'~NI)'~Y';:M'Z~'~27 ...... - ...... ;": :~: " : ' • ~ ~  Tickets will be on sale 
Pistol Shooting ~ in the Skeena Mall this IPSC TRAINING match at Rod 
and Gun range in Thornhill. For ~ ~  Frid~ evening and all 
information, phone635-6983. ~ "  day Saturday beginning 
[ at 10 a.m. They will 
TUESDAY, MARCH 29 ~.__.__~._.:~___. ~ ~.  also be available at the 
Men's Ree Hockey ~ f f ~ ~  ~ arena during the PLAYOFFS get underway in 
Recreational division, best.of- "~ ~ ~ ~ , o u r n a m e n t .  
three finals begin April 5. "~[~]  I ~ ~~__T ickets  for the final 
"1 / day's play, featuring the 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30 ~d I ~ '~ ~ third place and 
Men's Rec Hockey 
PLAYOFFS get underway in Old- ~ J~" .~ ~"  championship games, 
timers division, one-game f ina l  ~ 1  will be o~ sale at the 
April 6. ~ y arena only on March 24 
~====~~d~ on a first-come, first 
Curling ~ f ~  serve basts. 
LOGGERS BONSPIEL gets un- 
der way with local finks, out-of- 
towners begin totnorrnw, finals 
Sunday afternoon. 
FRIDAY~ APRIL 1 
Snowboarding 
NOR'H-IWF~T SNOWBOARE 
meet at Shamcs, runs to April 3. 
For information, phone 638-8878. 
FRIDAY, APIUL 8 
Swimming 
PIZZA HUT Invitational mcct be- 
gins 6 p.m., continues Saturday 
and Sunday. 
LUGE SLEDDING. Anyone in- 
terested in joining the sport, con- 
tact Todd Taylor (635-4189) or Ed 
Hess (638-0636). 
TERRACE BADMINTON club 
plays every Tuesday and Thursday 
evening at 8-10 p.m., every Sun- 
day 7:30-9:.30 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary school. For informa- 
tion, contact Diane at 635-3564. 
TERRACE ROD & GIYN club 
meets the first Wednesday o f  
every month, 7 p.m. at the club- 
house on Rifle Range Rd. in 
Thomhili, New members wel- 
come. For information, contact 
Fred Siraw at 635-2874. 
FUN MIXED DART LEAGUE 
plays 8 p.m: Wednesday nights at 
the Legion. No need to sign up, 
just drop in. Newcomcrs welcomo. 
For more information, Clare Greet 
at 638.8493. 
To get an event on to the 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into tile office at; 
4647 Lazelle Ave., phone 
Malcolm at 638-7283 or fax 
them to 638,8432. 
To make next  week's 
paper, submissions must be  
in by 5 p.m, Friday, 
For boaters who want to "boldly go where no one has gone 
before", Yamaha has the innovative extras to add confidence 
to your fun. To begin with, the Jet Drive gearcases don't 
extend below the hull. So rocks and debris aren't a barrier. 
Yamaha also includes our Engine Sensing Warning System 
that electronically monitors RPMs, temperature and oil level 
to prevent damage. And the high output alternator on the 
V4's and V6's assures that the battery is fully charged even 
u,lth rn,,Itlnl~ ~l~,tr~nir,  ~,n~c~nrl~= ri lnninn 
SUPERIOR PERFoRMANCE....SUPERIOR PROTECTION 
For added peace of mind we back up each and every jet 
drive with a one year 
limited warranty. ~ 
I! EN'  RINE 
Ken Gibson 
I I  I 
"93  CLEAROUT 
,.,,.:..,:::r:::: 
.~:!: ~!$~!~i~i~!i!i 
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• ...::.... ~.".i 
... • .  ..::~ 
.... ~!~!~ii~i~il 
1993 C IV IC  DE I .SOLE (sT~a3.sT) $15 250 o0 
Racing inspired mulU-ling suspension, the future of the two seater convertable, 
• removable terga roof fits in the trunk with your luggage for open air driving exillaration. 7 
1993 ACCORD WAGON EX (STK# H93-30) 1993 CIVIC DX- 5 Speed (STK~ 93-36) 
Loaded, all', cruise, tilt. * Last 93 5 s )e 3d at this price 
"Power Everything" 102 hp/53 vbp] Hwy, 5 yr/100,O00 (no deductible ~ 
Unbeatable price $20  ~'~qt~a~a~l~00 warranty, drb el's side airbag ~ql ~ip~l~.~f l iuo -'L " "VV 
Don't Miss Out - - - - l l  and more, 
Hurryl The prices will last only until March 31,1994 
Leasing and Financing Available O.A.C ,  
z- mmmmmo  
#838 Hwy 16W -Terrace Dealer #9662 (Call Collect) 638-8171 
FOOD BANK RECEIVES CASH DONATION 
Overwaitea Foods, Terrace and the following concerned local merchants recently 
made a cash donation of $1,170.13 to the Terrace Food Bank. In the picture (Lto R) 
Debbie Lassard, Jake Dredger representing the Terrace Food Bank, Dale Lufkin - 
Overwaitea Manager, Matilda Deponte and Shammi Bowal. Participating 
businesses were: 
- Daybreak Farms 
- Kitsum Kalum Band Council 
- Nass Valley Drilling & Blasting 
- Spee Dee Printers 
- J.D.L. General Contracting 
- Houland Contracting 
- T & H Equipment Refinishing 
- Dave's Plumbing 
- Ray & Ruth Tremblay 
- Pacific Regeneration 
- Re-Lynn Trucking Ltd. 
- Terrace Redi-Mix 
- Terrace Volunteer Firemen 
- Joe Clark 
• - , - , . . , . . .  VV 
THE 
PERFECT 
TURi   
A 
MOUNT N 
Parallel 
Turns 
The parallel turn is what 
we all hope to achieve in 
our skiing. To perfect 
these  turns ,  it is 
necessary to work on 
some of the basic skiing 
skills. 
First, remember to 
move all of your weight 
onto the outside ski of the 
turn. It Is important to flow 
with gravity down the 
mountain to allow for an 
easier turn with less 
resistance. This will allow 
your muscles to be more 
Director of Skier Services 
relaxed, which will, in turn, 
give you better balance 
and performance out of 
your skiing. 
Next, try turning your 
feet as you progress 
through the turn. Begin 
turning your feet as you 
pressure your outside ski, 
allowing your skis to carve 
a smooth and continuous 
arch in the snow• 
It is important that you 
experiment with these 
skills in bigger GS type 
turns. The progress to the 
smaller, shorter radius 
turns. Good turns, great 
skiing. 
# 
5HAMES? KIER 
MOUNTAIN IE DEVELOPMEINrlr 
I/W cm rrm  
SHAMES MOUNTAIN 
SHN .S 
MOIMIAIN 
Of f i ce  635 .3773 
Skiing. 
Learn to Turn 
GREAT BEGINNER PACKAGES 
! .5 hour group lesson, complete 
equipment rental, lift pass 
'19.95 
Snowboardlng - 1.5 hour group lesson, snowboard 
Learn to Ride rental, lift pass 
.26.95 
To register call 635-3773. Registration isrequlred one day in 
advance of the session. I ¸  i
i • i 
Wild 
Ones 
tamed 
THE BLADES are ready to 
cawe up anyone who gets in 
their way. 
The Kitimat squad did just 
that to fellow travellers the 
Wild Ones in OPOV IH floor 
hockey action, destroying the 
New Alyanshers 19-5 in their 
first round robin game. 
Paul Amado led the demoli- 
tion with five goals, Gary Bar- 
bosa added our and Kovin Gra- 
ham picked up a hattrick. 
The Blades will be baok in 
action tomorrow night at the 
Thornhill Community Centre 
(8 p.m.) but probably won't 
find this one so easy. 
That's because they'll be up 
against he Westpoint Warriors 
and their net-finding trio of 
Craig Inglebritson, I-Iowie 
O'Brien and Willy Wilson. 
They combined for 11 goals 
in a 14-4 shellacking of the 
Terrace Chime Redmen last 
Thursday as the Warriors made 
it clear they were not about o 
roll over in Division 'B'. 
Over in 'A' Division, it's 
shaping up to be a much 
tighter battle. 
The Possee, Big Buds and 
Traffic Jams have each picked 
up the vital first win, but only 
narrowly narrow. 
The Possee were to take on 
the Trojans last night while 
Buds and the Jam go head-to- 
head tomorrow night at 7 p.m. 
in what's certain to be another 
tense contest. 
And the early hard luck story 
in 'A' division is the Blue 
Whities who are 0-2 on losses 
by two and on, goals. 
But that could be reversed in 
the second season. The format 
sends the top four in each divi- 
sion to the playoffs. 
With the first round being a 
.one game do-or-die, anything 
could happen. 
Next Tuesday, the All-Star 
game takes centre stags at 7 
p.m. 
t!ii 
8 
,= C lass ic  batt le 
ELEMENTARY STUDENTS were promoted to the Jr. Secondary level Saturday as grade six- 
ers headed for the Skeena gym to take part in their annual Girls Basketball tourney. Above, 
Clarence Michiel Classics mount another attack against the Copper Mountain Tritons on the 
way to their second round-robin victory. See next week's Standard for, the final result. 
J 
The Grand Truck Restaurant ! 
in the 
Slumber Lodge 
Has A New Chef 
To introduce you to our new 
evening dining menu, we are 
having a "Come And Try Us" Sale 
How's This For Specials 
8 oz Charbroiled Steak 
Your choice of potato or rice, $119s 
soup or salad & dessert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
iiii!iiiii!ii 
as 
, : . : . : . : . : . : .  
iiiiiiiiiii!i 
!i!!iiiiii!i! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. : : . . . . : :  
. : : . . : : . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . - : . .  
'.el 
iiiiiiiii!!iiii 
Breaded Veal Cutlets ......................... $8 99-  
BBQ Virginia Ham Steak $'799 
with pineapple .................................. : i !  
All of our Dinner Entrees are served with: 
Soup or Salad 
Choice of Potato or Rice 
Fresh Veggles 
Garlic Toast or Dinner Rol 
and Dessert (Chef's choice)  
Above Specials Available Between 
4 pm & 8 pin ~t,~, 
The Grand Trunk,.( 
Restaurant 
Open Dally 7 am-  8 pm 
Sunday 8 am-  3 pm 
La kelse Ave, Terrace 635-6302 
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Sport Scope 
Charitable contracts 
LOCAL DUPLICATE bridge club members will be joining fellow 
enthusiasts across North America to raise money for charity tonight. 
The event is the Spring American Contract Bridge League 
(ACBL) Charity Game. 
Money raised goes to the Canadian Bridge Federation ohafitable 
fund which has designated the Kid's Help Line, Canadian Guide 
Dogs for the Blind and Parkinson's Foundation of Canada as 
recipients on this occasion. 
The Terrace club's game starts at 7:30 p,m. in the cafeteria t 
Caledonia St. Secondary school and the public is invited to take 
part. 
There will be prizes for AeBL-wide winners as well as victors in 
each of the organization's 25 districts. And master points will be 
awarded to all those who finish well in each and every game. 
For more information, contact Inn Munro (638-8720) or Dave 
Comfort (635.4875). 
Ladies come close 
TERRACE ENTRIES found B event o their liking at the 26-rink 
Western Ladies Bonspiel in Prince Rupert. 
Unfortunately, an all-Terraee final was not in the cards as the 
draw brought Denise Sawtell and Lyn Apolezer up aga ins t  each 
other in the semis. 
Sawtell took that game but could not overpower Jean BiUing's 
hometown quartet and had to settle for second. That gave Apolczer 
fourth spot. 
Tomorrow night it's the men's turn to spiel in Prince Rupert with 
entrants in the Marine taking to the ice. That wraps up Sunday 
afternoon. 
Snoopy on a roll 
SNOOPY BOWLING Buddies are under way on Tuesday and 
Wednesday mornings and there's still six weeks left for local 
youngsters to get involved. 
Open to kids five years and under, the leagues play at 11:30 a.m. 
each day. For a $10 registration fee and $4.50 per week, 
participants get a Snoopy sweatshirt, a game of bowling and a 
Snoopy meal of hot dog, bag of chips and small pop. I 
There's also trophies and goodies at the cad of the season with a I 
chance to pick up coupons during the league. The leagues are 
sponsored by Dairy Queen. 
All a'board at Shames 
THE NORTH WEST Snowbeard association has another meet 
planned, running April 1-3 at the Ranch, the specially constructed 
boarding area at Shames Mountain. 
Snow boarders from across the north am expected to converge on 
Terrace to take part in the hail pike, giant slalom and jib park com- 
petitions. 
Organizer Jeff Doll is also looking at having five bands on hand. 
For more information, phone him at 638-8878. 
Kayakers take note 
ANYONE interested in ksyaking, be they beginners or advanced, 
should note the dates may 20-23. 
That's when the Coast Kayak '94 Symposium will be hold at 
Pioneer Camp on Thetis Island. Workshops will include naviga- 
tions, kayak photography low impact camping and emergency pro. 
ccdures. 
The cost to adults is $275, including meals and accommodation, 
$145 for children 6-12 years and no charge for kids under six years. 
For more information, phone Mercia Sixta at 59%1122. 
SPIEL FOR WHEELS 
. at the 
Loggers' Splel March 30- April 3 
/ 
. . . .  ii 
:,i / 
' . !~ ,  'i , ) J  " 
Curler's inthe Loggers' Bonspiel will have a chance to compete for a chance to 
win a new 1994 Cavalier RS 4 door Sedan with 2,2 litre, automatic, air 
conditioning, AM/FM cassette, power door locks, anti-lock brakes, plus much 
move, For information on the Loggers' Bonspiel or the Spiel for Wheels Contact 
the Terrace Curling Club at 635-5585, , . 
Sponsored by: 
I TERRACE/  
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m. 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., 
TERRACE, B,C, V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number 
ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $6.00 plus 15¢ for additional words. *(Additional 
insertions) $4.00 plus 10¢ for additional words. $12.00 for 3 weeks (not exceeding 
20 words, non.commerdal). Prices include 7% G.S.T. Birthday and Anniversary 
$25.53 up to 3 col. inch (additional inches at $9.51 each). Classified Display $9,51 
per Inch (.68¢ per line). 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 
2. Mobile Homes 
3, For Rent 
4. Wanted to Rent 
5, For Sale Misc, 
6, Wanted Misc. 
7, For Rent Misc, 
8, Cam for Sale 
9, Trucks for Sale 
10. AircraR 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
12, Motorcycles 
13. Snowmobiles 
14, Boats & Marine 
15, Machinery 
16, Farm Produce 
17, Garage Sales 
18. Business Services 
19, Lost & Found 
20, Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22, Careers 
23, Work Wanted 
24, Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32, Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings 
and to set tales therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Sl~ndard reminds edvedisers Ihal is is against the provincial Human 
Right• Ad to discriminate on the basts of children, marital status and employment when 
plating "For Rent ~ ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference• 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify' or reject any 
advodlsement and to retain any answam directed to lhe News Box Reply Se~ce. and 
to repay the customer Ihe sum paid for Ihe advertisement and box rental.. 
Box replies on =Hold" inalructions not picked up within 10 days el expiry of an 
edvedlaement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions ere received. Those 
"answering Box Numbers me requested not to •end original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advedisemenls must be received by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
it la agreed by Ihe advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advedisoment as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid by the advediser for only one incorrect insodion for Ihe 
podion of lhe advedising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such adveflising. 
1. REAL ESTATE 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOUSE In exclusive 
ndghbourh0od. Many, many extras. Gotto 
be aeenl Phone 635-7556 or leave 
message, 
1 1/2 YR. OLD 3 BEDROOM RANCHER. 
(Nen.basanent) 1230 sq.fi., N/G heat & 
I. REAL ESTATE 
40 ACRE SHEEP ranch, two2 bedroom 
houses. 128x60 sheep barn. 200 ewe 
capacity.I/4 mile frontage on Skesna dver 
near cernaby milL Cummins ranch, South 
Hazlet0n, 842-5316. 
BEAUTIFUL 2 ACRE LOT, PARTIALLY 
1. REAL ESTATE 
We have mortgage $ 
available 1st & 2rid mortgages at 
reasonable rates. We also buy private 
mortgages, 635-2826. 
33 ACRES 1/"2 NORTH LOT 1712 off the 
Nasa River. Asking $18,500. Call (810) 
725-6363 (Michigan, U.S,A.). 
70X132 LOT ON Te~aulL Call 635-6647 
or leave message. 
INVESTORS: For Sale, 1 yr. old executive 
duplexes, 1400 sq. ft. of high quality, 
deluxe finishing, per unit indudes hot 
water heating, carports, coionlai style 
finishing, ceramic tile fioodng, 2 natural 
gas fireplaces, 2 1/2 baths, 2 decks, 5 
appliances, RV storage, s~'ata ~e. Good 
rental relum; exceptionally low 
maintenance and quaJlty tenants make this 
a hassle free Inves~nent. Ph. 638.8084. 
300 ACRES RANCH STYLE HOUSE 
Pdvata lake, pastures, hayland, 
greenhouse, school bus, mallbo)c Perfocl 
for horse ranch. Beautiful for any situation, 
1-694-3693. 
4 BEDROOM HOME full basement on 8 
acres. Garage, workshop. Landscaped. 
Excellent well and garden soil. 
Sepctacular vfew only 10 minutes 
~omtown, $140,000, 1-692-3301. 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
14'X 70' BEDROOM MOBILE home. 
Good condition in Woodland He[gbts 
Trailer Park. $30,000. 638-7250. 
NEW MANUFACTURED HOME Trade-in 
welcome. Open for viewing 1-5 daily. 
Kermode Park sales ,4521 Kalth Avenue 
635-3120 (sales) or 635-5350. 
MOVE IN NOW. Brand new 14x70 3 
bedroom home. 2x6 consl~uction. 
Completely setup with full manubct~rer's 
warranty in Mountainvlew Mobile Home 
Park in Smithers, $54,900. CaJl Russ 1- 
962-9797. 
MOVE IN NOW. 1 yr. old 14x64, 3br., 2x4 
conslzuction. Completely set up In 
Mounta]nvlew Mobile Home Park In 
Smlthers, $39,900. Call Russ 1-962-g797. 
3. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT ONE LARGE bedroom 
bachelor suits, furnished or unfurnished on 
he Bench. Available April 1st 
$500/month, ulJlities included. 635-¢686 
HOUSE FOR RENT older 2' bedroom 
house on quiet st'eet in Horseshoe area, 
available Apdl 1st. Only 625 sq.~ no 
basement, but on large lot with unheated 
storage building. $525/month, plus utilities. 
Fr[dge & stove included. Phone 635.2626 
to arrange viewing. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT• w/w 
new carpet, no pets. Abvailable March 1st. 
Call 635-092¢ or 635.3827. 
3. FOR RENT 
ROOMS FOR RENT. New RenD. area, 6 
km to town. Car necessary. $350 and up. 
635.3772. 
WANTED: ONE ROOMMATE to share a 
two bedroom condo from May to August 
Prefer female, non-smoker, Must have 
references. Rent negotiable. Call 635- 
1367. 
2 BEDROOM ADULT ORIENTED 
condominium for rent Includes fddge, 
stove, dishwasher, N/G fireplace, two 
bathrooms. Downtown location. 
References and secudty deposit required. 
$725/month. 635-4640. 
1000 SO.FT. WAREHOUSE With retail 
space and with small 2 bedroom 
aparlment (can be rented separately) plus 
600 sq.ft barn (Thornhill.) 635-1570 ,
leave message. 
FOR RENT: TWO BEDROOM 
apartment all utilities $700/month. Phone 
635.1570. Leave message. Small pets 
welcome. Avail. Apdl 1st 
ONE BEDROOM WOOD green condo. 
N//G, 3 appliances, laundry facilities. 
References required $850/~onth. No 
pets. 638-1579 messages. 
1,2,3, BEDROOM TRAILER for rent 
Sorry no pets, Rent $330-800/month. 
Please call 635-4315. 
ROOMMATE WANTED. $300 plus 
utilities/month. Call for more Information, 
References required, 638-7610 
3 BDFL HOUSE, 1 1/2 bathrooms, utilities 
Included $850. month. 2 bdn basemen1 
suite, utilities Included $500. month, in 
Horseshoe, No pers. References 
required. Available Apdl 1st For inquiries 
call after 6 pm. 635-5266. 
NEW 3 BEDROOM EXECUTIVE HOME 
N/G heat 2 car garage so ~uch morel 
$1000/month. Avail. Apdl 1eL References 
required, Call 638-0797. 
ROOM AND BOARD In exchange for 
renovation work on home. Carpentry, 
plumbing - must be qualified. Reliable, 
dean, or $6.00 hr. 635.3772 
FOR RENT 16X 28(fi) Storageshed.635- 
2774. 
AVAILABLE IN GRANISLE FOR $300 per 
month plus utilities, two bedroom self- 
contained units with four appliances on 
Chapman s~'eet Apartments are seniors 
oriented. Contact Michte at (604) 697- 
2736 or write to: Uons Club, c/o Box 129, 
Granlsle, BC V0J 1WO. 
FUTURE OFFICE SPACE Approx. 2000 
Sq./ft Call 635-5717. 
ROOMS FOR RENT, Includes furniture, 
hydro, gas, cable, washer/dryer, parking. 
About 10 mln. from town. By the day or 
weekly, 635.5537. 
2 BEDROOM RENTAL SUITE. Available 
March 15, $550, maybe negotiable. 
References required. No pets, Call 635- 
293?. 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
12 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER, like new. 
1200 watt power stereo amp. 2 stainless 
steel Idpod apea~er stend~ Quest elecldc 
guitar. Fender predslon bass New, never 
used. Poavey bass arnp.635-6302 ask for 
Bob. 
LASER 388 SX/SL COMPUTER. Screen, 
keyboard, Brother 1324 pdnter, de~k Jet 
500 prinbr, $1100/ Table saw 3/4 HP 
craftsman, $200. 335-1787. 
'COMPOSTING." CONSIDERING ON 
c0mpostlng for your garden this year? I1 
so, contact Bulkley Valley Earth Worm 
Hatchery. For fant composting methedsin 
Houston call Paul at 845.7783, in Terrace 
call Bill at 1.635.5258. Video tapes and 
literature available on vermloomposting 
systems. 
BIRCH FLOORING. TONGUE and groove 
4 sides. 3/4 In. thick, 12 In. and longer. 
Rustic grade $3.10 per sq. ft. Clear grade 
$4.15 per sq. ft. Francds Lake 
Woodworking. 1-695-6616. 
JEWLERY COLLECTION FOR sale. 
Exquisite dngs, br&dets, piese i te~ 635- 
3772 
MUST SELL 12' DISH with Star Track 8 
plus receiver, new over $4,630. Sacrifice 
$2,000 obo, 842-5670. 
MUST SELL CHEMEX PRESSURE 
WASHER, near now condition, remote at 
the wand, Now over $6,000. Sacrifice 
$2200, obo, 842-5670. 
KENMORE FRIDGE 3 years rid," In 
excellent condition. Deluxe model, e~a 
deep Intedor. Almond cclourod, textured 
tintsh. Glass shelves, energy e~clant, 
$800. 638.8474 (leave message). 
NOTE CARDS OF THE NW by award 
winning attest, $1P_00 for set of 9. Send 
cheque or M.D. Box 617, Stewart, B.C. 
V0T 1W0. 
3 SINGER SEWING MACHINES. Each 
one for a different job, loather, et~ etc. 1 
compact Finisher packed full of features 
and designed espesl~y for lea~er work. 
Boots, shoes, et~ with two motors. 
Sedous enquiries only. Apply to: Frank 
Ostohl, P,O. Box 53, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
4A?. 
BEDSIDE NIGHT STANDS Spatial 
$99.00. More Pine Bedroom Suites in 5 
differe.nt finishes. Dining Room and Coffee 
Tables. Drop by soon. CounW Treasures, 
Riverside St, Telkwa, B.C. 846-9822. 
Cardboard 
Boxes 
FOR SALE  
10 fo r  $2 ,50  
Terrace Standard 
I 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
i i 1 |  
SUCESS DESERVES THE BEST. Sdld 
wood, distinctive fuml~re for home offices 
and officer. Call ~ detall¢ CounW 
Treasures, Tai~a, B.C. 846-9822, Hank 
Hoomenberg, Manager, 
1988 3 CYL LISTER DIESEL 
GENERATOR, 13.5 kw., 6000 hours on 
unit' $8,000. ore, 627.7019. 
Look What's 
New at 
Stunning 
Bird 
Feeders 
"ell, ~w Gift I- 
on Hwy 16 
The Yel o House 
I f ]  \ l /~ Gift House 
6. WANTED MISC. 
WANTED - STAINED GLASS Window 
equipment 638-8427. 
WANTED 2 "rICKETS for be Nifty Gritty 
Dirt Band playing In Kltlmat Call 635- 
3904. 
7. FOR RENT MISC. 
I Kermode i  Park  I 
J Min i  S torage  J 
I~4310 Marsh Crescent  I 
I (Ter race)  I 
I 838-835o I 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
1990 FORD MUSTANG COBRA GT., only 
35,000 km. Excellent condition loaded. 
Pay no G.S.T. Asking $13,500, Phone 
635-1367. 
water, Jaouzzl tub, ensulte, european 
.cabinets, co, crab patio & driveway, 
natural colour, window coverings, vinyl 
Biding & windows, All this and more for low 
adidng pdce of $110,000. Phone 638- 
8084. 
PLACER CLAIMS FOR SALE. Antiar 
Creek, 51/2 miles from Barkervgle on year 
round road. Course grid. $2000. 
1.604-381-9367. Nights only. 
HOUSE FOR SALE In Hill section. 4 
bedroorn, 1500 eq.ft house on quiet st'eat 
In Smlthers, with larga teed IoL This 
vintage house has excellent cene~ctlon, 
Is wall mabta]ned and fully modernized 
A~lng $159,000. Call 847.3652. 
BUILDING LOT FOR SALE. Inveslment 
property, mulll.farnliy zone R6, up to 14 
bedroune, Lot 120 x 131. Close to 
hospitaL $59,900. 835.3752 or 635-6995. 
FOR SALE BY by owner, 3 bodrs~n 
house In the herea~oe, recently 
renovated. Basement sure. N/G, large 
vegetable garden. $104,500. Call 538- 
8809.' 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
4.16 acres, 4065 Old 
Lakelse Lake Road, 
$185,000 EXC. 
Call Joyce Findlay 
Re/Max of Terrace 
638-1400 or  798-2442 
cleared on Spruce Ddve In Telkws` Asking 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Quiet, clean, 4647 Lazelle Avenue GREAT UTILE CARl 89 sunblrd, 117,000 
$15,000, 847-4184. security enhance. On site management I~., 4 cyl, 5 sp, tilty cruise, cassette, new 
HOUSE ON 50X120 FT. LOT Horseshoe $79,900 with option ~ Summit  638-8762_Downtown Referencesl°Cati°n" SorrY,required,no pets. Ca l l  Terrace, B.C .  $4700.winter tres,638-8753.spllt rear seat. Some den= 
purchase adJolning lot SOx120 ft. for __S  o i 638"7283 
$23,900. Call 635-6885 after 6 p.m. WOODLAND $1~ ~.370z 
p . . . . . .  , 
.&  a: r tme. ts  APARTMENTS I,,iCEDAR, Si i lton,' ulPPedwithg tires, fire l 
Onc/ ' ]~, ,vo  BCdTOOFn CORNER OFKALUM &SCOTr I DING e Qulsher, duai  elt ks, c tied asa 
• bu~$8500. Phone 635-518 after 5:30 pm. 
Un i ts  Close To Town And Schools I I OUR SPECIALTY I: 
• Ouiet  & C lean  Fridge, stove, heat and hot water, ~ I 
included. Heat (Oct.- April inclusive) I • Rough 
Racquctba] ]  Cot . t ] ' ts  References Required I • Plain 
Custom built executive home , Bedroom Apt. ,4sc.OO I ~ • Timbers I 
on Mountain Vista. Gymnasium ' 2 Bedroom Apt $550,o0 I - - ' - -  lX6, lx8, lxtO * Beams Ii Many excellent features in a great subdivi- 3 Bedroom Apt, $eso.oo I 
aMen. Has central vac, tiled flooring, ensu. Ca l l  Ray  Warner  No Pets. (WhenAvailable) I ~ • Round I 
635 5968 i I ' 1Xa, lxa, I 'FenCeposts I ite, kitchen pantry, built-in dishwasher, OFFICE DAYS (9 -5) 635-5224 I games room, garage, paved ddva, pdvate j I: 
balconies plus mue. $167,g00 CaJ[ John . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ~ VI" & G ~ ' Other  I 
Evans, Re/Max of Terrace, 538-1400 2607 Pear  S t .  4, WANTED TO RENT 
EXCL J lx4 lxs fencing I 
I WANT TO RENT LARGE home for I material I 
professional Foresters, starUng May 1st. Jl Cottonwood" Top-quality Tight Knot. - II I I terior &Exteri r I' for 6 months. Call Monlka 5644115 i .Cede r I 
(Days) or 964-6592 (evenings). 
~ I " Pine 2x4 or I 
• x6 or x8 GENTLEMAN NEEDS ROOM for 3 week ~ 
mornings.days' N S./N.D. Call Gordon 635-4280 I "Cedar & SPF I 
Recently renovated 14' wide I Compare OurPrices J 
mobile on pad in Thornhill with 5. FOR SALE MISC. 
natural gas heat, large sundeck, I DEPENDABLE [ 14' x 10' shed, plus 2 built-in NATURAL GAS VEHICLE conversion kit 
appliances. Priced to selH Call 635-3593. 
Cal l  J oe  Ba l 'bosa  FORKLIFT FOR SALE Clark propane :l LUMBER 11993 FORD TAURUS GL 3.8L auto, 
Box 7 at Ter race  Rea l ty  Ltd.  WEEKEND GETAWAY operated. Plus pallet Jack. phone 635- I Haz,~lton,~ B.C. 842-5660 t pow~ windows, locks, mirrors, cruise, tJl~ 
steres, alrbag, 14,000 kin. Balance of *48 .  DO 15,0 factely warranty $16,300.00 obo timothy 
Four bedroom, custom built 3 level split with 1970 sq. 
ft. in Thornheights Phase III. Large lot on quiet cul-de- 
sac with excellent views. Professionally landscaped 
with adjacent park, garage, full basement, large 
sundeck. 
$189,50.0 
For appointment to wew 638-0309 
Per Room/Per  N ight  
(Friday & Saturday, Standard 
Single, Double or Twin) 
Cal l  To l l  F ree  
1-800-663-8150 
FOR 
RENT 
4818Hwy. 16 West 
Service/Lt. 
• o .  
Industrial 
Bays 
880 to  7200 sq.  ft.  
i 
Phone 635-7459 
'1~ I~r°gres'~ive V',ntures.. 
STAY & SAVE 
WITH OUR 
SENIORS SPECIAL sk PER 
N IGHT 
A\ \ \ \ \  • 5ubj¢c~ Lo ~ax~5 & availability 
• based on ~ingle or double occupancy 5 ~ a g , q  
• o f fe r  cX!0ires Ap~'il 30,  199,t. 
F EE 1-8oo-663-o298 .have ® TOLL 
F IRST  CLASS FOR LESS i:3E:IBEI:Iil313B 
1-692-3805. 
1992 FORD TAURUS 3.0L AUTO, power 
windows, cruise, tilt, power mirrors, air, 
steres, airbag, 33,000 kin. Balance of 
factory warranty, $14,900. obo Timothy 1- 
692-3805. 
GAYTONS PICK 
OF THE WEEK 
'9 
GAYTON NABESS 
1989 FORD F-250 4X2 
XLT LARIAT 
Full load, 22,000 kms 
JUST IN 
Come in and make a deall 
ThornhillMotors 
3040 Hwy 16 East, Terrace 
DLR# 7041 635.7286 
T E R R A C E S TA  N DTA R D ...... 
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8. CARS FOR SALE 
1980 CADILLAC SEVILLE Blue on Blue 
leather. Front~eel drive. Diesel. Rare. 
$3500 obo. ca11635.1120. 
84 BUICK SKY HAWK red sport Low kJL 5 
speed/Stereo. Excellent running condition 
& body. $2 200, 635-3772 
VOLVO ST.~TION WAGON GLT. 635- 
2316. 
1986 PLYMOUTH RELIANT Station 
Wagon. Low n~lleags, GC standard 
fransmlselon, $~ 999.00. Phone 635-5163. 
i i 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1990 FORD RANGER 4X4, 5 spd, 64,000 
I~n, excel cond., Burgandy Red/81ack 
canopy, never off.roaded $9000, phone 
635-4776 
1984 FORD F600 370 ON PROP,~NE. 15' 
deck 2720 kg. Front axle. 6440 kg. rear 
axle, new radials. Excellent condition B.C. 
certilied. $8500, obo, 638-0004. 
87 FORD F150 31. 4X4 w 6cyl 4 spd, In 
EC, $6800. 798-2235. 
92 DODGE CUMMINS 4X4 3/4 "I". Ext 
cab. Le pkg. AutolOD. Rear posi. Fully 
loaded, transferable gold plan warranty, 
rust proofed. $24,900. obo. 638-2072 
1991 FORD F_..,~PLORER (WHITE)In 
excellent condition. Also 1986 Volkswagen 
Jstts 5 sp, excellent condition. Call 632- 
7366. 
1982 CHEV SUBURBAN 3/4 ton 4 spd' 
350 p.s.P.B, 2 whdr, new paint, good 
rubber, good looking truck, $3995 obo. 
635-3080 
1955 DODGE VAN CONVERSION, fully 
campedzed, 114,000 km. Excellent 
condition, $9,000 OB0, 5247 Soucle to 
view, Call 635.9962. 
1989 JEEP CHEROKEE 4)(4; 
excellent shape; c-w running boards; 
taller hitch; nsw tires. $9500. Call 845- 
3226. 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 12, MOTORCYCLES 
1985 FORD F250 DIESEL4 x 4 pickup. SUZUKI KATANA 1100 burgundy wi~ 
Automatic, stereo, boxllner, looks decent, hard saddle bags, and 2 matching 
runs well. Asteal at $4995. Phone 635. helmets. 2400 km, on bike. mlntcondition, 
2292, ank for John Lyle or Bob Lawlor. Steal at $6800. 771-5341 or 771-3454. 
1987 GMC 815 PICKUP. In good running 
condition. $1800 obo. Call 635-5461. 
1977 FORD F150 SUPERCAB 351 ~I with 
canopy, $1700 OBO, 1.692.3652, ask for 
Lance. 
BUSES FOR SALE 
Western Flyer, new engine, 
trans., clutch, drive line, 
brakes. Good suspension. 
13res 50%. Great coach for 
conversion. Lots of spare 
parts. 
1986 Thomas Mighty Mite 
20 adult & luggage. Coach 
seats and windows. New 400 
engine & 400 transmission. 
Next to new tires. Offers(?) 
Phone 636-2622. 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1993 POLARIS 4)(4 250 4 WHEELER. 
Run'~ good. Must sell $4500 obo, call 849- 
5489. 
1977 PROWLER, TRAVEL "[RAILER, 21 
feet, awning, venetian blinds, new 
upholstery, good condition.S6500. Call 
John after 3:00 pm., 635-3280. 
1976, 21' DODGE JAMBOREE 
motorhome. 1 ton chasls. 360 3 spd auto. 
sleeps 6. Self contained. 14" color "IV. 
Interior recondi~oned, reupholstered. New 
ceiling, roof, tires, $9000 firm. 1-692- 
3709.Eve. 1-692.7555. 
12. MOTORCYCLES 
1991 YAMAHA EXCITER II 570cc, good 
shape, runs excellent, $4200. 847-9746 
or 847-2584 ask for Ed. 
13, SNOWMOBILES 
BRAVO 250. LIKE NEW. $1200 , also 
slddoo 440. Runs good. $1200 obo. Call 
849-5489. 
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner $85,000. 
Big Lot Phone anytime638-0532. 
1993 YAMAHA EXCITER SX. Log track, 
2" padded, aluminum sklls' Iowkm's. Lots 
of exlras, twin PSI performance pipes. 
Excellent condlfion.632.6955 or 632-3157. 
1993 YAMAHA EXCITER SX, long track, 
2" paddles, aluminum skls, low kms. Lots 
of ex~as, twin psi performance pipes. 
Excellent condition 632-6955 or 632-3157. 
MUST SELL 1985 FORMULA PLUS SKI- 
DOO. New skis, skins, and paddles. Only 
800 kms., excellent condition, 521 co, 
$2100 obo~ 842.5670. 
1984 &S 440 YAMAHA. Excellent shape. 
Well looked after. $1500 firm. 1-698-7627. 
1988 PI-IA2ER. Rebuilt motor, clutch, 
chain case, ~3,000 oho or b'ade for 4 
wheeler of equal value or W.H.Y. 1-652- 
3783 evenings. 
1994 SKIDOO TUNDRA lILT. Brand ne~v- 
used only 6 hours Save &500. Only 
$4,400. Phone 1-692.3377 days 1-699- 
8507 evenings, 
14. BOATS & MARINE 
19' GREW BOAT WITH TRAILER 305 V~] 
I/O, full canvas, VHF, depth sounder, 
anchor, o~ riggers, rod hdders' good 
condition $6000. Phone 635-7106 after 
6:00 pm. 
32 TOLLY, IMMACULATE condition, twin 
350. Fddge, oven, sounder, VHF, spare 
preps, ower moving up, Motivated at 
$39,000. (604) 246.2482. Stored in Prince 
Rupert . - - - . - . - - - - - - - - . - - . - . - - - .  
n T?  ' n- st o c k I 
4r_._ parts 
I One Coupon Per Customer *Expires March 26/94 I 
I . I 
I  IVlINUTE 635-7707 I 
I .   lVlUFFLER . . . . .  4526 GREIG AVE. I 
,______________________-----------------, 
BOYONA 
BRrr!.~H 
CCl J . IM laL& 
J~ID YUKON 
C~MMUNiTY 
NEWSPI~PER~ 
AS~3~IMION 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in 8.0. and Yukon 
and reach mare than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT {604)669-92P.2. 
II 
i 
14. BOATS & MARINE 
i 
CUSTOM MADE BOAT TOPS, ~emes, 
boat op repairs, recovering of boat seats, 
new boat seat~ Satellita vinyl, fabrics and 
canvas works, RR#3 Johns Road, 
Terrace, B.C. 6354348. 
15. MACHINERY 
TWO FARM CATS : D6-9U with 
cleaning blade. HD6-9C winch and blade. 
Two aluminum boats, call 1-697-2393 or 
1-697-2474. 
5 LOADER& BUCKET AND GRAPPLE, 6 
excavators, 2 buckets and quick change, 4 
backhoes, 3water trucks, 4 compactors, 6 
gravel pups, 3 end dumps, new and used 
tilt 1~allers, 3 fork lifts, 4x4 service trucks, 2 
pavers, 2 Gen sots, 4 tandem dump 
trucks, 2 7200 gallon dl and fuel tankers, 
493.6791. 
1980 JOHN DEERE Une Slddder vath or 
without cant'act Excellent running 
condi~on. Work orders available. 80% 
rubber, 95% chains 846-9132. 
MOVING, MUST SELL John Deers 93A 
backhoe attachment vath 3 buckets, 
mounting bracket. Aeldng $2700; Try your 
offer. 635-6612. 
CASH FOR CAT& Loaders and 
backhoes. Dead or Alive. 1-697-2474 or 1- 
697-2393. 
16. FARM PRODUCE 
LARGE ROUND BALES; good quality 
hay; call; 845-2498 or 845.7419 evenings, 
Houston, B.C. 
FOR SALE SQUARE ~ay bales alfalfa 55 
to 60 Ibs, ton for $65.00 or $2.00 per 
square bales stored under oot Call 567- 
4839 of 567-2296, Vanderhoof, 
HAY FOR SALE All kinds, square bal~ 
Cummins ranch. Hwy 16 West. South 
Hazelton. 842-5316. 
HAY FOR SALE Good quality. No rain. 
$3.50 per bale. 635-3,380 
ROUND E]ALES 1500 LB,~ square bales. 
All covered. Mixed hay'. Good for horses 
and cattle. No rain. 1.699-8567. 
WOULD YOU UKE TO GROW fresh fruits 
and vegetables all yea" long? We supply 
Kiwi vines, exotic seed, indoor growing 
lights, nublants for hydroponics or sell, 
books for the beginner to commercial 
growers, greenhouses and so much more. 
Earthly Wonders Indoor Garden Store on 
Riverside Street, Telkwa, 846-9465. 
HAY FOR SALE Nice quality ,Nfalfa, 
grass mix hay. No rain. $2.50roale. 
Falrhaven Farms 849-5395. 
LARGE ROUND BALE8 of alfalfa and 
grass mbL Hay $26.00 per bale. Call 690- 
7431. 
351 
$225 wards 
84.00 each additional wo~ 
I 
AUTO 
ENGINES rebuilt from 
$795. ENGINE 
r~manufacture from $995. 
8 months to pay. 6 Year 
120,000 waRanty. Bond 
Mechanl~al building en- 
gines for ;26 yearn. 672- 
0~1. ~.e. ?_da~. 
CANADA ENGINES LTD. 
Qua.lily remanuf~¢tured 
engines 6 cyl from $99~, 
V8 from Sl,0gh. 6yr. 
120,000km Itmited war- 
ranty.,~0-1050 or 1.600- 
665.3570. 12345.114 
Ave. surrey. BOAR Ap- 
proved. 
AUTO HOT LINE - Free 
,.%rvlce to buysml Look- 
Ing for ~ used vehicle? 
CaJl 1.-800-567-5535 with 
year, m~e & model-we'll 
tell you who has It-ln- 
st=ntJyl Sellers.List your 
vehfcle at $19,95 for. 30 
days. 
TRUCKS[ TRUOKSl 
TRUCKS! Choose from 
54, 000,000 I!ght dutytruck 
nventory. We beat the 
com~tltlon. Call colle~. 
Ed R]essen G,M. Fleet/ 
Lease Dept. Brad/Rob/ 
BLI~INii:8~ 
OPPoFrruNrilE~ 
DALE CARNEGIE, 
TOASTMASTERS,  
Grad=, Tony Robblns & 
Bd~ Tr~.  Enthusiasts 
turn your passion Into ~S 
290-9224,  1"800-661- 
4055, 
EXCELLENT HOME 
p ,~sed. Bu$1nees.. Uquld own mrttl[zer ~a weea 
~r~o l  dealemhlps avsll- 
able: Turn Key op, ratlon, 
starting at $3&000, ~r l .  
cue  Inquiries only. 
~6=04)579-218g ~tter6p.m.. 
b"TARTYOURown home- 
b~ed buslnessi Wetldna 
iS tod=Y's belt buelne~ 
opportunftyl For free In- 
formation ~ntaot: Inde- 
ndent Marketing Olre~- 
218 Meglun~] Cres- 
cent, S~katoon, SaCk, 
$7H 4Z6, 1,800-263-  
2999, , .... 
BUSlNE~;OPP& 
VENDING ROUTES For 
Sale. Produces $1500- 
$20OO/month net. Phone: 
AI Thiassen at 1-654- 
1231. 
CONCRETE MAGIC. An 
amazing new product for 
r, onorete cleaning and 
refinishing. Driveways, 
swimming pools, etc. 
Dederlnqulneswelcorne. 
(S04)S36-S4S4. 
'VEHICLE LEASE: Drive a 
new vehlde and write off 
the cost. No down pay- 
mant. Cell Andy ~t S28. 
9211, DLR. #8367, 
BtE(NEE8 pF_B~HALS 
LOOKING FOR SIZZLE? 
Exslting girl-next-door 
XXXphotosl Ford[street, 
free, no-hassle info write: 
Koran, Box G70-GB 
Kelow~a, B.O. VIY 7F~ 
Adults only please! 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Lots of 
lobs available. Trained 
~,cartment, Condominium 
anager= needed - ~11 
~reas. We can 1rain you 
nowl Free Job Placement 
Assistance 681-545611- 
800-665-8339. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING INSTITUTE of Ven- 
~ouveroffemcor~epond- 
ence courses forthe ~er- 
tifl¢ats of Counselling 
Studies tO begin on the 
15th of the month. For a 
brochure Phone Toll-free 
1-B00-B&~7044. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPS. 
]UNSHINE VILLAGE Sld 
Resort, Banff, A lbe~ re- 
quires enthusiastia indi- 
viduals, committed to serv- 
es excelle~,forvarious 
seasonall:~_s_ Itlons. Reply:. 
Box 1510, Banff, AB, TOL 
COO. Fax 1(403)762- 
6513. 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL EXGHANGE 
• t8-30 with agrlcuRural 
experience to live/work 
family in Australia, 
New Zealand, Europe, 
Japan. Costs/details-I- 
800-263-1827, #206, 
1501-17th Avenue, 
C,~l~arv_. AB. T2T OE2. 
FOR ,~J.E Ii1~.,, 
STEEL BUILDINGS From 
Future. Ouonsets 25'X36' 
S5,962., 30'X38' $6,587,, 
~,a~ghtwag Quonsep $25' 
X36' ~,730., ~ X44' 
g ,  o593. Endwalle, Sliding 
r=, G.$.T. Freight to 
Vancouver included. Call 
1-800-668-5111. 
NEW[ 40 GAMES in 1 
Oartridge for your 
NTntendo, Not ~waJlable in 
stores. Immediate deliv- 
ery, VL~a/O.O.D. $54.95 
14100-663-6289. 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store, 1,000'S Of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydropon- 
k~, Drip Inlg~orL Huge 
Book Seleddon, 80 Page, 
photo filled catalogue.S4. 
refundable on oraer. 
Western water Farms, 
t#103-20120 64th Ave., 
Langley, B.C, V3A 4P7. 
NE.~d.TH 
• LOSEWEIGHTTheEasy EMPLOYIIE2tI" aJ r.==~mmMmEs Way. ~JI natural herb 
. . . . .  "_ . . . . .  _ ~ tablets. Very affordable, 
UOENSED MECHANIC Fully Guaranteed. Call 
orSrd or4thyearappmn- Toli:~ee 1-975-3182, 
• ry~ ~ " I Fun, Freedomand exalt. 
enos.an a..e~L..Al~ply to: I lng earning ~tenl~al. Be. 
DaleMamnmm/o urown s I c~me a Dlstitbutorseilin~ 
Plymouth Chill ier, Box J MA Q-IERIE MNGERI~ 
1739,WestlodqAB,TOQ J Quar~ & ~rvice make 
2LO, 1(405}349-5566, I u= #1 dnce 1975. OalJ 1- 
F~:  1(403)349-64~.. I 800-661-~0& 
HELP WANTEO 
SALES REPRESENTA- 
TWE. Label business lo- 
cated in Vernon B.C. re- 
quires ind.MduaJ exped- 
enced In the label, pnnt- 
ing, or paper industry to 
selllabelslhtheOkanagan 
area. Forward resume to: 
Box 33, do The Morning 
Star, 4407 - 25 Ave,, 
Vernon, B.G. V1T 1P5. 
PLANER MEN neededfor 
a machined log house 
¢ompanyin A~erta.,.~nd 
your resume to: Fax 
1(403)932-5273. 
KITCI.IEN C, ABINET'3 
CABINETS 1/2 PRICE. In 
stock, ¢ountertopsNanb 
ties also. ~chen CraR 
Factory out[eL Cash and 
Cony CablnetWarehcuse 
"" 4278 Lougheed, 
Bumaby 298-9277 
"* 19700 LangleyBypass, 
Langley 534*7273 
** 800 Clovordale Ave., 
V'~'toda. 389-1114. 
UVESTOCK 
CHICKS, CHICKS, 
CHICKS. Over 70 breeds 
of chickens, exotlcs, tur~ 
keys, waterfowl. For~, free 
oolour c~talogue call 
1 (403)698-3965,  
Rochester Hatchery. 
MOBILE HOMES 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. 
SAVE THOUSANDS] 
B.O.'s #1 selection of 
Manufactured Homes. 
SeVeral pro-owned avail- 
able. Call Rldge~'ood 
Homes for free Info 
(604)962-9114, 
CUSTOM DESIGNED 
MOBILE and Modular 
Homes. Buy'factorydirect 
and save lhoUsands on 
your new manufad.ured 
home, Remanufaotumd 
Units ~avall,~lok). Noble 
Homes 1(403)447--3414, 
PERSONAL 
DREAMS - Unlock The 
Secrets of ](our Dreams 
for Insights =rite your Ills. 
Call and [earn an ancient 
b~ simple technique for 
spiritual ins[oh, t to today's 
many challenges. 
ECKANKAR Info-line 1- 
800-667-2990/G.V.R.D.- 
268-637_5. 
GREAT SEX for senior=. 
Overcome all In~ootence 
problems. D.V.~ TAP8 
cards accepted. Get the 
fans from: Performan~ 
Medical, Box 418, 
Valemount, B,G. VOE 
2ZO, 1.800.663-0121. 
Regarding the es~te of 
~bert P.o. Longs. Any- 
one knowing the wherea- 
bouts of his friend Walter 
Hansen (1960's) please 
write C.$.Lange, RR#,9 
SRe 328, O44, Gourten~y, 
VgN.5M8 
PETS 
OSTRIGH/EMU/RHEA: 
Buying birds? Stock from 
across Canada, call now, 
F-REEl 8elllng Birds? List 
with AdComp, lower cost, 
better resultsl Toll-free 
venings) 1-800-,961- 
60. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE 
801.0 for unpaid taxes. 
Crown Land ~tvaJlability, 
For information on both, 
write: Properties, De~. 
GN, BOX 5360, Stn. F, 
Ottawa, O.ntado K2.O 3,11. 
KELOWNA B.(3. Real Es. 
tats Inform=lonll Resi- 
dential, Commercial, In- 
vestment, Acreage, Relo- 
cation. Gall J~¢R Pa,'due 
604)762-9979. #900- 
684 Harvey Avenue, 
Kelown& B.C. V1Y 6G~ 
.Sussex Realty. 
WE TAKE THE FEAR 
OUT OF IOBC. Major 
[OBO injury claims. Joel 
A. Wener, trial lawyer for 
25 years. Callfree 1-800- 
665-1138. Oontlngenw 
fees. Simon, Wener & 
Adler, 
D 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
DISCOVER PIG TALES BOOKS! Quality 
children's books (great prices). Available 
directly through Informative home displays. 
For details, call Dabble 635-2925. 
TOMBSTONE TA'I'rOO'S 
SPECIALIZING in cover ups and cusl~m 
work. A'so many patterns and c'~le'es to 
choose from. For more Information call 1- 
692-3849. 
EMPLO~ENT SERVICES: Start early 
this year:. 1ross professionally pruned, 
topped or removed. Certified pes~clde 
application available, call 638-0194. 
Senior's discount 
COMPUTER OR MANUAL 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES. 8 years 
experience, businesses conducted with 
sb'ictest confidence. Will also do Word 
Processing and Mall Merge. Reliable 
service, reasonable rates. Call 638-1587. 
r 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& K IT IMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
nstallation and Repairs 
Cal l  S teve  638-0838 
4445 Craig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Bob Shop 638-1275 
Lennie 
CANADA LTD 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
iil!..,.~ o Autotel Rental !!' o Marine Security 
....... No 4- 5002 Pehle 638-0261 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry - Renovations 
"No Job Too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3678 Juniper Street 
.Terrace, BC 
VSG 5E7 
Malcolm Simons 
Journeyman Carpenter 
Ph: 635-7724 
When you gotta' have iL We'll !it[ 
• ~I ~" ~ ~ " 7 -  
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIM0 DELIVERY 638-8530 
DOUBLE "D" DRILL ING LTD. 
Specializing in 
-Water Well Drilling -Soil Sampling 
-Mineral Exploration -Air Rotary 
.Placer Sampling -Pile Driving 
-Blast Hole Drilling up to 12 1/4" Drilling Year Round 
Free For  more information call Doug at 
Estimates 635-7877,  Ter race  
"The Personal Touch" 
- Jackets  -Name Tags  
-Monogrammed Towels  
Will pickup & deliver your order, in the Terrace area. 
Add the special touch that accents your sense of style. 
COZY CORNER "~ 
FIREPLACE. 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R~al & Barb LaFrance 
3756 River Drive 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
C6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 16, 1994- 
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18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
ii 
PRIME VENDING ROUTES available in 
high profit Iocafio~s. All cash business. 
Guarrantsed returns. Call EAGLE 1-800, 
387.CASH. 
24 KARAT GOLD INTRODUCTION 
service. Phone or Fax 562-9614. The 
Indb'oduction Service of the 90's. 
Canada's larges~ no the to meet 
someone of quality, letus help you. Phone 
today. 
RAINBOW HOME PURIFICATE 
SYSTEM& The water /rap systems, 
doctor recommended, ~'aps dlrt In water 
where It stays, sales service, 635-4421. 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES Show 
Removal Backhoe, concrete breaker, 
angle broom, sweeper/collector. Pallet 
forks, ~'acks, earth auger, 5 ton dump, 
638-8638. 
ATrENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book- 
keeping needs? For cant/dentin/, 
professional bookkeeping sen/Ice, Manual 
or Computer call 635-9592. 
~ ora weight loss system tha-t~-~ Iso gives you energy, now in ~| a tea that works. I I  Herbalife Distributor III 
Diane Rowe 638-1349 ~/  
A & R  
Renovat ion  
and 
Const ruct ion  
20  YEARS 
Exper ience  
C_ALL 
635 1 787  
635-5250. 
LOb'T: BLACK & WHITE MALE border 
collie. Chest & collar &front legs all white. 
White hind feet. $200 reward. Phone 635- 
4243 or 635.5250. 
MISSING BASKETBALL SHOES "cons," 
black high top from Centennial Chdstian 
school. Reward offorred for return of 
shoes In good condition. 638-0247. 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
i 
FOR SALE. RED Angus and Charolals 
Yearling bulls. Contact Glddlng Bros., 
Telkwa, B.C. 846-5628 
HYBRID HUSKY WOLF pups for .sale. 
Ready to go. Phone, 846.9049. 
MAR, 16 - SKEENAValley Kennel Club 
Mar. 17 - Do you have any CKO breed, 
puppies? Mar. 30- buying or reglslmtion 
anquides. Call us 635-1311. 
FOR SALE GERMAN shepherds have 
first shot, dewormed male $250 - 400. 
Female $300. Can be registered, for 
appointment to view please call, Terrace 
798-2421. 
DOG AND CAT grooming, home or pick 
up service. Joann~ 635-3772 
ATTENTION REINERS! TERRY 
McDonagh cllnlc in Smllhers Apdl 22-24. 
All levels welcome. Aprox. $135. 
Orientation APHI 21 7:30 pm at Fall fair 
office• Call Chris 846-5332. 
WOULD THE LADY in Terraco/K]tamat 
who had a 13 hh bombproof, party pony 
for sale please call Cecile In Bums Lake at 
698-7627. Thanks. 
HORSE CAMR Girls 8-18 English, 
Western program. Beginner-Advance 
certified instructors. Early Reg. Discount. 
Saddleh'amp Ranch. Southbank B.C. V0J 
2P0, 1.694-3521, 
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD PUPS, 5 
males, 3 females, ~i colors, merlas, black 
and whites, 8 weeks. Good all .around 
dogs. Parents good disposition, $75.00 
firm, 842-6878. 
CATTLE TO MARKET? Ship to where yo~ 
know the buy=s arel Celgery stockyo;de 
Slra~more. TrUcks going o~ a regular 
basis - tom 1 head, to a liner Ioadl 
Excellent ~uoldrzg rates/ Contact your 
'Team' agent Dick Coombs 567.3385. 
HYBRID WOLF PUPS FOB SALE. A 
touch of the Wild. Easy to t,'aln, very 
dedicated. Highly intelligent A rue 
companion 847A959 after 6 p.m. 
SIAMESE KITTENS and o~der cats, 
Beautiful cdout and d]sposlt~oned, Cell 
mornings 692-3722. 
TION 
Canadi• n tta/ 
F TE  l 
CONVENI  ENT PACKA(-.,ES TO:  
T il 
l V lB~.  PA(= I1¢,~C, l ~ • 2 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION 
• KITCH ENE'[-rE5 AVAILABLE 
• ~WIMMINE., POOL 
Cen  . 
?laza 
ALL SUITE HOTEL 
Ne 
f O,tl;',t' 
CALL CANADIAN REGIONAL OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
"V~ PER PER$ONDOUIILE O~CUPAN~Y.$UUECr TO APPLIOklIL£ TAXES'SOME RISTAICrlON| APPLY, 
ROUNDTRIP AlP, FARE' SATURDAY frAY REQUIRED 
 WEST PRESENTS 
D 
WANTED AFTER SCHOOL DAYCARE or FULLY LICENSED HAIRSTYUST. Full 21. HELP WANTED babysitter for a 7 and 9 yr. dd In time with d/entails or part.time without 
Thornhelghts and ThornhllL Call 635- Call 635.3637 
LARGE NATIONAL CDRPORATION seks 9238. 
two Ind]vlduels to call on 
bullders/conb'actors and represent cen~'al 
vacuum systems In the Terrase~timat 
HAIRSTYLIST Apply withln. MATURE, CARING, BABYSITrER, needed for 3 children In Thomhelghts or 
surrounding area. Two boys ages 10 and 
7 for altar schesl care end 4 yr eld gld o~i~i i i~ i~ i i ld i ' " "  i;e :~ g:n aPl Os~y~rs~ ~ ,
needs 2.3 days/wesk, from 8:304:30 pro. 
Could be my home or yours. References m 
required. Call 638-8170. 
A LEADER IN FLOOR care products 
since 1932 (in Canada). Needs a 
teachable, stable part-f/me or full4me 
service/dealer to cal on existing 
customers In ~ls area. No Invesment 
opportunity to earn as much as $300- 
$400/wesk. Apply with in at 4718 Lazege 
ave., Terrace. 
MATURE, CARING, BABYSITrER 
needed f~r 3 children on Thomhlll bench 
or area. Two boys ages 10 and 7 for after 
school care and 4 yr old gld needs 2-3 
days/week from 8:30- 4:30. Could be my 
home or yours References required. Call 
638-8170 after 5:00 on weekdays. 
WANTED: UVE.IN Nanny, Kerstsy 
(Queenel) Two small children to look after 
when not In schooL Some household 
chores required. Father works 4 on, 4 off 
shifts. 747-4416 of 747-2777 (message) 
EARN UP TO $346hvsek to assemble 
Chflstmas and hdlday decorations year 
round, at homo. Wo~k available across 
Canada. For more Into. send a self. 
addressed stamped envelope to Magic , 
Chdstms 2212 Gladwtn or., Unit D-2, ext. 
294, Ottawa, Ontario K1B-5N1. 
SALUTE S ! 
songwrxters  • contes t  
SALUTES! is a songwriting contest designed to give the best new song- Keith Avenue, BC V8G 1K9 
writers in the Skeena region a chance to have their music heard by 
influential professionals, If you arc an independent, unsigned songwriter, ] OR## 
here is your chance to make that crucial contact! Publishing companies, TH ILL  
managers, A&R representatives, ntertainment lawyers and record company 
executives willbe attending Music Westlooking for fresh newtalent. I We are now accept ing  
TO ENTER: Complete the entry form below and bring ademo of your best I applications for 
original song (one) to Sight ÷ Sound by March 31st and you could win: 
"1 three-day full delegate P ass t° Music West ° dem° critique with A&R i BArtendeRS 
representatives • 2 nights stay at the Georgian Court Hotel • return airfarc to 
Vancouver:The;vt,,nerwUlbear, no,,"~,iA.~imh, i Applications may be dropped 
| off at the Pub or at the 
e,~,,,,.~ ...... ~ I Northern Motor Inn front desk. 
Canadi=n I No phone calls please. 
MOTOR INN 
We are now accepting 
For  more  Informaelon about: SALUTESl con~ac~ one o~ our communl~y sponsors. resumes and taking C-Cff,.W---~ ST~ applicatiOnSpositions: for the following 
19. LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: FEMALE LAB PUPPY, on top of 
Lanfear Hill. No collar, phone 635-4243 or 
Waiter/Waitress, 
I:lnd out mar  about Mu.@ Wt~,: l'ht~n¢ ~04 684-9338 fax 6(~l 684-93]7 t~r ~ri,e ,o 30b-21 Water SL, Y,~tlCOU ,.'¢ r. B.C. V6B IAI 
SALUTES ! ENTRY FOR~vl Drnp off thi~ ft,rnt a: Sigh, + Sound: 4741 Kei:h Street, Temce 
Plnlnce: 
Songwriter's Name: 
Song Name: __  
Terrace's newest fitness centre 
Northwest Health & Fitness is 
now accepting applications for 
Pfl" fitness instructors. Please 
send or drop off resume to 5108 
Bar tender ,  Bar  
Waiter/~Naitress, 
Cooks/Prep 
Applications may be dropped 
off at the front desk or mailed 
to 3086 Hwy. 16 E, Terrace, 
V8G 3N5. 
No phone calls please. 
Applicants will be called for an 
interview. 
A dd r . . , t : .  
Phoae= ( ) 
City: -- 
Postal Code: 
I .,¢~/~ LEATHER C 
_tLT~T ~, -  4513 Scott Ave, Terrace, BC L~ 
~T ~- Phone: 635-4551 • • k A, 
(Behind the Skeena Health Unit) ..~,~'~JV. 
Sen=l We will provide you with fast, friendly ~"  ~n~, 
service. Product satisfaction guaranteed,~ {~'( 
Repair: hockey equipment, Leather goods: • F~,US fr
purses, luggage. Jackets, pants, workboots,~, pk~p 
Western boots, shoes and shoe dye; 7,~ del~e 
Odhopedic shoes. 
"Let's give our all to a true friend- our body." 
Pure organic food. Algae harvested wild from a fresh water 
lake high In the cascade mountains, free from all poisonous 
chemical fertilizers and big dry polutlon. Exceptional health 
and energy food. which gives extra energy. Aworthy product, 
a 100% guaranteed moneyback investment if not satisfied. 
Local Authorized Distributor, James Chicken Bones Haugand, 
can be reached at 638-8983 
"Thy food Is thy medicine and thy medicine is thy food. ° God Bless 
Decorating Consultation In Your Home 
For Just $501 Can Help You: 
,~ Define Your Style ,~ Manage Space 
,~ P/ace Ughtning ~ Explore Co/or 
,~ Creatively Use What You Have 
E i leen 's  Decorat ing  
635-3620 
To Place Y0urAd In The Home Based 
Business Direct0 /List 
Ph0ne 638.7283 
7 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
Will do finishing, renovationst install cabinets, patio, 
painting. ~so will build furniture. 
Prefinished Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak.Available in natural and various 
colours. (No sanding required) Size 3/¢ x 2 1/2" or 3 1/¢ 
CALL 63.5-6277 (leave a message) 
i i 
Terrace Homebased Business Association Meeting 
Monday, March 7 at 4:30 pm 
Libra,/Basement (Use Back Door) 
Phone 635'9415 I , 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium / 4626 Davis Ave , Terrace 
Directors:  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
~,o,,e p~aq~?.' 24 HOUR 
t.. monurnon~= Answering and Pager Service 
re,race. Kit,ma,. Sin/triers ~_ = I~.~)/1/t/I & Prince Rupert ~u.l~fal sePwc(t A~soo,alon 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2676 
A I = 
HANDY GUYS 
,!~ ...... ~'~:% Handy Man Service ~ 
~iiY I!!~ ik 
,~ .  No Job Too Small 
Handy Guys Does It All 
Call 638.1282 Barren Scheck 
ViCtor P. Hawes, 0.D. 
oPrOMET RIST 
//1 - 4748 Lakelse Ave Appts 638.8055 
Terrace, BC Fax 638-8087 
V8G 1R6 Modem 638-8697 
Windsl"fi /, * 
Repair/ Replacen lt  " :  
• Auto .... ' • ICBC Replacement .-.--,..~ 
• Mirrors~ • Windows • Sealed Unlls ~ .  --., .... 
"AL-C'S GLASS LTD.x  
Kitim at 63'Z4800/, ~err~31~0(~l ""~ 
Business Directory 
ADVERTISING 
V' Present Your Business Card 
Every Week ~ 
V' Highly Visible 
V' Affordable 
V' Effective 
For only s26.84 per week (billed 
monthly - 3 month contract) your 
business can be part of the 
Terrace Standard's Business 
Serv ices  L is t ing 
Call Our Ad Department  
Today 638-7283 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 16, 1994 - C7 
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21. HELP WANTED 
EARN UP TO $20/HR FROM 
HOMEIUmltad Posltions. For Free details 
/ 
CTION 
PULLY UCENSED HAIRSTYLIST. Full 
time wi'~ cllentalle or part.time without 
Ceil Torr1635.3637. 
WANTED EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER 
Emerson Medical Clinic requires a 
rush oelf-~ddressed , stamped envelope to care for young chlld 2-4 days a week [n OFFICE NURSE 
to: Laurd Gu[mond, P.O. Box 472, my h~e if possible. If not we may work 
Terrace, B.C. V8G4B5. something out References regulred. 
Phone 635-2224. 
EARN UP TO $346/WEEK TO starting April 1/94 
ASSEMBLE Chdslmas & hdlday 
decorations year round, at home. Work 
available across Canada. For more In fo  Please send resume to: 
send a &A.S.E. to: Magic Chrlslmas 2212 Emerson Medical Clinic 
Gladwin Cr. Unit D.2 ext. 292, Ottawa, On. 
K1B 5NI. 3210 Emerson Street 
22. CAREERS Terrace, BC 
TRAVEL CONSULTANT& Part-time anll V8G 2R8 
full-time. Experience and/or recently 
c0mpls~ Travel Counselor course ~ -  --_T _ :---i 
reguimd. Submit resume w/plclure to Rrst 
Choice Travel, 
23. WORKWANTED Kondola's is looking for a 
NEED HELP WITH your taxes7 Call 638- S 0 N 
' SALESPER WILL FIX YOUR small englnes like lawn mowers, stoves, washers, dryers, etc. I 
phone 635-3868, 
WANTED 
Someone who can work with paper controlling 
and numbers. 12 hours per month, training is 
available. For more information please call 
638-0447/635-3877/638-1535. 
If no answer please leave message. 
a Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
Terrace, BC Fax: (604) 635-2698 
VSG 5H4 T011 Free 1-800-663.6396 
SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER 
The 16-37 Community Futures organization is seeking to employ an 
Individual for the position of Secretary/Bookkeeper. 
JOB DESCRIPTION: ..... ~, " . . . .  " 
:"~Uhderthe d iiection of'the 16~37 Community Futures committee and the 
General Manager, the Secretary/Bookkeeper will be responsible for overall 
office management, all bookkeeping, receptionist and secretarial duties, 
perform general clerical duties and work with other staff members In the 
development of administrative and financial repeals. 
QUALIFICATIONS', 
The person that we want must be hlghly motivated, an enthusiastic self- 
stealer and be able to work in changing situations with a variety of people 
and Interests. Strong interpersonal and coping skills are •essential. 
Communtcatlons, ecretarial, accounting and computer skills are definitely 
requlred. 
SALARY: 
Commensurate with experience. 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: 
Applications will be accepted until 12:00 noon. March 18, 1994. 
For further Information contact: 
Mr. Joe Whitney, General Manager 
16-37 Community Futures Committee 
#4 - 3250 Eby Street 
Terrace, BC 
VSG 5H4 
Telephone: (604) 635-5449 
Applicants must: 
- be a self-starter 
- be good with public 
- be able to work on own 
Previous sales experience would be an asset. 
Drop off resume at: 
KondOla 's  Furniture 
H ighway 16 West,  Terrace 
No phone calls, please. 
SEXUAL ABUSE 
INTERVENTIONS PROGRAM 
PROGRAM CO-ORDINATOR 
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS: 
";"a. degree in social Worker"related iscipline; 
* a proven ability in proposal wnting and accessing resources; 
* extensive knowledge of first nations cultures and experience 
working with first nations people; 
* experience in working with victims of sexual abuse; 
* experience in program implementation, financial and personnel 
management 
* above average organizational skills. 
This position requires a high degree of flexibility and sensiti~,ity; an 
ability to work effectively and efficiently with minimum supervision; 
experience in community-based treatment & counselling 
programs; a valid drivers licence and a willingness to ravel. 
Salary dependent on experience & qualifications, 
Please send resume & references to: 
NORTHWEST BAND SOCIAL WORKER'S ASSOCIATION 
Re. BOX 187, TERRACE,  BC VSG 4A6 
DEADLINE:  MARCH 31, 1994 
WEST FRASER MILLS LTD. 
SKEENA SAWMILLS DIVISION 
West Fraser Mills Ltd., a major integrated forest products 
company has an immediate opening for an Operations Forester and 
a Silviculture Forester for our Skeena Sawmills Division located in 
Terrace, B.C. 
OPERATIONS FORESTER 
Reporting to the Forestry Supervisor, as Operations Forester 
you will be responsible for the development planning for a forest 
license with an AAC of 250,000 m =, You will coordinate and 
supervise road and cut-block layout, collection of ecological data as 
well as prepare PHSP's, Cutting Permit applications and conduct 
post.harvest assessments, You will be able to liaise effectively with 
the Ministry of Forests and other government agencies. 
Qualifications: 
Registration as a B.C. Professional Forester (RPF) is mandatory. 
A minimum of 5 years of well rounded forestry experience with 
particular emphasis in harvest planning is a definite asset, 
S ILVICULTURE FORESTER 
Reporting to the Administrative Forester, as Silviculture Forester 
you will be involved in the total silviculture program at our Terrace 
operations, Duties include coordination of the planting, silviculture 
surveys and stand tending programs and the supervision of 
silviculture contractors. You will effectively communicate with the 
Ministry of Forests as well as the public. 
Qualifications: 
Candidates must have 3 or more years of relevant experience 
and is currently or is eligible for registration as a B.C, Professional 
Forester In the fall of 1994, 
The above positions are full-time permanent positions, A 
compet tive salary' and comprehen5 ve benefits package is offered. 
Please direct resumes regarding these Positions to:: 
West Fraser Mills Ltd. 
Skeena Sawmills Division 
P.O. Box 10 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A3 (Fax: 635-4335) . . . . .  
Attention: S. Marleau, Woods Manager . . . .  ..... ~: . 
; •  
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY  
3224 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE, D.C. 
V8G2NI 
JOB POSTING 
Employer: Ksan House Society 
Location: Osborne Home 
Position: Furl "rime Mental Health Worker 
Terms: - Shift Work 
- $13,00/hour Per BCGEU Contract 
- Full Benefit Package 
- 6% Holiday Pay 
Qualifications: Minimum Grade 12, Applicants will have completed the 
Mental Health Worker course and preferably have work 
experience in the psychiatric field, First aid certificate and class 
4 drivers license also required, 
Applicants should Possess: 
. Possess a dynamic personality and the ability to motivate 
individuals 
. Good communication and listening skills 
- Have the ability to introduce own Ideas and demonstrate 
initiative 
- Possess good writing skills and be able to keep accurate 
records and prepare reports 
. Be willing to work with male and female clients 
- Knowledge of recreation activities arts and crafts will be an 
asset 
. Successful applicant must be willing to submit to a criminal 
record search and sign an oath of confidentiality 
Resumes will be accepted until April 15, 1994 at 4:30 pm and should be 
addressed to: 
Coordinator. Osborne Home 
c/o Keen House Society 
202.4630 Lazelle Ave, 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 1S6 
Start date May 1,1994 
Information on the program available at the address listed above, 
DS 
• i i i " i~  i i ~ : , -~ i~ :~ i~:~i : :~ i  
23. WORK WANTED 
NEW LIFE NEEDED In your home? 
Wallpaper? I will slip 01d and apply new. 
Help you deride colours and patterns. 
kitchen uplifts, paint, stendls, moldings 
needed? Any old or new fumlture need 
re.~lshing? Cultured or field stone can 
add warmth to your fireplace, planters, 
wells, Instds or out I can help you. Call 
Adele, 1.695-652t. Leave message. 
MOTHER IN QUEENSWA¥ area would 
like to babysit mon-ffl between 7:30 end 
5:30. Infants to 5 yrs of age. 638.1419 
SEAMTRESS: REPAIRS AND si~ations. 
6354861 
MATURE RESPONSIBLE HONEST 
Woman looking to be a live-ln Nanny. 
Have Red Cross babyslt~ng course 
oerUticate. References available upon 
request. Reply to file #29, c/o Terrace 
Standard, 4647 LazeUe Ave. Terrace, BC. 
VSG 1S8. 
CARING MOM WILL provide child care for 
ages 2 and up weekdays, 635-1391. 
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE LOOKING for 
occaslonaJ babysitting jobs. Can work 
some days & most evenings. Have Early 
Childhood Education & Rrst Aid 
Certificate. Call 635.9328. 
VERY REUABLE BABYSITTER seeks full 
time posl~on. Good references available. 
Has own trensporlatien. Call 635-9033 
daytime, 635-4144 evenln gs. 
Bill Warren ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING 
reasonable rates. Rag 8286. Phons 635- 
9784. 
l:~xxxxxxxxxxxx=xxxxxx': 
tt Looking for 
~ Child Care? 
H Skeena Child Care Support 
F] Program can help you make 
~ the right choice for your child. 
~ For information on choosing 
~t Care and available options, call 
~] Coco at 638-.111 3, 
~ A free service provided by the Tdrra.ce 
~'1 Women's Resource Centre and funded 
~<1 by the Ministry of Women's EqualHy. 
t ~x ~..x, _x_x_~;txxxx . z~x; 
24. NOTICES 
FALLERS. THE FALLING end bucking 
training standard program will be available 
in: Terrace - May 9 - 10, Stewart- May 11 
- 12. For further Information call 1.800- 
556-1557. 
I'HE LIVESTOCK PEDIGREE act.forbids 
selling a dog as Purebred if unregistered. 
It provides fines of up to two months for 
anyone who sells a dog as purebred and 
does not provide the Canadian Kennel 
Club reglst'atton papers. 
ANYONE WHO WITNESSED the anddanl 
on Dec. 11/93 at approx. 11:25 am on the 
south slde of the old bddgs Involving a 
dark blue ford mercury and a burgudy 
chevy spectrum, please contact Mar I at 
635.7481. 
24, NOTICES 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to 
genera] public, videos; pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing wi~ human life Issues such 
as abortion and euthanasia. Student 
enquiries welcome. Call 635-3646. 
St. Maffhew's Anglican 
Church 
4514 Lake lse  Ave .  
Ph. 635.9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev, Dean Houghton 
Dea©mn: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With Us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
WednesdaYs " 7:.00 p.m. 
CIAO Art presents 
Spring Art Classes 
beginning in March. 
Children, youth and adult. 
Ca//for further information 
635-7445 
MOTHER'S  DAY 
CRAFT  SALE  
Saturday, April 23, 1994 
9 am - 6 pm 
at the Terrace Inn 
4551 Greig Avenue 
Proceeds of table rentals to the 
Heart Fund. "rabies for rent at 
$20.00 each. For more 
information call 
Shirley st 635.5707, 
Chelan at 635.7721, 
R¢ 
CORRECTION 
In this week's "Pre.Easter Sale" flyer 
the following errors have occurred: 
The After Sale Pflc'e.ofthe 10-P|ece 
"Garden Floral" Patio Setffe'atured-on 
page 6 is $139,97, not $159,97 as 
slated. The saving is $40.00 
"fhe Propane Tank featured on page e 
does not have a fuel gauge as stated in 
the copy. 
The Hiking Bools featured on pageD 
will not be available in time for this 
week's sale. However, they will 
available st a later date. 
We apologize for any inconvenience 
this may have caused. 
Kmafl Canada Bruited 
|11  I I  I 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS D IFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
I f ,  INTERCo  qECT, 
Thank  You  
To  Everyone  Who Purchased  T icket - ,  
In the  K insmen Winter  Get -a -Way Lot tery  
GRAND PR IZE  WINNER 
Mr. IEd Lowther ,  Abbots fo rd ,  #145227 
$200 Bonus Prlze Wlnners" 
December 24, 1993 
Mr. & Mrs. Roy Crosina, Wil,ams Lake, #3625501772; Ms, Ellen Bentham, Terrace, 
#3625514228; Nicholas Spires, Delta, #620050; Mr. & Mrs. R. McCall, Aklergrove, 
#3624629694; Andrea Spires. Delta, #830504, 
4-day Lee Vegas Vacation: 
Mr. Dhillon Haflnder, Vancouver,//10261. 
January 24,1994 -~" 
Mr. Leslie S. Mate, Richmond, #3628885334 Ms. Michelin Downs, Surrey, 
//3628070023 Mr B I Relth I~mloops, #830113; Mr. Andrew R.~Steele, Vancouver, 
#3625032252; Mr. Rich Chodat, Suney, #3627213240. 
7-day Oehu, Hawaiian VacaUon: 
Ms, Elizabeth Blak, North Vancouver, #3626736117, 
February 24, 1994 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Garnett Surrey,//3628253842; Mr. Lloyd M, Young, Vanceuver, 
#3626503803; Mr. Randy Iqnatleff, Map e Ridge, //36255129968; Mr. Gordon C. 
Palmer, Pentlcton, #3628685973; Mr. Louis A, Petem, Pitt Meadows, #3628869371. 
7-day Western Caribbean Cruise: 
Mr. Tryg Wenn, Weft Vancouver, #3625200063, 
$500 Bonus Winners: 
Chadia Haddad, Weal Vancouver, #843768; Ms, VIvlan Robedson, Maple Ridge 
///3627809160; Mr. Brian V,/ilson, Nodh Vancouver, #833702; Orene Holt, Garibaldi 
Highlands, #635380 (March 3 - e, lea4), 
Your Supped Is Appredaled 
Net proceeds supped the programs end sePJIces of the Rnomen Rehabllitallon 
Foundation of B.C,, which enables people with physical dls~lllUas to lead more 
independent lives. 
KINSMEN REHABIuTATION FOUNDATION OF B,C, 
2256 W. 12th Avenue, Vancouver, B,C, VeK 41.2 Phone: 7~6.1N41 
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24. NOTICES 
&'dITHERS TRADE SHOW April 15th and 
lb"th, limited booth space available, Cell 
chamber office for more Info, 847.5072. 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of 
Latter.Day Saints, the Mormons, Pact or 
Rctlon, Shadow or Reality. Phone 847. 
5758 for recorded message. 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Teem k Mulls Bible Classes 9'30 
Sunday's Cool Club 9,30 
Sunday rice 10:45 
At The Tho~I i ! l  ~munlty Hall 
AWANA Cub;~i~ii [.U.M.'S Program 
%~:~.,,. ,..,'..:~{~: ;.,.~i~ .~!~i~i~l~.::.).:..::::i~li~i~< 
^ e ~ r  ~ tins ~iii~iiii~iiiii!ili ~~:.....
Phone 635-5058 ..... "' 
I # 
Come Join Our Global Family! 
SUNDAY 
AM- 2 Worship Services 
9:15 & 11:00 
Child care and Sunday School 
through grade three 
PM- Family Bible School 
6:00 pm for all ages 
WEEKLY", 
Pioneer Clubs, Youth Ministries, Home 
Bible Studies & Ladies Time Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923Agar Ave. 
For more information 
i: Phone 63,5-7727 or635-7725 
~. ;  i l  
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
ARE YOU WAITING TO BE FIRED? Fired 
with enthusiasm every morning! Fired with 
exdtement at the chance to be your own 
bosel Watl,Jns, the business fo the 90's, 
will get you fired upl For FREE details 
about the most exalting business 
opportunity today, cell or write 
Independent Representative: Doreen 
Martin 632.4320. I D. #29608. 
BUILD k BUSINESS: EXCEPTIONAL 
oppurtunlty for growing Income with fast 
repeat customer service. Meet others 
who~e done It. Leave message, 638. 
8289. 
EXCHANGE HOURS FOR cash. 
Opurtunlty for ex~a Income. DIsbtbuting 
natlonelly known products for appointment 
or more Into please write to file #22, c/o 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 188 
k ABUCK ORTWO SIORES 
,..~..,,,.,.~...... 
A Buck or Two is the fas- 
test growing retail concept 
in Canada today. 
Franchises are available 
from coast to coast. Be a 
part of A Buck or Two 
Stores in British Columbia. 
Visit our newest stores in 
Chilliwack, Courtney, Trail, 
Powell River, Cranbrook, 
Kamloops ,  Nana imo,  
Penticton and Victoria, 
I FRANCHISE OPPORTUNI1Y I 
Opening Soon 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
For A Buck or Two 
more 350 Creditstone Road 
information Suite #201 
Concord, Ontario 
L4K 3Z2 
Phone 416.738.3.180 
Fax 416-738-3176 
95 STORES & GROWING 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
i 
FOR SALE AUTOMOTIVE repelr 
business. Mulli-lncome, well established 
in growing North Cafiboo. Call evenings 
1-747-162.8. 
GENUINE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Avellable for Men or Women. Call now for 
an appeln~nent Phone 1-800-665.6992 
between 1:00 p.m. end 5:30 p.m. Mondays 
or Fridays. 
PRIME VENDING ROUTES available In 
hlgh protit locations. All DaSh business. 
Guaranteed relums. Call Eagle 1.800- 
387-CASH. 
~ Bus iness  
• . . ,~  Opportunity 
Restaurant in Terrace wit~ 
excellent clientele, For an 
appointment call John Evans. 
Re/Max of Terrace 
4654 Lazelle Avenue 
638.1400 
~.PERSONALS 
FAMILY OF FOUR would like to rent 
motorhome or trailer for April and May/94. 
Undergoing major house renovations. 
Reasonable rates. Phone 798-2201 
(Lakelse Lake) weekends or evenings. 
PERSONAL: IF YOU are an Intelligent, 
caring; sensual woman with Integrity, and 
would like to share quality time with a man 
who is willing to meet you on mutuaJ 
terms, as an equal, then please reply to 
file #15, c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazsile Ave., Terrace, B.C. V6G 1,£8. 
WANTED 100 PEOPLE to lose 5-50 
pounds. ALL NATURAL. I've lost pounds, 
Inches, without hunger and gained energy. 
Phone 535-6713. 
PREHY, THOUGHTFUL, gontie woman 
Is seeking attractive, Idnd, gontie man for 
lasting relationship, friendship or 
companion, age: 39.50. Photo and phone 
number please. Rle #30 c/o The Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace B.C., 
V8 G I S& 
HAVING TROUBLE with your DRINKING. 
Cell Alcoholics Anonymous 635-66S3. 
n..ui uy~ ,iun uy 
Look Who's 40! 
Kelly Houlden 
March 17 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
I I  March  21 ) I  
Et Happy 13th ~] 
[] Birthday [] 
I] Scott ~t 
[ ]  Love Morn, Dad & Brian [ ]  
[gxggxgxxgxxggxxxxxxggx]  
• i~ ~ 
/ [ 
To Dave (Tiny) 
Happy 30th  
on March 21 
Al l  o f  my love  
Jan ice  
i i 
CTION 
-- - In loving memory of Lconard 
' Joseph Costcllo Sr. wlio passed 
27, , /~NOUNCEMEN'~ away peacefully in P.R. 
TERRACE HOMEBASED BUSINESS fell Regional Hospital March 22, 
Apr.9/94. Applications at Chambor o| 1993. 
Commerce or phone 635.9415. 
God saw you getting tired 
30, OBITUARIES And a cure was not to be 
i 
McADAMS: ELLEN BETSY (BETTY)has So he wrapped you in his 
entered Into her rest to be ~ hor loving arms 
husband, George (deceasd March 2, And whispered "Come Witl, 
1994) on March 7, 1994. Predeceased by Me" 
her brother, Geordie in 1980. Betty Is You suffered much hz silence 
survived by her family, Betty/~derson, Your spirit did not bend 
Rhonda Johnson, June Griffith and their 
families: cousins, Isabel icLeUen of Now You faced your pain with 
Zealand and Ethel Sanerson of 8cogand. courage 
Born April 13, 1910 on the grounds o1 Until the very e~d 
Glamls Castle, Scotland, she moved to You tried so hard to slay with 
Canada In 1919. Betty spent her early us 
years In Terrace, B.C. end was employed Yourfight was all in vain 
by the Hudson Bay Co. In Vemm, B.C.. God took you in his loving 
She married George McAdams In 1938 
and returned to Terrace where they ar .~ 
worked together In business and Aedsavedyoufi'om allpain. 
community sevelce until their etir~ent to, 
the ~ct0ria rea In the mid 60'6. Betty's Sadly missed and ever 
fife was celebrated and shared uring hor remembered by his own: 
husband's service on March 7, 1994. Becky, Lea, Lcona, Jeanette, 
' She has gone to tend the Lord's ~owor Patty, Marlene, Gerri, Georgia 
gardens,' McCN.L'S of VICTORIA 386- and Paul. Stepchildren: A.ndy, 
4465. Deanna nd Peter. 
~=0 ~,uwe,,, ~R~CE, .c w ~ ~,.,-,.,-,~ 
M& M CREATIONS 
*Custom Sewing 
- specializing in childrens and young adults. 
*Alterations *Repairs 
*Special Needs Clothing 
9:30 am to 6:00 pm-  Mon. to Sat. 
4644 LAZELLE AVE. 638-7654 
~ . ~ ~  * Heat your home with this 
.:~, environmentally concious product. 
Pellets are made from waste 
sawdust & wood chips. 
• No conventional chimney is 
required, resulting in much lower 
installation costs. 
THE PELLET EMPORIUM 
3037 River Drive 
Terrace, BC 638-1221 
FIRST RESPONSE 
First Aid Services 
WCB Cerlilication 
Convenient Times 
Group Rates 
Kelth Janas 
638.1831 
(formerly Ironworks) 
4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 4E1 
635-4130 
HOURS 
TANIS SUTHERLAND 6:00 am - 9:00 pm Mon.- Fri. 
Owner/Manager 10:00 am -4:00 pm Sat, & Sun. 
D 
n 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE 
J ohn  Nole,  
M ichae l  Dumoul in ,  
Sam Joynt  
that in accordance with the 
warehouse lien act, that 
unless your account with 
Lazelle Mini Storage 
limited, 4833 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, BC, is settled in full 
on or before March 23/94 
your goods will be sold in 
settlement of this account. 
33. TRAVEL 
SEEKING BUSINESS TRAVELLER 
wanting prompt efficient service withe fully 
queJ~ed Corporate Travel Consultant and 
would like to receive these services: 
1)Speclel rates with Hotelsand Car rentals 
2)24 Hour world wide emergency service 
3)Language translation service 
4)Personal ticket delivery 
5)Fax services 
6)Will do office calls 
7)Personal end business profiles 
8)strict confldeMelity 
Cell today for a free consultation: 638- 
8522 
HEARTAND 
STROKE 
FOUNDATION OF 
B,O. & ~UKON 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B,C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR Accepted 
ODDS V8G 4A2 
AGAINST Marjorle Park Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gitt Is a lasting tribute. Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
address and the name and address of me next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
NORTHCOAST 
HEALTH & FITNESS 
4550 Greig Ave. 635-6500 
View our new facilities between 
1:00and 7:00pro March 15 to 30 
Save 50% On Memberships 
&~ EARINO 
PE  EC H 
CL IN ICS  
4731 Lazelle 
Terrace, B,C, V8G IT3 
Phone: 604-635-4327 
Fax: 604-635-6303" 
: ,  . . ,  . , , .  ;! " ..: : , . . ;  . 
,B'::,,niG: > > 
2701Kalum Street 638  7 8 9 0  
Terrace, B,C, V8G 2M4 " 
. xx 
I 
* Casua l  * Professional 
• Lingerie * Infant Wear 
• Infant Accessories 
f 
4613 Lazelle Ave., 635-5606 
Drinoc C.c orge 
PROSTI IET ICS  Ltd, 
i s  NOW OPEN in  Ter race  
a t  4650 hake lse  Ave .  
STEVE L. SHAW c~(c) 
cc.Jn~a Pr~U,t Call for an appointment: 
Phons :  1-800-565-0808 
Bus. (604) 561-0849 
Res. (604) 561.1431 
Fax: (604) 561.7440 
i 
2245 Westwood Drive, 
Pdnce George, BC V2N 4V6 
SNT • MIN I  • STORAGE 
Self Serve Mini Storage • Heated Units 
Fire and Burglar Alarm Syslems 
• Store  I t  
. R.V. Storage U "  Lock  I t  ~ • Residenlialand 
, Boals - Keep  the  key  C~nmecial  
SI0rage 
. Cars Fenced In Compound. Easy Acc0ss , C0nven~nt 
. Trailers 638-2023 Location 
F ~  .,x: ~s.~o7 
5043 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K8 
With ith r t a location, se vice an, 
The Co 
Inn oft   rest why  add y 
OPEN 7 DAYS h WEEK UNTIL 11 P.M, 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 1 Terrace 
I I " 
a sele  
gore 
;ionthatis econd to none, . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  
e]t e? 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS AT 9A,MJ L~__-~FP~ ........... 
635-6300 
~ - -  , .... ~ "~ i n Im l lln I i Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I l l  ............................................... - -  - -  
- i t  • e • 
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' TO OUR SPECIAL VOLUNTEERS: 
i 
For your hard work 
and dedication, we say... hn roving P 
you r odds 
a, qainst 
Canada's 
#1 killer. 
A GREAT BIG 
THANK YOU! 
32. LEGAL NOTICES NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
DORAN: PATRICK 
JOSEPH, 
LATE OF C/O 4103 Sparks 
Street, Terrace, BC 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said 
estate(s), are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claim duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, ~600 - 
B03 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, BC, V6C 3L3, on 
or before the 27th day of 
April, 1994, after which date 
the estate's assets will be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have 
been received. 
MYRNA HALL 
.PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased', 
CHOW, ¥OCK HIRe, LATE OF 
C/O 4103 S parks Street, 
Terrace, BC 
Creditors and others having 
claims against he said estate(s), 
are required to send full 
~articulars of such claim duly 
verified to the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 
#800 - 808 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6C 3L3, on or 
before the 14th day of April, 1994, 
after which date the estate's 
assets will be distributed, having 
regard only to claims that have 
been received. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
OFFER FOR PURCHASE AND 
REMOVAL BUILDING 
Offers must be received on OTP 2018 by the Purchasing Commission, 4234 
Glanford Avenue, Victoria, BC V8V 1X4, facsimile number 387-0386, telephone 
number 744-4413, not later than 2:00 pm March 28,1994. 
Approx. 1,325 sq. ft. two storey, 7 room house 
built in approx. 1914, formerly Usk Community Hall 
Located: Usk Few/Crossing on north side of river off Hwy. 16 out of Terrace. 
To arrange viewing and obtain Conditions of Sale contact Kenneth Rogers, 
Ministry of Transportation & Highways, Terrace, BC ph. 638-3581. 
TERRACE REGIONAL HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
LAUNDRY TRANSPORT CONTRACT 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society invites hauling contractors to 
submit a tender document for the transportation of laundry/linen 
between Mills Memorial Hospital - Terrace and Kitimat General 
Hosp ta Contract spec fioations and tender document available by 
contacting the Director of Support.Serv ces at M I s Memor a 4720 
Haugland Ave., Terrace, E~C V8G 2T4. Sealed contract tenders to 
be received by Mills Memorial Hospital no later than 4:00 pm 
March 30, 1994. 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by way of sealed bids the 
interests of the following judgment debtor, Gerard L. Hebert, also 
known as Gerald L. Hebert, in the following goods and chattels 
purported to be: 
One (1) Common Share of Big Bear Transport Ltd. 
Sealed bids will be received at the Court Bailiff Office #3 - 4554 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 1S2 up to the hour of 12:00 
Noon Wednesday March 30, 1994. 
Sealed bids must be accompanied by a deposit of 10% of the bid. 
Sale may be subject to cancellation without notice. 
The Court Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the sale without 
notice and may apply to the court for further direction if the need 
arises. Sold on as is where is basis. 
TERMS OF SALE: 
Cash plus applicable taxes. ~me of payment is of the essence. 
The deposit of a successful bidder will be forfeited if balance of 
bid is not paid at agreed time 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
N. Perry, Court Bailiff 
Phone 635-7649 Fax 638-8633 
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INV ITAT ION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for the maintenance of the Fort Fraser Landfill Site 
will be received by the Environmental Services Manager until 11:30 
a.m., March 29,1994. 
Tender forms with specifications for tenders may be obtained from 
the office of the Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako at 492 
Yellowhead Trans Canada Highway 16, Burns Lake, B.C., Monday 
through Friday during regular business hours. 
Rick Hunter will be at the Fort Fraser Site on March 24, 1994 
between 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. for those wishing to view the late. 
Tenders will be opened on March 29, 1994 at 1:00 p.m. in the 
Regional District Boardroom. 
Any tenders received after 11:30 a.m. March 29, 1994 will be 
retumed unopened. 
The Regional District Board will consider awarding the contract at 
its regular meeting in April, 1994. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Rick Hunter 
Environmental Services Manager 
TION 
LAND TITLE ACT I 
IN THE MA'I-FER of Duplicate Certificate of "13tle No. 55284-1 to I 
Lot 1 District Lot 361 Range 5 Coast District Plan 3155 I 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 55284-1 to l l  
the above described land, issued in the name(s) of i 
The Evangelical Free Church of America / 
has been filed In this office, notice Is hereby given that I shall, at thel l  
expiration date of two weeks from the date of first publication hereof, II 
issue a Provisional Certificate of Title In lieu of the said Duplicate, II 
unless in the meantime valid objection be made to me In wdtlng. / 
DATED this 3rd day of March, 1994. / 
Kenneth Jacques | 
Registrar / 
OF FIRST PUBLICATION MARCH 9, i994' | DATE 
I 
CITY OF TERRACE 
Invitation to Tender 
TURFGRASS MAINTENANCE- 
TERRACE PARKS 
Sealed Tenders for mowing and trimming of turfgrass in City of 
Terrace Parks will be received by the undersigned at Terrace City 
Hall, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., to 1:30 p.m, Wednesday, 
March 23, 1994. Tenders will be opened publicly at that time. 
Tenders must be marked "Tender for Turfgrass Maintenance - 
Terrace Parks" 
A mandatory site inspection will be held Friday, March 18,1994, 
commencing at the Terrace Arena at 9:30 a.m. 
Contract Documents may be received from the Terrace Parks and 
Recreation Department at the Terrace Arena, 3220 Kalum Street, 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p,m. Monday to Friday. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk-Administrator 
City of Terrace 
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INVITATION.TO TENDER . . . . .  
Sealed tenders for the maintenance of the Knockholt (Houston) 
Landfill Site and/or the Vanderboof Landfill Site will be received 
by the Environmental Services Manager until 11:3Oa.m., March 29, 
1994. 
Tender forms with specifications for tenders may be obtained from 
the office of the Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako at 492 
Yellowhead Trans Canada Highway 16, Burns Lake, B.C., Monday 
through Friday during regular business hours. 
Rick Hunter will be at the Knockholt Site on March 17, 1994 
between 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. and at the Vanderhoof Site March 
18,1994 between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. for those wishing to view 
the site. 
Tenders will be opened on March 29, 1994 at 1:00 p.m. in the 
Regional District Boardroom. 
Any tenders received after 11:30 a.m. March 29, 1994 will be 
returned unopened. 
The Regional District Board will consider awarding the contract at 
its regular meeting in April, 1994. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Rick Hunter 
Environmental Services Manager 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
In e.ccordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49 (1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No: 10105-09447 
Location: Intersection ofHighway 16 and Hlghway 37 South 
Description: The work consists of hand p~tching potholes, applying a
spray primer tackcoat and paver laid asphalt concrete pavement 
patches on the previously ground portions of the Intersection. (Class 
2, Medium Mix) 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, "Terrace, 
BC V8G 1V4 Phone (604) 638.3360 Fax (604) 638-3318 (for Fax 
Revlslon) until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on March 28, 1994, when 
tenders will be opened in public. 
A surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender). 
A pre.tender meeting will not be held, 
Tender documents, complete with envelope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are available for a cost of $16.00 from the 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, BC V8G 1V4 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 
and 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made 
by cheque or money order, made payable 1o the Minister of Finance 
and Corporate Relations, All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information, contact Llnda Zurklrchen, Area Manager st 
(604) 838-3360, or fax (604) 638-3316, 
The lowest or any tender will not be necessarily be accepted. 
Province of 
BrlUsh Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
D +il ' : , i  ~ , h i ~ • 
BIB  
BAILII:F SALE 
1 Panasonlc Printer 
1 Model 3016 Computer 386 & Keyboard with mouse 
1 Super VGA Monitor - 14" 
1 Picture 
1 Calculator 
1 Sanyo Ghetto Blaster 
1 RCA 24" Colour "IV 
1 Baycrest 21" Colour "IV 
1 Vacuum Cleaner & Parts 
2 Power Bars 
All items sold on "as is where is" basis. No warranties or guarantees Implied 
or given. Items can be viewed only on Saturday, March 19, 1994 from 
10:00 am - 2:00 pro. Sealed bids will be received until 12;00 noon Monday, 
March 21, 1994. For further information contact R, Smith 635-7649. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING. 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on 
Wednesday, March 23, 1994 at the offices of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine commencing at 7:00 p.m. to receive 
representation from all persons who deem their interests to be 
affected by the proPoSed bylaw: "Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine Bylaw No. 37, 1976, Electoral Area E and Specified 
Portion of Electoral Area C Zoning Bylaw, Amendment Bylaw 
No. 349, 1994: 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is to redeslgnate 
lands described as portion of Lot 1, District Lot 6248, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 9959, Except Plans 11843 and 13041, from 
the Low Density Rural zone to the High Density Rural zone to 
address a proposal for subdivision, The subject land is located 
in Jackpine Flats, west of Soloman Road as indicated on the 
sketch below. 
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The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitimat.Stikine, #300- 4545 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 
1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p,m., Monday to Friday, except statutory 
holidays. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
" CITY OF 
TERRACE 
IITERRACEi PUBLIC NOTICE 
REZONING APPLICATION 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to 
amend the City. of Terrace Zoning Bylaw No. 401-1966, and 
amendments thereto, 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY: 
The application affects the property, within the City of 
Terrace described as: 
Lot 2, Block 27, District Lot 970, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 4340 
and shown shaded on the accompanying map. 
~" , , . . . . .  "°. . . . .  
The intent of this Zoning Amendment application Is to 
change the zoning of the subject property 
FROM: (A1) Rural 
TO: (R1) Residential District (one-family dwsllhlg) 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of Terrace 
Public Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m, and 4:30 p.m. each day 
from Wednesday, March 2nd, 1994 to Monday, March 
28th, 1994 excluding Saturdays and Sundays, 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E,R, HALLSOR 
Clerk.Administrator 
C10 - The Terrace Standard. Wednesday, March 16, 1994 
Score Board 
OPOV III Tournament 
Div is ion  A 
March 8 
Big Buds 8 Thon~ill  Trojans 5 
Game stars: Ken  Lavoy (BB); G, MeLaugld in  (VO; Jamie Derr ick(BB) 
March 1.0 
;Traffic Jams 7 Blue Whit ies 6 
Game Stars: Fudge Dhansaw (TJ); Will ie Bolan (TJ); Ian A lger  (BW) 
TFAM 
The Passed 
Big Buds 
Traffic Jams 
Thomldl l  Trojans 
Blue Wldties 
GP W 
1. 1 
1. 1 
1. 1. 
1. 0 
2 0 
L T GF  GA I r iS  
0 0 13 11 2 
0 0 8 5 2 
0 0 7 6 2 
1 0 5 8 0 
2 0 17 20 0 
D iv i s ion  B 
_March 8 
Kit imat Blades 19 Wi ld  Ones  5 
Game stars: Paul Amado(KB); Gary Barbosa(KB);  Kev in  Graham(KB)  
March 10 
Westpoint Warriors 14 Terrace Ch ime Redmen 4 
Game Stars: Craig haglebr i tson(WW); I-Iowie O'Brien(WW)~, Wil ly 
Wi lson(WW) 
~kM GP W L T GF  GA PTS  
~t imat  Blades 1 1 0 0 1.9 5 2 
~Westpoint Warr iors 1 1 0 0 14 4 2 
~I'errace Ch ime Redmen 2 1 1. 0 1.6 25 2 
Terrace C lansmen 1. 0 1. 0 1.1 1.2 0 
Wild Ones 1 0 1 0 5 19 0 
FAX: 638.8432 
DROP OFF: 4647 LazeHe 
PHONE: 638-7283 
MODEM: 638-7247 
To make the following week's paper, items for the 
Scoreboard must be submitted by 5p.m. Friday. 
1 
Introducing A New Agent 
SunLife 
The management  ar id staf f  of  Sun  Li fe 
Welcome Brad  O 'Morrow 
to our  sales team.  
I ¸  
;:..7~7{7.,V 
Brad O'Morrow 
306 - 4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 1V4 
Phone 635-6146 
Fax 635-6112 
 Hitt  i..,+.<o 
* Vinyl Windows *Aluminum Products 
*Soffit *Fascia * Rainware 
Estimate Assistance 
~ CENTRAL VALLEY VINYL LTD. MITTEN V/NYL S/D/NG D/STRIBUTOR Phone 847-6066 Fax 847-6088 
Hwy. 16 East -in Canadian Freightways Building 
Is F/na//y Here 
Come Check Out Our Crazy Specials 
In Augie~ Lou.ge 
N !i~i;!~!!~:!:i:~:~::::::::::::.: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii 
Appetizers 2 for I after 4 pm 
TERRACE INN 
4551 Greig Ave.. Terrace. BC VgG 1M7 635-6630 
Monday  Mixed  
Kirkaldy ....................................... 32* 
Oates ............................................ 31" 
Epp ............................................... 29* 
Dahms ............................................ 23 
Murphy ........................................... 2l  
Diana .............................................. 20 
Ritchey ........................................... 17 
Lee .................................................. 14 
Wiffen ............................................ 11 
Greenwood ....................................... 7 
Oliarny ............................................. 5 
Tuesday Men's  
AS0uare 
Townley .............. , ...................... 88* 
Thonasen .............. ,.,...................... 70* 
Oaten ............................................ 66* 
• Melanson ...... ............................... 63* 
Marten ............................................ 58 
Epp ............................ , .................... 56 
Router ............................................. 53 
"Perry ............................................... 43 
Wood,,,.,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 48  
Murphy ........................................... 42 
a S~uare 
Den~s .......................................... 52* 
Kogak ........................................... 52* 
Fisher. . ......................................... 50* 
Blanes ........................................... 49*  
Dandy .............. , ............................ 47 
Houlden .......................................... 36 
Turner ............................................. 28 
Heighington .............................  . 32 
l..indsay ........................................... 27 
Easton ............................................. 27 
Smith.,..; ........................................ 24 
Wednesday  Lad les '  
AS~uare 
manes ........................................... 30 
Simpson ........................................ 28* 
Haldane ........................................ 28* 
Carruthers ..................................... 23* 
Sawtell .......................................... 21" 
Becldey .......................................... 20 
Apolczer ......................................... 20 
Griffith ........................................... 18 
Ritchcy ............... , .., ...................... 17 
Lang ............................................... 12 
Kucrnper ....................................... 25* 
MaeDougall .......... ,, ...................... 25* 
Skcad .................. ,,., ...... , ............. 20* 
Weber ............................. ; ........ 19 '  
McN¢c ............................................ 12 
Kusnlek .................  ...................... :  10 
Fugere ............................................ 10 
Sparks ............................................... 9 
Levesque .......................................... 8 
Wamer .............................................. 6 
Thursday  Men 's  
Fisher. .................................... , ... 81' 
Melanson .................................... ,70*  
Kelly ............................................. 61'  
Dennis ............................................ 56 
Kennedy ................. ; ............. .......... 56 
Simpson ........................ • ..... ,;...... 53 
Kawinsk- 7 ............................. , .... 50 
Fugere ....................... ; ............. ,....., 48 
Walker ..................... ; ............... ,.,. 48 
Brown ................ ,..., ...... ,,' ...... ;,.,... 46 
PARTS 
F.mton ........................................... 46* 
Heighington.." ....... , :...,,.,,,.,.,.L. 44* 
Smith .........................  ..... '. ....... 42* 
Tras~ ........................................... ,40* 
Bennett., ......... ,.,; ........................... 35 
Wdsner ... ............ ,,,... ........ ,..-, ...... 31 
Rippon ............................................ 27 
Garner ............................................ 20 
Murphy ........................................... 20 
Klein ............................................... 13 
(* : dinched playoff b~rlh) 
ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
Arm yourse l f  w i th  
. _  ~.i.'-~'] the la tes t  lun9 
' ;~7~_%-~_--,- facts f rom 
"'*:';~: ~ '~ '~ the  B.C. 
• • ,,~_<:L'~,~-~t---- Lung 
Assoc ia t ion .  
t B.C. Lung Assoc iat ion  Box 34(XFL  S l i l l i on  D Vallct ltP, ' ,~r,  B ,C .  V6 J  4M2 
 'pR CE 
I l l  ¸ . C • 
)n Used Cars, Hurryinforyourchancetosavethousands!ofdollars:Pricesaresolowthattradein'scan 
Trucks Vans for our : • adewe can get you Cash iy !i: /., not be taken on these sale priced vehicles. If you havea tr / vehicle frOma: wholesale, auto brokl)rlohaln with Vour doWn;oavment :~esevehlcleswill be: : 
: ~1 sold as is; This is 
!?L: ' ' " :::: : " : . ' . . . .  
:: L:L:':: : J 1988 CHEV BERETTA . 1987 PONTIAC SUNBIRD 
!~..:: :/~: ~:i I -Automatic ~#'~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ " ~ ! !  ~ ~4~ - 4 Cyl, 
. : : "  ;: : I -Air Conditlomng ~ ~ , ~  ,~ ~#:~ -Automatic ' ...... .~ ~71~:~';:~ r'~ .... ~,..~.,, , .- , .~. " 
U2.;:,..:;::,!. . . . . .  :.:~.::. ~:: . ~ .... .,.,,~:::~ 9351~-~ 
I - m = = ~ -  ~ i ' :  :":1 STK# 93085-1 :!~::~" . | STK# .; ...... .... °'~'~~" ' " :  '--,m~::: ::i:  
Special ~)4~ ~lq KUU~~I~ 
Blowout Price ~l~ "1 -~ 
:iiiiii ii!: iii.:i::!i . AVAILABLE 
: ;iitq: :t"?i::) d 
LgYCt¢ 
- 4 Door 
. V6  
• Automatic 
- Cruise 
- Tilt 
- Stereo 
STK# 94178-1 
Special 
Blowout Price 
1991 CHEV CORSICA 
Special 
Blowout Price 9500 
1991 TOPAZ 
E ' . i  
- 4 Door 
- Automatic 
- Air Conditioning 
-AM/FM Cassette i 
STK# 93013-1 
::; ........... ~ :~%)i~ ,~* 
I ~ 9 9 ~ ~  Special L 57,995 °° 
WHOLESALE ~owout Pri 
":]:r.. PRICES .~ . ,   1988 FORD F-250 
~i:~*i~,~::.'/.~  ,," !  :~:::' i:~i: ; i i! if ii!l " ~ ~ ~  ~ ' , ~ ~ ~  
- 6 Cyl. ' ;  
-Automatic ~ : ; ~ ~ ~  
""" :" t -Air Conditioning :~ *" 
' AM/FM Cassette ',t~ 
+5.995 °° 
STK# 94179.1 
~' : ::1 Special 
, ,, Blowout ',:' ; Price I 
: t  i , : 
*Plus Many More cars 
- V8  
- 5 Speed 
- AM/FM Cassette 
STK# 94004-1 
Special 99500 
Blowout Price [] 
$ 
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FINANCIAL SERVICES 
' ....... I I 
OLDSMOBILE, 
) : 
ALL  FI 
McE'wan 
Ter race  
The exper t  cho ice .  I iiii!Vi L~/:, , < ;... 
ti~ ~L~ 
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